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Among the noble women who were

only a translation
Vulgate.

to

notice

buried
Susanna

in molding the minds and

hearts of her sons, was doing a great work
both for their generation and ours. Just

City.

across

the way from this cemetery

is

the

Wesley - died,

the

.chapel in which he preached, and in
1ear of which he was “buried. Beside

the
the

[house in which

To whom all letters on business, remittances of
money, &o., should be sent., All communications
designed for publication should be addressed to the
Editors.
;

John

great founder of Methodism lie the mortal
remains of several of its most eminent sup-
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Here I read the names of Adam

Clark and Richard Watson.
It seems very natural to turn from this
famous place, to Smithfield, where a previous generation of moral heroes was buried ;
for in this way the-old church of England
disposedof those who doubted her creed.
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The established

church, in

earlier

times,
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WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 10, 1870,
Heaven.
Oh! Heaven is nearer than mortals think,
From the silent home of the dead.
Tis no lone isle on a boundless main,
No brilliant,
but distant shore,

Where the loving ones who are called away,
Must go to return no more.

No, Heaven is near us; the mighty veil
Of mortality blinds the eye,

That we can not see the angel bands,
On the shores of eternity.

The eye that shut in a dying hour
Will open the next in bliss;
The welcome will sound in the heavenly world,
Ere the farewell is hushed in this,
:
‘We pass from the clasp

of mourning

friends,

To the arms of the loved and lost;

**

And those smiling faces will greet us there,
‘Which on earth we have valued most.
Yet
To
That
To

a

few

days ago,

her

oft in the hours of holy thought,
the thirsting soul is given
power to pierce through the mist of sense,
the beauteous scenes of Heaven.

stantial meal,

they

were

addressed

and

prayed for, ina pointed and earnest manner. A few seemed moved, but the larger
portion were indifferent and hardened.
At
the close of the meeting they were informed that if they chose to break off their evil
ways, they should

receive

assistance

they could provide for themselves.

till

When

we left, a few who remained after the close

of the meeting were engaged in earnest
conversation with some devoted and self-

Till the soul is restless to soar away,
And longs for the angel’s call.

sacrificing Christian

American

————

LoNpox, July 13, 70.

Doubtless you have been able to furnish your readers with full and interesting
reports of the General Baptist Centenary
Association recently held at Leicester. It
only remains for me to say that the cordial
and hearty manner in which the representatives of the F. Baptists of America
were received, and the generous hospitality extended to them, not only daring, but
after the meeting, caused me to say, ¢ It is
good for me to be here;” and but for the
stronger tie which binds me to brethrenof
*¢ like precious faith,” onthe other side of
‘the Atlantic, I should have begun to talk
of building a tabernacle.
The month I have spent in England has
trust of

some profit. . I have been interested in the
castles, and cathedrals; in the wrecks of
former, and the monuments of present
greatness ;and in visiting numerous localities
made classic by legendsof England's poets,

with

the

great

thrilled

with deep emotion, as I walked
over
dust of her statesmen and monarchs,

the
her

poets and philosophers, and looked upon
the fading flowers on the stone which covers the grave of Charles Dickens, in

minster Abbey.

thrill, a stronger

But there was

emotion,

a

by

per-

Him who came to seek and save the lost.
H.N.H.

Foreign Correspondence.

My heart

attend

and Christian lives... May God bless this
-and kindred efforts to extend the spirit of

To the reali of endléss day.

connected

who

sonal conversation, to win them to virtuous

Not long and dark shall the passage be,

events in her history.

women,

these meetings to do all they can,

1 know when the silver cord is loosed,
‘When the veil is rent away,

or from being

West.

deeper

as I walked

sihrough that old birial ground in Bunhill

Institute

THE BIBLE IN CQ@MON SCHOOLS.
The most important subject introduced at
the recent meeting of the American Institute
of Instruction, at Worcester, was that of
the use of the Bible in schools. And the
discussion that followed the essay, gave
evidence by the character and ability of the
persons who took part in it,the earnestness
with which they spoke and the cheers
which greeted the defenders of the measure, that the mass of teachers regard it
with great interest.
Rev. A. P. Peabody, D. D., of Harvard
College, having been previously appoint-

~ But the actual claim is for a division

of

school funds. The contributions of the
Catholics are too small to give right to
this claim, and it would be suicidal and
destructive to our school system, for each
sect would then have its separate schools.

They

have

alsg

forfeited

their claims

by owning fealty to-a foreign potentate,
now declared by them infallible, and have
encroached on our republican institutions.
W. C. Collar,of Boston Highlands, offered
the following
resolution, which he sustained in an able speech, defending the use

of the Bible as necessary for our security,
and for the good of the schools:

Resolved,

That

in the opinion of this

Association the public safety and the highest interests of education demand that the
Bible should not be excluded from the public schools.
Rev. Mr. Chute, a Unitarian clergyman
from Vineland, N. J., opposed this resolu-

tion, in the interests, he said, of freedom in
religion. He would have Bible instruction
given in‘other ways, and prophesied that

version of the Bible has. done more than
all things else for preserving our language,

and for educating our children

in a pure

English diction. It is also the only unsectarian book which can be introduced to
teach the facts concerning religion.
Among the opponents are infidels and
Roman Catholics. But infidels are not forward: nor united in objecting. Many of

vere not accounted worthy a resting place to secure entire unanimity without reduc:
In consecrated ground. There lie Isaac ing education to the simplest elements.
Watts,

John Gill, John Owen, and the inAs I stood by

the grave of the author of * Pilgrim's
Progress,” I was led to ask myself, ** What

oocupat 0 of tho poovs comer, 1 Westmin-

this poor ’ Yee
acts Jor man.
persecuted
servantue
of Christ, whom
England begrudged
grave?” Thege eminent
RI
a oh es

the only ones, who rest in this
consecrated

Christinnity is the

The ¢ hatred of

everything

still found in many

growth

no morality without

Mankind.
Hyacinthe, in a recent letter to
Rev.
L.
W.
Bacon, published in the Chrisima-

ian

- Effect of Infallibility.

Christianity, and no
The

tion is, whether there sh<ll be
schools or not; for it the Bibfe

3fy common
be turned

ques-

out, they will say you have turned out the
uly book of authority, and will more oppose, and each sect must have their separate schools. We now stand on the great
foundation of truth.
Choate
“ We wont give up the Bible,

once said,
as long as

there is enough

rock left to

of

Plymouth

make a gunflint of, or a particle of Pilgrim dust floats in ge air.”
The resolution of
Mr. Collar was adopted
by a large rising vote of gentlemen and
ladies, only 2 or 3 voting in the negative.
A vote of thanks was given to Rev. Dr.
Peabody for his able address. A copy of
it was requested for publication, and Mr.
Richards, of Washington, recentlf Super-

intendent of sch6ols in the District of Columbia, said he should like to act as colpor-

ter to distribute many copies.
This shows plainly what are the feelings
and wishes of the leading educators of the
country ; for the Institute is our oldest Educational Association, this being ity 41st annual meeting. Those who took part in the
debate were mostly teachers, or men prom-

inently connected with

education;

of the defenders of the Bible,

several

as Mr.

Steb-

We are a Christian people, as is recognized in prayers in the legislature, in judioial oaths and in other ways. The Bible
is therefore to be recognized. But Roman
Catholics object that ours is a sectarian
version of the Bible. Itis notso as against
them. It was founded on the earlier versions made before England had become

Protestant, and was performed by men who
were not of the puritan par y Enlightened

tion,"by Prof. J. L. Diman of Brown University; ‘ Woman as an Educator,” by

Hon. Geo. B. Loring of Salem; ‘On the
relation of Academies,” assigned to Rev. C.
Hammond of Monson Academy, but in

his

absence an essay was read by Rev.Mr,Gow ;
“The Prussian System of education” by Rev.
Dr. Stockbridge of Providence; ‘ A general
course of study,” by Prof. W. P. Atkinson;

and *‘ Compulsory School Attendance,” by
Hon. Joseph White. Mr. Atkinson's paper
was not received with the favor that attended the others, for it was.

not

Christian

sentiment ; and this too indicated

in

the noble

‘attachment of our teachers to Christianity.
Let the friends of the Bible rejoice.

Union of the 22,ult., (written just be-

fore .the declaration

Whatever

may

of the dogma.) says:

convulsion within the bosom of: ‘the church”

will be, time can only show. With the
Bible in our hands, and in the lightof the
spirit of inquiry that is abroad, we can not
doubt

that

erty

the

end,

truth

will be the

eanwhilo the contest must be

gainer,
jerCe.

in

The

tion; for the supremacy

of reason over

brate force, of the citizen

over the soldier,

of law over imperial “decrees”, of an armed
people over hired armies, of industry over
gambling. In other words, they defend
modern civilization- against the worst

forces

of truth and

error, lib-

por Ernest Renan.
ELAR

ita

Vath,

Renan

can

—

is short,

slang,

—

and what, in our

we

would

Awmeri-

call ¢ dumpy.”

Wide and high shoulders, a short heck,
and a large,’round head, give’ him ‘a peculiar, squat appearance. Whether it was
his early SiNeion; or whether a quite natural appearande,it struck me at once how like
a typical French priest he was. His countenance is shrewd and

suave,

his

motions

smooth and: gliding, his air dogmatic and.
positive. His small, rather dullish eyes
light up almost brilliantly when he speaks,
and he talks with an ease, a smoothness,
an - elegance, yet with a certain force,

which are exactly reflected in his writings.
His hair, which is thinnish on the crown
(thus somewhat hightening,
by the appearance of a shaved crown, his resemblance to “the priests, whom he detests),
is of a dull red, and cut rather close; hig

nose is prominent and thick; his lips thin;
his mouth strong: and forcible,

refined.

rather than

You wonld know at once that he

was not of aristocratic origin; yet in thisparticular his personal appearance is belied
by his manner, which is as polished, as
Frenchy, as suave, as that of any manI
ever met.

and absolutism, are taking sides re-

spectively,

whether

Events

within or outside ‘‘the

church.” There are natural affinities which
no mere authority can overrule,
The effect of the decree on Protestants

hein

STEAMBOAT DISASTER.
Mississippi steamer
Silver Spray,

The
bound

from

ideas and measures of Papacy.
Those who
have tried to believe that ‘‘the chnrch” was
growing more liberal must be convinced of

burst

her

Americans

especially, will

see the need of more vigilance and firmness in resisting papal encroachments. Our
free schools will be guarded more sacredly
than ever. Thauks to the Council, they
have left us no longer in doubt as tothe
intentions of Papacy.—IVatchman & Reflec-

of the Week.

.

will be to unite them against the distinctive

their mistake.

New

boilers

31st ult.,, when

Orleans

on

thirty

to

Cincinnati,

Sunday
miles

evening,

above.

Mem-

phis. “ The steamer had a barge in tow at
the

time

of

the

explosion.

The

wreck

caught fire from the furnaces, and accordingto latest accounts, over twenty persons
lost their lives, eithér from the direct ef-

fects of the explosion or from fire, which
burned both barge and steamer. No satisfactory cause of the explosion is given. :

tor.
|:

and

latest of its enemies.
— New York Nation.

be the event on this partice

In many communities at the South the} ular point, a profound movement of reachatred of everything Northernis quite as tion against papal absolutism has been rousbitter and demonstrative as at any time ed in the heart of Catholic Christendom,
since 1860. For a t'me after: the close of which, sooner or later, must have importhe war there was a disposition on the part tant results.” Certainly the breach between
of many European immigrants, and not a the more liberal party in ‘the church” and
The
few families in our own Northern states, to the Jesuits must be greatly widened.
settle at the South, make its interests their ‘two can no longer work together with anyinterests, and find their own advantage in thing - more than a showyof harmony. The
helping to rebuild the : broken fortunes of Jesuits, who are the Jani¥aries of the Pope,
the war-stricken section.~The Southward who represent the most intense absolutism,
movement began and attracted much at- and- who bave instigated and controlled the
tention. But it has almost wholly ceased. Council, will receive new life from the deThe Pope is really
Not one ‘in one thousand of the emigrants cree of infallibility.
their
tool,
whom
they,
as
consummate manwho land at our seaports goes south of the
Potomac or the Ohio to establish his home, agers, use for the interest of their own
and the removalof a “
Y&nkee” family to “order,” which they wish to he the cona Southern state ig becoming a novelty. trolling power of the church, The General
Some months ago a
prominent politician of of the Jesuits, at Rome, is the real ‘head
Washington organized % Southern Emigra- of the church.” All their cunning will
tion Bureau, his ®bject: \seing" the mixed now be employed with tenfold earnestness.
‘one of realizing a profit ogaSouthern lands Every aspiring Catholic will court their
sold to the emigrants, and: of introducing favor. But what the result of £o violent a

of the Bible.

Christianity without the Bible.

=

at the

terial and Bl! Gop
of that section, are illyst ted by the facts given id
the following extract trom the Advance :

No- 82

.

church” formally arrayed against science,
progress, liberty, and they can not become
a party to so terrible a conspiracy against

Northern,”

communities

Soutk, and jts important effects on the

There can be no freedom without morality,

bins.and Secretary White, were received
with hearty cheers; the vote against rejeced, read an able essay of about an hour's tion was the largest of any taken during
length on this topic. He defended the use .thé three days’ session, and the attendance
of the Bible in schools’
essential to in- at the time assigned for this subject, was
struction in history, in-éthics and in litera- larger than any other during the session,
the evening lectture. Christianity has been the greatest except, perhaps, at
factor in the history of the world,and for the ures, Yet the other subjects were not unknowledge of this, as also for much of an- important nor the speakers inferior, ag this"
lst will show: * The duty of larger towns
cient history, the Bible is necessary.
The
morals taught must be Christian morals, to Support Evening Schools,” by President
originating
in the Bible. The English Miner of Tufts College ; ‘‘ Poetry in Educa-

Fields, and stood beside’ the grave .of so
many eminent dissenting ministers, of them wish their children taught the outwhom the world wag not worthy, but who’ side facts of Christianity. Itis impossible

comparable John Bunyan.

imperfect Latin

Sectional Feeling at the South.

good Northern and European blood into
These facts are indicative of the progress of ‘following on the same side, offered an
In
amendment, as he styled it, to the resolu- the morbid veins of Southern society.
religious toleration in England.
Since
pushing this commendable enterprise, its
tion
of
Mr
Collar,
as
follows:
Methodists, Presbyterians, Baptists
and
Resolved, That purely religious edu- projector made energetic use of the newsUnitarians have been invited to celebrate
cation
should not be compulsory; and if paper press, of political machinery, of inthe Lord's supper in King Henry's chapel,
public
demands, it should be telligent agents, and of a wide personal
in Westminster Abbey, the very *‘ holy of banished sentiment
from the public schools.
acquaintance, and yet the movement has
holies” of the church, will any one dare
utterly failed, Virginia was the principal
He
thought
religious
education
should
be
affirm that the English church ys close
objective point, and several hundred New
kept
separate,
and
the
schools
be
exclusivecommanijon ?
ly limited to secular instruction.
Rev. M. England and Middle States people were
Ihave been much interested in the vari- C. Stebbins, of Springfield High School, induced to buy lands in the Old Dominion
ous Christian enterprises which are being said he had ceased to place confidence in at moderate rates, and settle beyond the
carried forward in this great city of Lor- men’s pretended giftof prophecy at pres- Potomac.
The experience of most of
don, and in none more than in the Midnight
these
can
be
inferred from this one case:
ent. He said the Bible lay at the foundaMeeting Movement for the recovery: of tion of our common schools, our morals, A New England farmer, of considerable
fallen women.
The first of these meetings
government and civilization. Aud it was means, bought a tract of land not. far
was held in 1860. Some of the poor falla matter of right and conscience to continue north of Richmond, and placed on it a very
en ones who attended that first meeting, its use. We have no right to omitit. And costly-lot of fancy sheep and Cashmere
are to-day members of Christian churches,
if we give up the Bible, on account of ob- goats, intending to make Virginia “his
and occupying positions of usefulness.
It jections, there is no stopping place; we home and devote himself to growing this
is believed that large numbers have been
must give up teaching truths of science at valuable stock. Imagine his sensations,
: aved through-the instrumentality of ‘the
the objection of any one. If we will not on going into his fields morning after
numerous meetings which have been held
defend the rights that God has given us, we morning and finding several of his sheep
in various parts of the city. Indeed the forfeit all claim to future protection and and goats lying dead—shot through at
Secretary informs me, that he does not ‘privileges. Then followed remarks by va- night by his ex-Confederate neighbors, as
think a single meeting has been held,
rious speakers, a majority of whom were an evidence that he was a Yankee and was
which has not been followed by one or strongly in favor of retaining the Bible, not wanted there.
Not content with
more asking for a placein the homes prcand giving our youth the benefits of its shooting some, the chivalry mutilated othvided for those who are seeking to reform. teachings. Hon. - J. White, Secretary of ers and left them alive. After losing about
I attended one of these meetings at Red the Board of Education of Masgs., said that half his flock, out Massachusetts friend re-’
Lion Square, last Thursday evening. Thirtythis is a Christian nation, and you can not tired north of the Potomac, as our armies
three of the lowest and apparently the
put out the Bible. Republican Institutions had done before, and now, at least,one Virmost hopeless class came, aud aftera subare the outgrowth of Christianity, and ginia plantation is for sale very cheap.

Then very near seem its pearly gates,
And sweetly its harpings fall ;

beén one of intense interest, and I

of the

10,1870.

Er

¥

When they look with a trembling dread,
At the misty future that stretches on

But

* eateth

Douay version is not good English, and is

ed to join these church dignitaries in re- it would soon be banished from the schools.
vising the English version of the Scriptures. - Mr. Whittemore of East Providence, R. I.,

for, is prima

§

them.”

and

service, in Westminster Abbey,
with the
dissenting ministers, who have been invit-

4% When Agents receive premiums, no pereentaxe on moneys sent for the Star is allowed in adon,

AND DOVER,N. H., AUGUST

CUBA.

Which
-

The war in Cuba still continues,

Merits Sympathy?
r—
lO —

. Applying these tests to. the conflict on
the Rhine it is difficult to see where an enlightened American can find an excuse either for indifference or neutrality. The result of a French victory it is not hard to
foresee. The Emperor, after eighteen years
of a degrading tyranny, was driven, last
winter, by a series of military and diplomatic reverses, and the scandalous financial abuses of his adherents, into making certain concessions to liberalism. He had no
sooner made them than he deprived them
of all value by the same cunning manipula-,
tion of universal suffrage by which he secured the popular approval of the coup
d'etat; and he there-upon rushed into war,

and

re-

ports from the island are quite as contradictory as ever. The last report says that
small pox and yellow fever are devastating
the foreign settlements, and the ravages

of

the diseases can not be checked. There is
also a battle reported, in which both sides
claim a victory, and each accuses the

other

of losing fourhundred men. The Cuban
patriots are to receive aid from South America. A resolution pending in the Colombian Congress pronounces in favor of the
Cuban insurgents, and insists that Spain
shall leave the island at once. ' The Spanish
army is suffering severely from yellow fever and cholera. Spanish gunboats are

By ‘‘infallibilty” we mean of course papal infallibility, for nobody but the Pope
pretends to intellectual and moral superiority to error. Infallibility is decreed. Henceclosely watching the coast for the steamer
forth itis a Romish dogma.
Every Catholic
San Salvador, which is expected there with
must believe it and must uphold it. The
penalty of doubt or denial is the papal ana- with the hope, which events show to be men, arms and ammunition for the Cabans,
SPAIN.
thema. Such a dogma must have its effectin well grounded, of turning the popular mind
various ways. First upon the Pope himself. away from questions of internal reform,
"The govertiment bas been violently atIt will make bim more conceited, arrogant and reconciling the nation to a renewal of tacked
by the monarchical
press for
and intolerant. Heretofore he has had to thé military regime. His triumph over | delay in reassembling the Cortes, which
speak with a slight measure otf humility, Prussia would certainly put an end to all delay was occasioned by the Carlist agitatalk of further changes in the direction of tion. - The proclamation of amnesty is al(affected perhaps,) but henceforth he may
be expected to put on airs of divinity. freedom. It would lead to the open restora- so delayed for the same reasen. The MinThe ‘thunder of the Vatican” will be real tion of personal government; the open re- isterial Council has had an exciting debate
thunder, in his-own estimation, and we vival of that.contempt for the writers and over a note lately received from Washingmay look for fulminations from hig Olympus talkers—that is, for the mind of France— ton in regard to Cuba, in which the U. S.
more terrific than ever.
Now he will which ' the court and its followers were ‘Government demands, among other’ things,
““ghake his ambrosial locks and give the never tired of proclaiming between 1851 the indemnity of American citizens illegally
nod.” Heretofore, indeed, he has spoken and 1866; the renewed ‘coercion of the expelled from the island.
“great swelling words,” but he has been press, and the elevation of the army once
ITALY.
feeling his way, pytting out his horns to more to the first place in the government.
It is reported that the Pope is deeply
try their power.
Hereafter he will butt It ‘would wipe out the memory of the alarmed at the projects of France and the
the nineteenth century with all the violence crimes, frauds, exiravagances, ‘defalca- plots of different parties. It is asserted that
of an infuriated bull.
His superstitious tions, and slaughters by which the eyes of he has been advised by some to go to Malta
the French people were being gradually
soul will regard the decision of the Council,
‘and by others to remain in Rome, and it
although secured -by management, as the opened to the real character of imperial- seems that he has decided to stay. The
ism, and probably fix the yoke on their
decree of Heaven, and he will rush forward
negotiations between France and Italy for
with all the midness of a fapatic. He will necks so thoroughly that the ‘‘young Au- the withdrawal of French troops from Italbe a second
Peter the Hermit, not only gustus,” who is now going to play at war,
ian soil have been satisfactorily concluded.
preaching but headinga crusade against like Louis XVI., on the Rhiné, under his
The Italian Government has guaranteed
father’s eye, would be able to take the reins
the elements of 4 truly Christian civilization.
the preservation of order in Rome, and the
We concede him'the virtue of sincerity, but and the whip, and mount without ‘further French troops have evacuated the city.
this is only to say that he will be more con- trouble or molestation. Prussia, it is true,
La Nazione newspaper says that England
has a strong leaven of feudalism in it; but
gcientiously contentious.
has
taken the initiative measures to negotiate
What will be the effect on ¢‘the church?” it is gradually and rapidly getting rid of it; with Austria and Italy an alliance which
At present it is impossible to tell. If ¢ the in any case, not only has feudalism render- will maintain the neutrality of these powers.
church” were really the unit that it claims ed good service to mankind, but every trace The
first favorable opportunity will be
to be, we could readily predict the conse- of it is disappearing, and nowhere more seized to urge the belligerents to Yay down
There is
quence of the dogma in question. If it had quickly than in North Germany.
their arms,
with one voice demanded absolu'e infalli- no etate more ‘‘modern” in the best sense
FROM THE SEAT OF WAR.
of
the
word
than
Prussia;
none
in
which
bility for the Pope, consenting to be absorban
intelligent
human
being
counts
for
The reports durin® “the week have been
ed in him, then of course ‘‘the church”
would become a blind but tremendous force, more; or in which brains exercise so much a8 void of exciting interest as usual. The’
daBhing itself, under his leadership, against influence on politics. It was very true is French attacked and captured Saarbrucken
Protestant Christendom and the free ideas Ernest Renan said, that it was the uni- about the middle of the week, which is a
place of no consequence,
but the affairis magand institutions of the age. But the dogma versities which conquered at Sadowa.”
We have little doubt they will conquer nified by the Paris dispatches into a brilliant
of infallibility has been forced upon ‘the
church.”
Not a few, and they the most again on.the Rhine; at all events, we feel victory. | On Thursday the Prussians at-

intelligent,

and

learned,

and

influential

bishops, have taken an open stand against
its proclamation, and are now left in a very
uncomfortable position. We can not suppose

that these men, though in a small mi-

nority, will remain silent. They have evidently spoken their deepest convictons,
and convictions can notbe relinquished at
the demand of mere authority. Their ¢onscience and their common sense have been

bound in the interest of civilization to hop e

tacked the French in the vicinity of Wissen

so.

bourg, and pushed back their right wing
a considerable ‘distance into the French’
territory. The Prussians effected their pur-

If any power is to have more

weight

in the family of European nations than another, we are all interested in its being the
power whose armies contain the most read-

ers and writers, and which when it goes to

war has to call most, intelligent citizens

from their homes.

It has been a favorite

saying of the Bonapartes that ‘‘bayonets
don’t think.” - Bayonets, however, are be-

pose, which was to destroy a piece of rail
road on which it was anticipated that
McMahon was intending to advance with
the French right,on a rgid to cut off commus
nication with Berlin. The Duke de Gra-

mont has sent out a diplomatic circular,
in which the responsibility for the war is
~
thrown on Prussia. The Danes are clamoring to fight for France, but the GovIt is devil-like to return evil for good.
It is beast like to return evil for evil. It in *“the church” has been goading on the Bonapartes are the most illustrious mem- ernment favors a neutral policy. England
is manliketo réturn good for good. It Pope to the assertion of nfallibility for its ‘bers, The Prussian army is fighting for a is trying to remain neutral, but is blunderown special aggrandizement.
They see ‘the free press, afree parliament, popular educa- ing badly in attempting it.
is godlike to return good for evil.
R. M. 8.

outraged. They know that history has been ‘ginning to think; and the more they think,
shamefully falsified in the interests of the the less: chance will thete ban the world
Papacy. They know that a certain party for the class of adventurers of which the
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rekin
ren,

pmmancations.

‘you

please,

toward

the

Grecian

severity

‘and rigor. It will not hurt us to be studying and striving in that direction; and the

old master will help us amazingly, if we

‘The -Orator’s

STAR: AUGUST 10, 1870.

will only listen, and let him teath us.

Rhetgric.

passed him.

or philosophical in his matter.

true of this orator ig true of the whole kind.
We

do not undertake

to

say

So I hammered on, till I saw by his eyes
that he had got it.” It was the hammer-

that

the ut-

The

secret of the efficacy of skillful repe-

tition is: (1) That it insures attention te
the important point; (2) A full understandIn the last issue of the Bibliotheca Sacra,
ing and appreciation of it; (3) It enhances
as another lesson from the model before us.
there appears what was manifestly a lec- We here learn that a great effect may be
the hearer’s estimate of its importance ; (4)
ture of the" late’ Prof. George Shepard to produced in a reasonably short time. DeIt holds it before the mind, till its just imthe siudents of Bangor Theological Semimosthenes generally produced his prodi- cian master, we find that the most effective portance and force are felt.
nary,
entitled,
‘‘Demosthenes
and
his
gious results ina bri
Space, There is but orations have not been those most replete |= But, after all, we must be allowed to say
Rhetorical Principles.” It opens with a
with profound thought and severe argu-! that this repetition, the bringing up or prea single oration—that\
the Crown—
sketch of the great Grecian “orator; then
ment, but the reverse.
For example, few senting the same topics or points, is rather
which 1s of any considerab
length. This
. follows gn analysis of his greatest oration,
forensic
arguments
in
modern
times have hazardous business. While it is deeply conis a choice sentiment, or fact, worthy to be
with a view of finding the ‘elements that
laid up by the speaker in a place where it equaled in weight and wealth of senti- victive and implanting, if well done, it is
rendered his public speech so effective at
will always be at hand and ready for use. ment and splendor of illustrationthe cele- duil, burdensome, disgusting, if badly done.
‘the hour, and that have rendered his ora- Not
a few of our speakers seem to have brated defense of Peltier by Sir James It is one of the difficulties in the way of
tions the special wonder and study of two got possession of the notion (or the notion Magkintosh. Yet, for the purpose of shield- reaching the highest style of popular elothousand years ; and, lastly, he goes on to of them) that a great effort must be a long ing the poor Frenchman, it was good for quence. Repetition, with variety and an
state some of the general rhetorical pringinothing. Though read ever since with augmenting interest’and power—this is the:
effort. Andthe effort and the man who
ples that are both established and illastrat:
Demosthenes mastered it, and
made it'appear to be reckoned great in .delight, it was at the time a splendid and difficulty.
-ed byfthese marvelous orations of Deno
»4 proportion to .the huge holding on. A miserable failure. The three most effective his name has become the synonym for cothenes.
monstrous perversion this of every com- speakers that were ever in the British House gent and successful appeal. .
Dr. Shepard, wihilewas far removed as pos- mon sense principle. The truth is, {this of Commons were probably Lord Chatham,
6. We get from the Grecian orator con-sible from sympathy with mere rhetorical
Charles James Fox, and Richard Brinsley firmation of the doctrine that clearness of
exhausting system, this wearying diffusion,
artifice, and generally recognized as the this desperate unwillingness to let go of a- Sheridan ; and they, especially Catham and meaning is found in connection with the
most vigorous and effective preacher in thought when once we get hold ; this beat- Sheridan, never produced their effects by highest oratorical power, and is indispenMaine, saw the need of teaching candidates
ing and spreading out, this embarrassing solidity and strength of matter. When sable to it. Demosthenes, though often confor the Christian pulpit how to make their
and burying up with piles of wordy: para- Sheridan was asked how it was that he cise, was always clear, entirely so, to those
public address effective, and so brought
graphs the simple point that needs to !be succeeded so well in the house, he replied, be addressed. Not only the Grecian, but
before them the most eminent models in
soen or felt, is utterly at war with all the *‘ that he had not been there very long be- all eloquence, ever hashad, and ever must
aid of his purpose.
We quote the latter
precedents and precepts, and utterly pre- fore he found that three fourths of the mem- have, this quality of Jucidness. In order
portion of the article, as something richly
bers were fools ; and he resolved, therefore, to an etfjpct, the meaning must stand out;
ventive of all the great results of eloquence.
worth the attention and study of every
not to shock them by too much severity of must be ¢btrusive, not to be searched for,
Fluency is a good thing ; but sometimes it
preacher, and indeed of every other person
argument.”
Nor did Chatham,in the char- not dug jout of darkness, but flashing and
isa nuisance.
It is flow, flow, flow; never
who would learn how to persuade a public
acter
of
him
drawn
by Grattan, ‘ conduct
elf upon the people. “Nothing
at a loss for something to say ; never havaudience.
The selection is somewhat
the understanding through the painful sub-|;
e,” says Robert Smith, “‘can be iming anything worth saying; never in want
lengthy, but no interested reader would be
of a word ; never seizing one of any signif- tilities of argumentation, but rather light- agined more absurd, irrational, and conwilling to have it abridged. Tt is an exicance and power.
Eloquence coms not ened upon bis subject, and reached the trary to the very design and end efspeakposition equally plain, practical, just and out from such places. Eloquence nt
“point by the flashings of his mind, which, ing than an- obscure discoursg® Yet
=
this
needful :
put forth its greatest things closely, rapid- like those of his eye, were felt, but could very consummate absurdit#fas really been
Having now shown, by references and ly. All the memorably great effects of the not be followed.” In precise accordance embraced and practised by many as the
citations, what the practice of Demosthegreat orators of the past have been the re- with the above was the advice given by true doctrine. Accordingto the old-fashnes was, we pass on to state some rhetorisults of masterly strokes, intensely con- that shrewd observer, Dr. Johnson, to Bos- ioned doctrine, a discourse to be impressive
well, who had occasion to speak at the
cal principles and lessons, established, we ceived and qhickly delivered. ‘‘ Sudden
According to the
TI 'must be intelligible.
* think, by the authority of the great per- bursts,” to present an admirable-description of the House of Commons: ¢ You must not new-fangled doctrine, the way to be pecuformer before us.
of two of the most effective speakers that argue as if you were arguik in the schools. liarly searching is to be utterly unsearch1. The first is, That the true style for ef- have appeared—*‘ sudden bursts, which Close reasoning will nots fix their atten- able; the way to sink the truth deep into
tion. Wo But it will be said, according to terrestrial breasts, is to aim the shaft at the
fect in one age, or upon one class of minds, seemed the effect of inspiration; short senwill be effective in every age, and upon tences, which came like lightning, dazzling, these anthorities, eloquence is mere decla- zenith. And this will be pronounced very
Mnd so itis, often. In its great- fine-and very forcible, and will raise a very
every class of minds. In other words, burning, striking down everything before mation.
there isa universal style, always powerful, them ; sentences which, Spoken at critical est passages, allalong its eourse down, it great admiration on the part of some in the
always pleasing. Demosthenes has it per- periods, decided the fateof great ques- has been.déclamation—sclid, arguing, ner- community, who are always most rapturvous
declamation. The famous oath of ously taken with what they cannot comprefectly, and it is‘the secret of the fact that tions; sentences which everybody still
he has kept the crown of eloquence so long knows by heart—in these, chiefly, lay the Demosthenes (which has been quoted from hend. - They behold a lofiy figure and
and so indisputable. Whereas, if he had power of these extraordinary men.” Who- his speech upon the Crown), deemed the flourish before them—manifestly a great
had an artificial style, ofa kind that abonnds
greatest passage in all eloquence, is decla- gathering and rolling’ up of the elements,
ever he may be, or wherever, that finds
in our day, he would have passed into himself called to the vocation of speaking,
mation.
Itis made of clear, plain, fresh and they are quite sure there is something
oblivion ages ago. It is owing to this at- let him learn to gather all the force and all Passaivity conceived and earnestly ut- remarkable going forth from the speaker;
tribute of his style that the remark which the fire of his thoughts, as the diffused
ered—toxrents of palpable truth, of in- and, though they can not see any meaning
Hume makes of it is perfectly just—that, fluid is gathered on the electric wheel, and flamed common sense. But it will be in particular, yet they have no doubt that
‘ could it be copied, its success would be he will be pretty likely to produce an ef- asked, perhaps, if we mean to discourage there is a most magnificént meaning beinfallible over a modern assembly.”
fect. He will have a
power at his disposal, the power of profound thought in the ora- hind the cloud. All this may be very adThis univ ersal style, of which Demosthe- and the people will know when it touches tor. By no means. Let him be a very mirable; but that obtuse, probative class,
master in this line. But what use the who insist upon knowing what they adnes'is both a master and a model, is char- them.
power to him, if it is not to be brought out mire, will not be very much carried away
acterized, at bottom, by great simplicity.
3. In the next place, we remark that we
The words chosen are the familiar and the may learn something from the great Gre- in his appropriate work, hil professional with it. They certainly will not feel the
known. The Grecian orator understood cian master upon the mode of effecting this structures? What the use of sense, and force of it as eloquence. For eloquence is
that the words which are oftenest in the desirable reduction and condensation’of what use in laboringto acquireit, if it be not only a clear thing ; it is a sublunary thing.
people’s mouths go the quickest into the discourse. The substance of the rule is true, after all, thas the world suffer them- The orator, in his telling strokes, like the
Just so far
people’s ears. There is also great precision found in the brief and - blunt advice given selves to be swayed and ruled by non- lightning, strikes downward.
as he mystifies and subtilizes his matter,
sense?
We
confessthat
we
have
scmein the choice of the words; so that a great ‘oy
Dr.
Witherspoon to his students:
weight of meaning is conveyed on the wing * When you have anything to say, say it; times been completely staggered by this be spoils it for oratorical effect. Man was
of very little language. Yet there is also a and stop when you get through.” Demos- question, as it has been forced upon us, in pot made to be moved by such means.
witnessing frequent instances of the magic Civilized or savage, there is nothing in his
very
considerable range to the style. thenes manifestly ‘effected the reduction
Yet we must be- nature which responds to such exhibitions.
While the general feature is close, con- and condensation for which he was so re- and\riupph of nonsense.
densed simplicity, occasionally there is a markable by observing these two things: lieve, after all, that sense is a good thing If our eloquence is to be carried forward, or
roundness and fullness to the sentences;
in First, immediately coming to the point ; sec- and that nothing but manliness and variety higher, in power, it must be kept from these
one place, great delicacy and an artistic ondly, inflexibly adhering to it. This is of thought will sustain the orator, and give morbidly refining and obscuring tendencies
finish ; in another, lying almost in juxtapo- the grand beauty of his exordiums, a grand him reputation and success, in the long and influences.
7. The next oratorical doctrine or princisition, a vulgar and startling ‘coarseness. felicity in his eloquence.
While the exor- run. The people will be satisfied, will
ple that we get confirmation of, is, that the
Thus, he says to bis adversary, in close dium was very much
think
better
of
him,
will
more
deeply
feel
elaborated, it was
connection witha grand and impassioned perfectly simple—e very word in it had to him, when they know he has the power, style which has great poweris often the removement:
“ You can not deny it, though do with the subject. in hand. How infi- €ven though he does not always use it. sult of great labor. Demosthenes certainyou lie till you split open.” The great ora- nitely preferable to those heavy, vague in- Let him net be too lavish of tbe mere prod- ly settled the point that utmost finish and
utmcst force of style are perfectly consist.
tors style inclines more to the side of the
troductions we are sometimes doomedto uct of the brain,—not aim to crowd the adpalpable and strong than to that of the re- sit andhear! The speaker commences far dress as closely as possible with this ma- ent, if not necessary, one to the other. Our
fined and the beautiful. Still, there is a off in the distance, with some frigid gene- terial, —but have regard to some of the orator, we have said, greatly elaborated
touching on both sides. This appears in ralities ; then edges up, and carefully sp- other things which we know to have made his style. He not only labored to attain
our ample citations.
Bat, what is better,
proximates;
and ventures a little nearer, up the effectiveness of all the great elc- power in compositior, he also expended a
£0 to the book for youselves, and see what and then a little nearer, to the uke of quence of the world.
vast amourt of strength and solicitude upon
it is. It would be well to read this, or discourse, till, at length, heis see
trike
“5. Kindred with the preceding remark is the several pieces he produced. He had
some kindred style, till we learn to love. upon it. Aud no mortal can tell why he
his favorite passages, which he wroughtt>
this—that practical power in oratory con-|
it, and chall try to do like it; read it till it did not start at the point which he has thus
the very highest possible finish, and introsists, often,very much in skillful repetition.
“shall hargnonize in our ears, and fally sat- reached, after twenty-five minutes’ weariAnd il is
This is another of the lessons we derive duced into different orations.
isfy them. It seems to me that a person some travel.
curious to see the delicate changes which
‘
from the Grecian master. We have seen
bas made a very encouraging advance,
Not
only
from
the
exordium
of
our
orathat
Demosthenes brought up and presented he introduced on the repetition of a favorite
when he can relish and be satisfied with the
passage—how
careful as to the collocation
tor,
but
fiom
the
body,
of
the
piece,
all
exthe same things again and again. The
Demostheric
style. Cicero informs us
of
a
word,
or
the
position of a particle; and
that he was not satisfied withit. He gives traneous matter was expelled, pushed same is true of Fox. Andin his case this ‘yet these are the passages of the greatest
was not the result of accident; it was not
Demosthenes all praise; then says: ‘‘ Nev- aside, pushed out. The splendid: coruscaeffectiveness, those on which he particularbecause he had not enough else to say, but
ertheless, he does not fill my ears; they tion off from the straight line of remark
because he deemed this the way to carry ly relied.
are so greedy and capacious, always desir- was never seen in the great Grecian model,
Not only Demosthenes, but all the best
his points, and imbed them in the minds of
ing something immense and infinite.” We and never should be in any speaker.
writers
that have lived, and whose writings
the
people.
If
we
aim
at
a
crowded
fulplainly see in this fact thatif we would ut- Episodes in oratory, however fine, comhave lived, have been hard elaborators.
ness
of
thought
in
a
popular
address,—
monly
do
more
hurt
than
good.
They
ter simple and pungent things, we must
make it an object to see what an amount The men who stir us by things put down
come to relish them.
If we would pour distract the hearer’s mind, decoy attentiun
and variety of matter we can press into a century ago, put down those things with
from our meuth the Demosthenic elo- from the main point and business in hand,
We might
it,—there can not, of course, be these rhe- a great deal of painstaking.
and
help
to
make
out,
often,
an
insofferaquence, we must get our ears down to the
show
this,
were
there
time,
by
individual
torical repetitions; they are necessarily
Demosthenic dimensions. Most certainly, ble length of discourse. They denote the
allusions
and
proofs,
and
make
it appear
crowded
out.
So
that
we
see
how,
in
one
if we keep the great ears of Cicero, we speaker’s mind at play; while the straightrespect, the utmost amount of thought ir a that every cogent quality of style may be
forward
style,
which
takes
in
only
what
is
to
shall have with them his ore rotundo, his
popular appeal is not consistent with the gained by rightly working on in. A person
the purpose, denotes a mind full,and at the
swelling mouth.
may work his style into the utmost closehighest
oratorical effectiveness.
same time significant and earnest in the
rr

2. My second remark is, that condensation, as an element
of power, comes to us

—

The man we now have before 19, let us

say, is precisely the man we want for the
~wexrection of many faults found among. us

+ do fhe nse of language

and figure.

We

referdothe strong tendency there is to excess in these respects—the running into the
.. extra-fine, the lofty, and the grandiloquent.
There is a great deal brought in for mere

show, as a flourishing appendage;

remind-

ing one, as Moore says, in his life of Sheridan, of a peacock’s tail, This is a mistake,

discharge of its contents. The figures and
metaphors of the former have been well
likened to fire-works shown up for display; and those of the latter to sparks
emitted from a working-engine.
4. The next oratorical doctrine, or maxim, which wé derive from the great model
of agesis, that the effective eloquence is
not, as a shing

of

course,

nor.commonly,

the address which is the most replete and
no matter what the subject or the object, If weighty with thought, argument, matter.
In other words, the orator is not to strike
~wtherads ay design of eloquence,it is a great for a learned discourse—a discourse aboundor
earnest
truly
“mistake. For the mind ina
ing in original views and profound. reelogWent frame never goes after embellish- searches and novel theories—a discourse
nevment, Itwill pick it up,if in its way, but

ersteps aside far it. The orator,uses his imag-

ination, it has been well said by some one,as
the ostrich uses his wings, not to fly with,

but to aid him in running—to give him
onward

rushing vehemence.

poi want what has force, and

In oratory

we

in the merefy beautiful,

in
gonTn

posite,

an

find

not

It lies

There was not a

little meaning piMirabeau’s declaration,ae

he shook his seamed and shaggy

do not. ‘understand all
hd
poet

head:

the. power

of

my, ugliness. "There is certainly a power
in plainness, sometime in a homeliness and
coarseness, far mote than in the oppoeite.
We say, let therebe good taste; let there
be. shoa pervading simplicity, verging, if

ae,

heavy and crowded with recondite material. He has to do rather with the common

most solidity and

sentiment may in
most
oratorical
We only state the
ly occurred. All

depth

of thought and

no case go with the utforce and effectiveness.
fact, as it has notoriousalong down from the Gre-

The position that the repeated bringing
up ; or, the continued holding up of the same
point is indispensable in order that the

thought or argument fay do its full execution,

we

tional

might sustain by authorities addi-

to that of Demosthenes.

Johnson,

in

his

instructions

Said Dr.
to

Boswell,

already quoted from:
‘‘You must say the
same thing over and over again, in different words. If you say it but once, the y

miss it in a moment of inattention.”

An

eminent advocate of this country remarked
to a preacher, whose pulpit performances
he

criticised,

power must be laid in the tasked and striv-

and emphatic qualities ofs style; and, in con
ing pen. So, we are told, Brougham did ; nection, let the voice be trained to give ex
What is ing on t hat got the idea, and the getting in so he taught. In his Inaugural Disconrse ecution to what the brain may conceive, o1

Yet he is never close, concat-

enated in his argument ; or rich, profound,

as losing in effectiveness for

ness and condensation, by habitually work-

ing out from it all the inepl and useless
words, and getting and keeping in only the
precise and significant. He can work off
roughnesses, when a smooth surface would
be the most effective, and put on a polish
He can take
that shall flash and attract.
the wind out ef the too voller nd bombastic,~-and* bring it down to a decent and
comely simplicity. The rigid and hardmoving joints he can change to am easy
and quick flexibility.
His bluntest and
squarest sentences he can forge to a point,
if a point they should have, as infallibly as
the blacksmith can hammer his iron to that
form.
And if more heat is wanted iin the

the want of this species of repetition, that
he found it necessary, in addressing a jury, mass,

to repeat what he wished to impress upon

he

can

blow it in. = Certainly,

by

working it over, he need not draw out what

he lays it.down, as a rule admitting of no
exception, that a man will speak well, in
proportion as he has written much; and
that, “with equal talents, he will be the
finest extemporaneous speaker, when no
time for preparation is allowed, who has

prepared himself most sedulously when he
had an opportuuity of delivering a premeditated speech. - This may seem extrava-

gant doctrine ; but such actually is the mode |.
in which po small part of the most effect- |'
ive eloquence of the world has been prepared for and produced. Greatpower in
this line has been, for the most part, the
result of the extremest labor and SE
idgLtnot to make the discourse dense and

‘deep. .with thought, but to crowd it full of
that indefinable,
elcquence.

but electrical thing called

Such

a--ocourse, where there is

sentiments,

the

r

com-

alone,

even

though

it be of Demosthenic

stringency
and, power. Intense,
prolonged, and painful labor alone can make
the orator; but how amazing he power
gained as his reward.

Progress in Sunday Schools.
5

The

Gh

)

Independent, not pleased

“ progressive”

element

with the

in Sunday school

work al present, says :

Nothing can be meaner th#h the system
of setting children, like a pack of terriers,
to worry money out of their friends and
neighbors. This is educating children to _

benevolence with a vengeance.

It may

a strong and earnest soul, will help to the
| give them the brass of
dence; it sureattainment of eloquence. But the rage and’
ly does not give them the pife gold of beclamor for mere off-hand, and the connevajence. We entered a school in Brooksequent practiceof opening the mouth and
lyn, the other day, noted for excellence in
slovenly pouring forth whatever happens other respects
; but before we had taken
to be uppermost, tend to reduce our speech three steps
in the door the well-dressed boys
to a compound of utter feebleness and offenthiust their books and pencils at us, each
siveness.
claiming attention, like a party of clamor8. Let me say, finally, when we have at~

tained to good matter, it should bé remembered that it will not do to trust in that
alone.
The Grecian
instance, made
this

master, in the first
mistake.
He came

forth with good matter, only, and the people would not hear it. They hissed him
out of sight,

At length he came back, with

the orator’s other part—the manner—perfected, and he swayed and molded the
same mass at pleasure. There is a decided tendency in educated men, men who
think richly and strongly, to disregard and
despise manner.
What they have to say

is so important and so good, that it needs

the commendation of no mere outside trickery. It is admitted that a few men have
done wonders by the simple, unaided power of thought.
But these men are the ex-

ceptions.

It is not safe to undertake

one ¢f them.

to be

It will not do for the preach-

er at the present day to hold up his sermon
in his hand, and read it off, without motion
or emotion, because Jonathan Edwards did

so with- success.
It he does, let him not be
surprised should -some empty-headed vociferator across

the

house for him.
There is one

way

point,

deserving notice,

empty

his meeting-

in this connection,

namely, the attainable-

ness of a good manner, in the face of serious
defects.
Demosthenes
encountered

ous boot-blacks. The school had not yet begun, and it was missionary Sunday. Missionary Sundays and missionary collections
are well enough, if you will only teach the
children to give their own furds, instead of
rewarding them for successful begging.
We confess that we dislike another

abuse

in the methods of taking Sunday school collections. We mean the ostentation that is

cultivated by rewards, by class banners, by
reading out the
schools abont New
Chicago make the
lections in baskets,
ostentatious way ;

amounts. Some of the
York and some about
classes bring their colin mimic ships, in any
the more ostentatious the

better.

does the left hand

Not only

all about the doings of the right hand, but
the trumpetis” sounded before them. Do
you think that any

real,

solid benevolence

can be cultivated in this way? These Sunday $thool children, if their education has
any influence on them, will, when grown
up, write their names down with a flourish
when there is a chance for making a reputation; but they will not be of the sort
who enrich the world around by a steady
stream of benevolent giving.
Having spoken above of collections in
Sunday schools, we may as well “out

with” our strongest feeling at once.

We

success. He seems greatly to have increased the compass of his voice, to have
made it flexible, and gained the mastery of
it. Let any other man, who has marked
faults of manner,

machinery until it is counted

such defects, and came off with triumphant

meet them as the Grecian

did, and, with a like indomitable purpose,
decree their correction’ and the bringing ‘in
of the corresponding excellences, and he
will, in a measure, succeed. Let him put
his finger resolvedly upon the specific defects, and say: ** If my voice is harsh, I
will try to make it smooth; if it is feeble,
I will try to give it strength; if it is slender
and squeaking, I will labor for volume and
manlicess; if the emission is mostly at the
nose, I will practice till I can drive it out at
the mouth, where it oughtto go; if I can
make but one inflection, I will work till I
can make two;

if I can make

none,

I

will

labor till I
cun-make the whole, just when
and where oi how I please. The wretched, lullaby, “sing-song monotony, which
makes me perform the office of an opiate
upon my auditors,

I

will

somehow

break

to that dark hole, there to assail the

faults

work of the school. It absorbs the enthusiasm of the scholars, it interferes seriously
with the spiritual work of the school. By
preventing the proper education of the children in true Christian, self-denying benevolence, it robs the treasury

That word

goose refers not so much to the

children

Inward

world has ever seen.
What if a man now
can not accomplish so much in this cultivation as the Grecian did? Let him aoccomplish what he can.
There is no reason,

because he may not reach the highest point
of excellence,

in

improvement;

refusing

to attempt

any

no reason, becausehe

can

not rise to the power

of a Chatham,

in

drawling and stammering like the boor.
The individual who put into a napkin his
one talent, because it was

not

five,

failed

of the justification on which he stupidly
reckoned.
In aiming to do as well as we can in this
particular, we learn from

the Grecian

that

we should cultivate the manner of our
style, as well as of our delivery. In order
to make the nearest approximation to the
Demosthenic delivery,

we

forge

the

it is necessary

Demosthenic

There are two features in the

that

sentences.
style

of

our

orator which adapt it to a powerful enunciation.

One is, the variety, the

range

in

the structure, admitting and demanding a
corresponding range in the voice. In the
sentences there are all degrees of smoothness and roughness ; all degrees of length,

from a single word to a whole page; all
sorts of endings, requiring all sorts of tones
and inflections. Let this character be

brought into all our writings ‘for oral deligery. Let the essay smoothness and evenness be broken in upon, and broken up, till
we gain the ability tofit our paragraphs to
the purposes to be answered by them—now
yielding sweet music tothe ear, now

going

ge ruthless daggers to the heart.

—

A writer in Good Words thus forcibly, sets
forth the formative powerofa

the outer life will

the

Force.

S—

ner the

probably,

as

to the Sunday school men who allow the interests entrusted to them to be diverted
from their true use. We do not believe
that any society has a right to make. merchandise of human sympathy with children,
destroying that which is interesting in
children—their
artlessness—by
training
them to be importunate beggars,

life :

effect ive,

of the future, it

cuts open the golden * goose.”

which hung upon him, and which brought
him forth again to the world with a man-

most

This

financial machinery interferes with the true

doubtless, a spirit and decision like this
in-

disloyal to

doubt the beneficence of their ~plans.

up; and in the process of breaking it up, I
will leave no resort untried.” It was,
which sent our orator vo luntarily down

~

know

are utterly ‘‘down on” the whole system
by which the agents of benevolent societies
have learned to look on the Sunday schools
as their lawful prey. They count on what
can be gotten from the schools as part of
their regular estimate ; they organize forit ;
they apply the thumb screw of ecclesiastical

hq other marked feature of adaptation
their minds, at least twice, and often three | is already in,as many seem to suppose. Not
mon minds and hearts of the world. He and four times, or even more; other-| only may the skillful elaborator gain all - good in the style of Demosthenes is
feels strongly, as he should feel, on the wise, he did not carry their minds along these and more good qualities in his pro-’ the frequent, full, emphatic bringing up of
great, the obvious, the generally admitted with him, and so failed in the end: We duttions, but, while he continues thus to his sentences at the period. They often
facts and truths. His chief object is to have the same dootrine, and rather a hay or- elaborate, he will be advancing in the pow- ¢ome out, ordnance-like, heuvy and strong,
transfer, and his work is done when he has ous instance of its success, in the excuse er to bring out every effective attribute of shaking down :all’ opposition. This is a
transferred, his own glowing sentiments to rendered by a distinguished English advo- style. In order to do this, he must know capital feature in a style to be spoken.
the breasts of others. So far from laboring cate for being rather prolix in a plea he how to elaborate; must do.it heartily, with Whereas the tapering style,a8 it may be
to put a crowd of foreign thoughts within had made. He acknowledged the fact, but resolute vigor, and with the eye upon the called,in which nearly évery sentence ' has
those who attend ppon him, he touches, said in justification: ‘Did you not observe right’ things. Some of the most stirring a flimsy, dragging tail to it, sets at defilife and productiveness to the foreman—a heavy looking fellow in a paragraphs that ever went from human lips ance all the mouths that were. ever fashwakes up,
‘what were there before. Demosthenes, we yellow ‘waistcoat? No more than one idea into the human ear and heart were written ioned. Neither a Roscius nor a Garrick
know, did produce the greatest effects by could ever stay in his thick head at a time; to the turning of every tittle. The doc- could pronounce it effectively. Let
. the
his efforts. In this none have ever su'-. and I resolved that mine should be that one! trine we here find is that the foundation of speaker see to it, and strive for these high
things, the common

the pen put down. We say, again: Beare how you put your trust in matter

In proportion as the

be

vivid inner

inner life is vivid,

effective.

St. Paul

was naturally a man of vigor. His very
faults were those of energy. When he apprehended, or rather was apprehended by,

Christ, he did not lose vigor; he became
more intense, more earnest, more executive,
than ever. The inward life does not distract, it concentrates—does

not enervate, it

emphasizes—the outward.
While it calms,
it stirs; while it gives repose, it also gives
force.
You have seen the invigorating influence
ofa human passion. You have observed
how love will make a timid woman oourageous ; how it gives rush and flow to a desultory, purposeless man, to have within
himself the consciousness of a virtuous aftection, for the sake

of

which

it

is worth

while to be brave, and necessary to be pure.
You have said sometimes, of one and another

among your friends, ‘‘ I can scarcely

recognize in him
have found the

the same

man,” and you

explanation

afterwards

in

some secret kindling on the altar of his soul

of a fire of human
that one higher

devotion.

region

So is it in

still—that

hidden

life, that death to the world, of which St.
Paul tells. If you wish to move hearts, if

you wish to influence minds—if you wish to
be a statesman where before you have been
a politician,

an

orator

where

before

you

were a rhetorician—if you wish to warm
where before you shone, to kindle where
before you dazzled—learn to live the life
unseen, to come forth from God's presence
into the communion and contact of men.

“The life hidden with Christ in God" will
show itself

in an

elevation,

a dignity, a

nobleness of spirit, due to a presence

in-

wardly felt, and manifested, without pretense or parade, in the words and in the

actions of the possessor. ‘They were
not able (o resist the wisdom and the spirit by which he spake.” ¢ They that sat
in the council, looking steadfastly at him,
saw his face as it had “Deen the face of
an Angel.”

There is no greater obstacle in the way of

success in life, than trusting for something
to turn up, instead of going steadily to work

and turning up something.

.

@&
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.

’

influence, or conscious influence, as the case

rule of faith. and underlies the whole svs-

the

Storm.

Modern

The loud complaints made by modern
culture against modern preaching must not
lead us to tha conclusion that modern
preaching is, on the whols, inferior to the
preaching of any former age of the church.
Take the world over, there is to-day more
ability cf every kind in the pulpit than ever

But in beauty and silence the morning broke,

O’erflowing creation the glad light streamed ;

And earth stood shining and white as the souls

before.

:

+ Of the blessed redeemed.

<

on

a

Infallibility

Ecumenical
publicly.

24th.

Council

proclaimed

Four

the dogma of

adopted

at Rome
on

in

the

and was

Sunday

hundred and

fifty

the

bishops,

about one-half of the whale number of
members, have voted in the affirmative,

eminent prelates. Dr. Hefele, Bishop of
Rothenburg, formerly professor of theology
in Tubingen, a pupil of Moehler, and the

knows more

who

history

probably

Cardinal

Schwarzenberg's

speech

of fearless eloquence.

I

translate the

fol-

often the asperity of his regard
unsatisfactory relations
tween

for ‘pulpit | i ng this fault, she was a professing

the

preachers

which subsist be- | might have done was counter acted by this:

and

the men

of

high | unrestrained

ers for it—unless, indeed, they

are worthy’

| ips.

8f blatne for being pe¥softs of mortal [imitai
tians.
iishea

Several names were mentioned and duly

inscribed on her pap>ar.
“Pat down
Emma N——>"
said one
and profound literary productions cannot be wrought, year out and year | thoughtless girl with a laugh; “‘she would
AY

It is asserted

that you firmly believe in what you present
as your profoundest conviction on this sub-

ject; but how can you presume to force
me and those who think like me to acknowledge as true and right what appears
to us an absurdity?
If you carry your
point, schismatic movements and apostacy
from Rome will be inevitable.”

The probabilites are very strong that this
prediction will be fulfilled. Before this
closes we may see the beginning of a
movement in the Romish Church,

Moreover,

headed by such men as Dollinger in Ger-

sp¥ech which annoys me, as it seews to annoy most meh who write about sermons;
but the speech itself, 1 do not want to be
I object
lectured, even by a great lecturer.

devoted

profession,

to

already

they

beéause

veyed in a rhetoric

which

is ‘‘feeble

and

ops now in Rome, that they sre disgusted
with the Italian management of the Council.
:
The dogma of Papal infallibility, however
cautiously guarded and limited, is a gross
insult to all sense of historical trath and
veracity, and in open conflict with facts

which heretofore have been admitted ‘¢ven
by Catholic historians.”
It is therefore, not
only theologically, but also morally, unsound, it turns truth inte falsehood, and
Jalsehood into truth.
1t there ever was an

approach to a literal fulfillment of the PauThess.

in all matters which

2:4,

it must

be

spectacle of a mortal
claiming iofallibility

relate to our

eternal

salvation. No one is infallible but God and
His inspired Word; no one is inspired but
the apostles whom Christ himself selected
and endowed with the Holy Spirit to proclaim and record

the Gospel truth authori-

tatively for all the world and for all time.
‘I'he Pope claims what Peter never claimed
over any of his colleagues, by one of whom
he was raproved before the church of Antioch;

and

if he

ever had possessed

it, he

never could or did conferit
upon any
other; he claims now more than ever what

one of the greatest Popes—Gregory I.—~condemned as a mark of Antichrist,

‘The bish-

op of Poitiers was greatly applauded in the
Council for the following orsia) use of an

d legend, which is characterist'c of the

present phase

of Ultramontane theology :

‘Paul has been Schendsd, Peter JiAg been
crucified
‘with
©
head downwards—in

manifest proof that in the Church of Peter
the head supports the bod "Truly, the
last Papal
Council has beh
1

and turned St. Pelor upside down,
Aces Su Pay

If the Pope is infallible, then Churc
history must be re-written in the interest h
of
this dogma.
But it cannot be undone. In
another article we may present some of the

men

be

impartial

be that

about

we

adherence,

and with

regard

May

with

mirth

fauo,

suddenly

short

in the

midst

“I won’t

say

another

word,”

she

as preaching

can be

made more

thoughtful, learned, eloquent, cordial, persuasive, itis the duty ot the preachers to
make it so.

It is.none the less our duty

to

say that, if every preacher of this age could

whose minds have swung away from that
system of belief which constitutes the basis
of all Christian preaching, good or bad.—
Independent.

Parlor

day

of the Week.

>

O—

Every house of any consideration has in
it a best roém. It is nsually the largest in
the house,

and the most comely.

ly is furnished

with

the

choicest

It usual-

things

represents

chairs burnished

it may

and covered.

And

here,

be, is the sofa, luxurions with extra

springs.
upon the

The few choice treasures are put
mantle piece, or on some corner

delicacy,

you

are not

able

\

Rainy Pay Series.

im-

Mrs.

Child’s

p

CAN

The ChristOhild,siesnssesenssssssansmose

Series.

brilliant, sparkling with
Luther's bright genius:

Pompeii and Herculaneum, .eeecocecesses 1,28
Archibald Hamilton, .eeoessesccsnscsaresl,28

of

Starlight

Men of Luther’s stature are like the violent forces of nature herself—terrible-when

roused ; and in repose, majestic:
tifal. Of vanity he had not a trace.

beau‘‘ Do

not call

said;

yourselves

Lutherans,” he

gift of God

«Satan hates music,” he

to

man.”

said; ¢‘ he

knows

how it drives the evil spirit out
was extremely interested in
things. Before the science of
dreamt of, Luther had divined
ples of vegetable life. ¢¢ The
marriage

runs

through

the

rang

Sun

e
of us.”
all natural
botany was
the principrinciple of

morning,

that they call

shone

Address,

Remittances

sun-

Treatise.

Aw

L. R. BURLINGAME,

of money for our publica-

tions may be sent either in Drafts on New

the sea and

~

Quarterly and Yearly megtings for the
Register for the year 1871.
;
Clerks having this matter in charge,
Moneys thus sent will be at our risk. will greatly facilitate the early issue of
Otherwise “they will be st the risk of those the Register, by promptness in collectsending them.
‘| ing and transmitting their statistics to
his office. or
BATCHELOR’S
HAIR
DYE.
Yorkor Boston, and

made

payable

to the

The best in the world—does not contain lead—no vit |
rial poisons to paralyze the system or produce death
It is perfectly -harmless—reliable—instantaneous.—
Avoid the vaunted and delusive preparations boast.
ing virtues they do not possess, if you would escape
the danger. The genuine W. A. Batchelor’s Hal.
Dye has thirty years’ reputation to uphold its integrl
ty. Sold by Druggists. Applied at 16 Bond St., N
Y.
264

Let there be special care to give the
Post Office addresses of the Yearly
Meeting Clerks, as well as those of the-

Quarterly Meeting Clerks and Pastors.

CHRISTIAN BAPTISM.
This little book has been revised by

a

day. The doctor ordered her to sit in the
sunbeams, and take a sun bath. She did

the Author, has been clothed in an entirely new dress, and presents a very
comely appearanee.
It should be in
every Baptist family. Let every pas-

so, and she began to grow better at once.
It was litterally true, in the case of that

young girl. that the -sun arose upon her
“with healing in his wings.”

tor and church-member have a copy of
this newly revised and useful book.—

Reading and Thinking.

Bacon asserts that reading makes a full Price, in cloth, only 25 cts. ; in paper
at least show by your silence andgyour looks man; but without digestion, fullness is dyscovers, 15 cts.
Postage extra ; on the
that you disapprove of it.— Christian Ban- pepsia, and creates sleepiness and inert
ner.
;
former, 4 cts., on the latter, 2 cents.
fat, incapable of action. Hazlitt says you
might as well ask the paralytic to leap from
his chair and throw away his crutch, or
VOID
QUACKS.—A vietim of early indiscre
Patronizing Christianity.
without a miracle to take up his bed and
tion, causing nervous debility, premature decay
a
&c.,
having
tried
in vain every advertized remed
walk, as to expect the learned reader to
has discovered a Siwy le means of self-cure, whi
Dr. Thomas Arnold,of Rugby, noticing throw down his book and think for himself.
he will send free to his fellow sufferers on receipt oi
to 3a Bosia e.
Address J. H., RE
L]
a certain class of writers, of late some- Heis a borrower of sense. He has no ideas a87 stamp
Nassau t., New York.
- 1y27
of
his
own,
and
must
live
on
those
of
othwhat popular, in a letter to a friend
ers, The habit of supplying our. ideas from
describes. their treatment of Christianity, foreign sources
enfzebles all internal AGENTS WANTED FOR
Many even Christian minds need the cau- strength of thought, as a course of dramGOD
tions against being influenced by writers drinking destroys the tone of the stomach.
IN HISTORY.
of great pretentions to impartiality, who The word of God is preeisinvuly a book
A grand theme, and the grandest book of modern
for direct reading, aud is never seen in its times. All History analyzed from a new stand point.
really are enemies to the faith that is in
nations.
An OPEN BIBLE in
glory if we will persist in wearing the
Christ Jesus:
colored spectacles of another man’s comapers.
Your mention of the article on the Life ment. Pare and eool are its streams if we
ore given. Our
of Christ encourages me to allude to it. drink immediately from the well-head, but new plan insures a séle in every family. Address, at
I heard it spoken of before I had the least when the precious crystal has long stood in once, ' FW. : GOODSPEED & CO.,
idea of its author, and spoken of with re. earthern vessels, its freshness is gone; the
87 PRE Rows N. Y,, or 148 Lake street, Chicago.
t
ret, not as unorthodox, but as painful to a truth is there, perhaps, but not the life.
Christian reader from its purely historical We should let texts lie on our hearts till
tone. Now I think that this is a reasonable they melt into them like snow-flakes dis
FREE BAPTIST BOOK STORE
source of pain, supposing the fact to be as solving into the soil.—Spurgeon.
IN BOSTON.
stated; because in such a case, neutrality
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LIBRAIES

Up.
*

Some years ago a slave in Virginia, named “Jack,” was remarkable for his knowledge of the gospel, and especially for. his
freedom from all gloomy fears in regard to
his future eternal happiness.

Christian—a white

A professing

And Religious Publications,
The most Complete Assortment and. Lowest
J

blessed

«Why,

How

tell me

steadily

to keep

A

massa,” replied

many

Jack, “I

and I pray

promise,
desponding

just

right

Christians

there who might profit by these words
the happy slave, now a freedman!

Prices,

us a
for his
sub-

scription in advance from a new sub-

are

of
d

SABBATH SCHOOL LIBRARIES,
Wholesale

send

own paper, together with a year’s

Nm

At

will

year’s subscription in advance

.

We will furnish Libraries to Sunday

scriber,

we will

send

a copy

Kennedy's volume,—¢Close

of Mr.

Or, if it is preferred,

schools at as low rates as they canhe we will send any unbound volume of
He is identified with goodness, wisdom and bought elsewhere in New England. the Freewill Baptist Quarterly, from
‘humanity—the disposition to go up; to holiness. Nor can I, for the sake of strang- In addition to the publications of oth- the second to the fifteenth inclusive, on
leave lower forms in favor of higher develop- ers, assume another feeling and another
The postage—which
because this is compromising ers, we offer our own prize books which the same terms.
ments,’ both in material -things, in’ social language,
elements, in intellectual progress, and in the highest duty, it is like denying Him,
is twelve cents,—must be paid by those
moral estate. It is aspiration in one of its instead of confessing him. This all passed are not excelled by any other books
religious, 1 do say that they

are minor forms

of the inspiration of moral
feeling, and indicate the disposition that is so necessary to

lower forms,

Now, what the parlor is to the house, the
Jewish Sabbath and its substitute, the

upon all our time just the same uncongeious

FOR

CHILDREN
x

ALL PAIN and spasmodic

SURE

TO

tone,

and

yet

stated the Resurrection as a

of their class.

In another column, see

Cousin’s

“tone.

“It

was,”

he said, “a pat-

to-Sunday schools.
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Nev-
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one who used it. On the contrary, all are delighted
with its operations, and speak in terms of commendation of its magical effects and medical virtués. Wespeak in this matter ** WHAT WE DO KNOW,”
aftes-

years of experience, AND PLEDGE OUR
REPUTATION FOR THE FULFILLMENT OF WHAT WE HERE:
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action, and is

REGULATE

His servant and creature, and He claims
the devotion of my whole nature, because

through my mind when I heard that the
article was written in a purely historical

TEETHING,

greatly facilitates the process of teething, by soften
ing the gums, reducing all inflammation—will allay

Commun-
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send a copy of the same work to the
new subscriber,
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man—

frame of mind.”

fall flat on the
up I”

would

I wish you

how ‘you manage

Prices.

D. LOTHROP & CO.
38 & 40 Cornhill,

who-was of a very different temperament,
once said to him, ‘Jack, you seem to be

always happy.

REPORTS.

We have sent to the Q. M. Clerks
the Blanks necessary to secure full statistical Reports of all the churches,

to rebuke sin,

shelf. Whatever there is tbat stands apart | is almast the same as hostility. To read an
from common uses by being a little better, account of Christ, written as by an indifferthe parlor receives. And this room is ent person, is to read an unchristian acscrupulously kept—too scrupulously, often, count of Ilim; because no one who acknowl:
All festive occasions are celebrated in it. edges Him can be. indifferent to Him, but
It is the room of honor. * It is here that we stands in such relations to Him, that the
devote ourselves to our company when we highest reverence must ever be pradimiwould show them hospitality. It stands in nant in his mind when thinking or writing
Aud again, what is the impartialthe hopse as a perpetual reminder of beau- of Him.
ty—wit little beauty we can command; ity that is required? Is it that a man shall
of hospitality—so much as we are able to neither be a Christian nor yet not a Chrisexercise of it; of superiority.
A best room tian? The fact is, that religious venerais not.simply an emblem of . vanity, as tion is inconsistent with what is called imcynics would say. To have a room which partiali'y; which means, that as you see
has in it choice things, is rather the uncon- some good and some evil on both sides,
scious inspiration of ideality; and it is a youd identify yoursell with neither, and are
desire to maintain it in the household; and able to judge of both. And this holds
‘it is a silent but real infla¥nce for refine- good with all human parties and characters,
but not with what is divine and consequentment and for high living.
It is a sad thing to see a person or & ly perfect; for then we should identify ourfamily who makes one day just like another; salves with it and are perfectly incapable
who does not care to make one day better of passing jodgment upon it.
If I think ‘that Christ was no more than
than any of the others; that regards all
things as good enough.
On a low level, it Socrates, ([*do not mean in degree, but in
is a moral influence that leads one to dress kind,) I can of course speak of Him impazbetter on some occasions than on others, tially; that is, I assume at once that there
and to spread a better table on some occas- are faults and imperfections in His charac:
ions than on others. Although I should not ter, and on these I pass my judgment; but
dignify such efforts as these by calling them if I believe in Him, I am not His judge, but
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he found that she

for

Egypt

Sabbath schools in Libraries, at wholesale prices.

sumption, At first she was in a room
where the bright, gladdening beams of the
sun.never shown. It wasa damp, gloomy,
cheerless room ; and in spite of all that the

which the sun
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Residence, 14 School Street.
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books of other publishers,and willbe furnishedto

under his care who was suffering from con-

said;
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The New Treatise, just revised by order
of the General Conference, can now be had
on application, for 25 cents for each copy
Parties designing to get new Sabbath School Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, or
Libraries, or to replenish old ones, can send us
2 cents each for two or more copies, Ortheir orders which will be immediately filled with
our own publications, or will be filled with the ders are solicited.

that the sun arises ‘‘with healiog in his
wings.”
I was reading, the other day, some extracts from the report of a physcian connected with the hospital. He had a young girl

doctor could do for her,
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And so it is literally true, in those places,

of a
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breeze “‘the doctor.” And as it is the sun
which sets this breeze in motion, it may
well be considered as the wings of the sun.
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blows across the land. It has such a good
effuct in* scattering the mists and clouds
that gather during the night, in driving
away disease, and in promoting the health
of the people,

Halle
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Medi-

about
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away with movable lamps, which
have proved so dangerous and objectionable.
We import Bohemian and French Lamps and-Shades.
‘We manufacture Bronze Lamps at Sreatly reduced rates;
are Sole Agents for the Pocket~Folding Lantern, and are
Agents for Hartshorn’s Folding, and
Johnson's Dome
Pipes Shades.
’
IVES’ PATENT LAMPS are sold by dealers generally
but to introduce them where the merchants have not got
hem, we give particular attention to RETALL TRAD
3
Enclose 25 cents for Illustrated Catalogue of 3 cts. for
descriptive Cireular,
1VES' PATENT LAMP CO,
9at12
87 Barclay & 42 Park Place, New York,
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Dr. Newton, in Suaday-School World,
thus illustrates the text, ‘He shall arise
with healing ‘ip bis wings:”
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found in his recent volume is the following

an agony of bewilderment, baffled energy, | der of the evening.
From that hour, an understanding sprung
and discontent. In tbis state of things the
preacher is made the scapegoat.
His faults up between Miss E—— and Hattie G—
are harped upon ss a rather safer way of that was of inestimable value to both.
O Christian! wherever you are, be true
finding fault with the religious systemn unto yourself; and if, through diffidence or
der whose sanction he speaks.
So far

50
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Froude is giving us some wonderful penpictures of the men and times of which he
treats in his history; and by the grace of
his style, and dramatic recital of events,
has imparted a fresh interest to -4n almost
stale subject. Among
the gems to be

:
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and of men’s

acknowledge

Christian's Lord's Day, were mesnt to be to. matter of fact, Now, if the Resurrection be list, and retail prices.
surely is true; and then
the week. The week is a house, and Sun- true, Christianity
SLrongest and bitherto universally admitted day is the best room in it, and it ought to how can one
think of Christ except reli- | ces we make
acts, which aro absolutely irreconcilable have the best things put into it,and it ought giously?
A very able and good friend of
A LIBERAL
with this last do ma of Rome, which,
mine
made
the same objection to Victor
to
be
kept
religiously
;
and
it
is
to
exercise
if

trug, ought to he t e first, as it regards the

ANAY

is abundant room for impartiality in

‘of religious

;
Prize

partiality is pfofaneness.

throwing itself forth, this way and that, in | ter spirit was manifested during the remain-

the best outward estate of his household.
Here is the best carpet, Here are the best
colors.
Here is the best furniture. Here
Here are the
Rome which asserts,on the ground of a free | are hung the best pictures.
with American bish-

nd delivery.

that mark of divinity which: claims devout

stilted.” But chiefly, we think, because | and turned, sobered and subdued, tg her
2
much of the cultivated mind of this age bas pencil and paper again.
Her example calmed the rest; and a betbecome alienated from the old faith, and is

which the owner can afford, and

American bish-

It so: happened

more | stopped

know

fair judg-

than most ministers do, and they can learn | laugh, checked the merry jest she was was getting worse every day. At last he
nothiog by listening. Partly, also because about to utter, and grew grave in an in- ordered her room 10 be changed. She was
:
‘removed to a bright, cheerful room, into
the sermons are badly constructed, and con- | stant.

ops (mostly Irishmen by birth and education) are among the most Uliramontane,
But I have just seen a private letter from

2

only

A great ! accidentally on the faceof Miss E——.
She
where the trouble really lies.
many cultivated people at present do hot.; saw its pained expression; she read its silike to hear preaching.
Why?
Partly, no | lent condemnation. Conscience-struck, she
doubt,

lishment, These Books are now ready for sale

me rather a vague notion

opinions about religion, just as of their
opinion about anything else; but with
regard to God and His truth, impartiality
is a mere contradiction; and if we profess

unladylike; but it was a reproach to her
Maker. She would fain have reproved
these youngKR girls for their thoughtlessQ folly; but diffidence kept her silent. So she

indicate | G

man

new dogma is confined to French and Ger-

|
|
|
|

It is only fuir, then, to a great and labori-

preach like Paul, preaching would continue
to be an impertinence and a bore to those

line prophecy,

amids

to the usual basis of the very best sermon | sat still and grave, while the room
ever delivered in a Christian church!”
with the meérry laughter of the rest:

many and Pere Hyacinthe in France, or by
others whom God alone can raise and will
raise in his own time—a movement similar
to Jansenism in the seventeenth, if not the
Reformation in the sixteenth century, yet,
of course, peculiarly modified in accordance with the posture and wants of the age;
for bistory never repeats itself. This'is a
time for Christians to pray that God may so
rule and overrule these movements in the
Roman Church, that the cause of truth and
righteousness may be mightily
promoted.
It is often asserted that opposition to the

+ found in this amazing
and sinful individual

There

judging

the sermon,” he says ‘‘I am about to state | that Emma N—— was a most estimable
honestly what I believe thousands of men | person, a member of the same household of
feel secre ly. 1 dislike good sermons just | faith ith themselves, and a fellow-teacher
as much as bad. “Mt is not the length, or | in the"Sabbath school. To make a mock of
the
leness, or the manwuerism of the | her deformity was not only. unkind and

and

to

about impartiality and

ment in some matters of religion, whgnh is
really running into skepticism as to all

whether good or bad, finds vent for itself.
But there was one person present "who
Miss E—
It is not the sermon, it is Christianity which | did not join in their merriment.
is objected to. That this is the cise is ex- sat near Hattie G—— with a very grave
She was deeply pained by the
plicitly admitted by the writer in the Spec- face.
{ator of whom we have spoken. ‘‘About | thoughtless mirth of the others. She knew

ous

seems

Books just

published by tne Freewill Baptist Printing Estab-

*“ and flowers as well as animals are
| be such a beautiful object on the stage!” “said;
male
and
female.” A garden called out
o3e
| Emma N—— was a young woman |
| ungainliness of form amounted almost to bursts of eloquence from him; beautiful,
sometimes, as a finished piece of poetry.
| deformity.
Q
“Yes,” said Hattie G——, ‘she would do

revolt of the age against all theology, and | the unfortunate
absent lady,
indeed against all preaching whatsoever,
boisterous laughter of the rest.

sense, and which ye know

and full conversation

there

prevalent

A
Finally, we | very well for one of the camels in that
world is becoming
common.
are not to forget that a great deal of the | Eastern picture; I'm sure her neck is long
dissatisfaction expressed by educated men | enough.”
At this sally they all laughed; and each,
with the manver and matter of modern
preaching is only one form in which the | in turn, tried to show her wit by a fling at

Project of the personal infallibility of the
Pope,—a project which is unanimously re-

bishops, and that the

trait in her character.

cal and unjust wholly to blame

Councils in matters

the world will never accept.

Chris-

‘What other name shall I put down?”
the preach-("sajd she, resting the tip of her pencil on her

ecclesiastical, and bring again on the tapis
as the latest dogma the long exploded

year
new

| unfortunately was not always employed for
| good, owing chiefly to the exercise of an
| unbridled tongue. Witty, sharp, sarcastic
| and possesse
of a most keen sense of
|t he ridiculous, hery trenchant tongue was

culture, we still insist that it is both illogi-

silence me. In my fatherland (Bohemia),
the Hussite movement is still burning beneath the ashes; and among the Catholic
nations also the great question of a radical
reformation of the Charch in head and
LE
0 Sn
in capite et membris)
continues to be a live problem thatanxiously waiis its solution.. Considering the political agitation which has taken hold of all
nations, the ecclesiastical foundation is
shaking
beneath our feet. And in such a
critical moment youn dare to break down
the barriers wisely put up by our fathers,
to attack the authority of the episcopate, to
deny the ancient principal of the supreme

jected by common

the

argument,” and * pulpit rhetoric.”
tian, and sedulous in the discharge of every
n shoit, recognizing, as we must, the | outward duty.
Bat much of the good she

the whole truth, and protest, beforehand,
against apy interruption or attempt to

of Ecumenical

influence” over

months in the year, and possibly he would | apt to cut right and left, without consideralearn something which might j ust a little | tion of the feelings of others.
Notwithstand-

lowing extract from a German church journal: “Pope Benedict XIII. once charged
the College of Cardinals to tell him the
truth nnder all circumstances, no matter
bow disagreeable it might be to him.
Backed by this Papal request, I shall tell

power

a great

cal harness, and take'charge of a large par- | young people of the place; which influence,

fact that, in this age of diffused knowledge
and cheap books, the best thought of the

far),

and most honorable, God will not fil to
bless them, and their posterity, and their
nation."

Catalogue of New Sunday School

ill you forgive me for all this, but

It is all
al | a series of tableaux, which were to be given

about Councilspthan any man

elaborate

on the subject is pronounced a masterpiece

*

profession.

in, at the rate of two a week.

living, boldly declared in his speech that
he could yield the primary and jurisdiction
over his conscience to no one but God
alone.

any intelleetual

of

most

(6 vols.~so

ance of the Lerd’s.day, will lay aside their
common doings and their lower pleasures
and worldly occupations, and so give themselves fo the Sabbath as to make it a delight

Superintendents of 8. S.

lation of man to God, when onze acknowlghred.
:
:

to

t we
we are to remember that much of
call commonplace in sermoas is 80 from the

of the

a delight.

so, memorable.

Isaiah declares that if men, in their observ-

kas not

ish, and meet all the countless claims upon
his time and energy which the public now
makes upon the ministry, and be required
to produce two elaborate review articles
for the pulpit twice each week for ten

ma\were some of the most learned and
author

to be

honorable, and

ever, for a few years be put into the cleri- | and exercised

eighty-eight in the” negative. So reports
the telegraph. The main fact is no doubt
correct. The Council was convened main-ly for this purpose ; the Pope did all in
his power to secure this result ; the whole
Council would have been comparatively a
failure, without the crowning dogma of
Ultra-Romanism.
But the slight affirmative vote and the
large negative vote reveal an amount of
opposition which is ominous to the interests
of the Po
n old Catholic rule requires
that white cahons of discipline may be
passed simply by a majority vote, decrees !
of faith should only be adopted by a unauimous vote.
.
»
Among those who spoke against the dog-

Councils

It

words, it was

all the leisure which wealth can give, able | which they were all connected, either as
to enrich their minds with libraries,art-gal- | teachers or scholars.
levies, .and the best conversation ut home
One of the number, Miss Hattie G—,
and abroad, to sit down once: in three or | who was a leading spirit among “them, sat
four years, when all the stars favor, and | with pencil and paper in her hands, gay.
‘produce an elaborate review article, which | to take down the names of those who
ere
skall be superiorin thought and style to | to take Jan in the entertainment.
She was
the majority of sermons.
Leu him, how-| a girlo
e abilities, energetic and regolute,

b 4

was

other

very fine
for such men as Mr, Norton, with | for the benefitof the Sabbath school with

Cin.

On the 13th day of July,

Papal

In

Power of a Look.
as to sustained merit in thought, diction,
I
and ‘elocution .is ‘higher, more exacting,
and more merciless than was ever hitherto
A company of young ladies were assemmade,«ns
y upon the ministry, but up- | bled one evening to make arrangements for

Papal Infallibility.
—

performance

The

young and by the old as the best day.
was te be

been loweredin power-or quality; but the
public requirement has been raised.
The demand now made upon, preachers

0 glorivusamarvel in darkness wrought!

Jith smiles of promise the blue sky bent, ,
As if to whisper to all who mourn,
Love’s hidden intent.
_ —Harriel McEwen Kimball.

No!

dition altogether inconsistent with the re-

It was to be a

CHURCHES

AXD TO

upon it, as it were de loco superiors, a con-

day that should be looked up to by the

{

All en the pauses of sleep,I heard
The moan of the snow-wind and the sea,
Like the wail of Thy sorrowing children, 0. God,
ui
‘Who cry unto Thee.

of it as one who cuuld jadge it, and looked

all the occupants of the house. * Every week

Preaching.

TO PASTORS OF

ronizing -of Christianity ;” that is, he spoke

may be, which a well-prepared and wellkept parlor does invariably exercise upon

tem of the knowledge of divine truth,—0bserver,

- was to have its parlor day,

+ + After
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and Fishes.

There is exceeding: pleasure

and

profit

His
all he

did or said, are full of instruction and consolation. Take the miracle of the loaves
and fishes. . All the day long Jesus had
been teaching the multitudes who had followed him to the desert, and working miraculous cures. The
people are weary,
WHat shall be done ?

The Lord feeds them in a way

instruct and encourage.

to greatly

1. He gives proof, as all his miracles do,
that he'is divine; and that, believing on
him, we shall have eternal life.

2. He commends
wants.

attention to physical

:

oo.

The
them.

people are hungry and he feeds
Bread for the body was as gener-

ously

provided,

as

—

A)

“I am so glad, that I have prepared for
this,” said-a youth who was dying from
accidental injury. Death came unexpectedly, but he was ready.
From childhood
he had made Christ his choice. Great sorrow overwhelmed his family, but all were
consoled with the reflection, that he was
ready.
iy
Many youth die unprepared.
Life seems
sure to them;

have

in the study of the life. of Christ.
words, example, parables, miraclés,

faint, far from home.

—

satan deceives them with the

thought that religion is unfriendly to youthful pleasure, and they live on in sin. We

Publisher.

Loaves

Ready.

grace

for

the

soul.

Christ was no friend to asceticism or abuse
of the body. He believed in eating and
drinking, and keeping up a healthy -physi-

witnessed

their

horror,

when

death

suddenly claimed them.
~All was dark and
hopeless. They shudderedat the thought

but go they must.

i

But why is preparatioh needful? Why
is salvation dependent upon it? It is a

necessity.

No

. truth about the Kingdom,

and

wisely

fas-

tened it in their hearts
by a sumptuous
meal. So bread is often a means of grace,
and to supply physical wants, a part of the
mission of the gospel. It gives bread to
the hungry, and what is better, it teaches:
them to provide bread for themselves.
3. He encourages forethought and providence.
By a word, he could have made bread
for the five thousand. But a lad had
thoughtfully brought along five barley
_ cakes, and two small fishes, and

dence is made

to

this pru-

provide a great feast.

“To him that hath shall be given. ”
God’s love and
power are great, but
man’s agency is not ignored. It was the
lad’s bread which multiplied in the hands
of the Saviour, Human

agency,

and care,

are woven into the divine intervention. God
helps those who help themselves. 4. Small means are blessed to the accomplishment of great results.

It was a small matter that the lad put in
a few extra cakes, for chance hungry

com-

when

the feast

was
80 bountiful?
But
Jesus says,
* Gather up the fragments that nothing be
lost.” The lesson is emphatic; be saving;
waste nothing ; the most generous supply
will not justify waste; creative power will
not indulgeit; things of little value, fragments must be saved.
This applies to
both temporal and spiritual matters. The
comforts of life depend quite as much upon
saving as producing.
Income is not a
certain criterion of abundance. The difference in what people have, depends more
upon what they save than upon what they
receive. Economy is the, key to pros-

perity.

Save the fragments, and you

will

have abundance. ~

The same

is

true

in

spiritual affairs.

Our usefulness depends quite as much

up-

work in mission schools,

ministers

Not a

attend four

or

and people do ‘YATiadt service

for Christ.

Frederick

love;

‘for

God

is love.”

*“ Whosoever loveth is born of God,” and
when born of God, we are preparedto en-

W.

Robertson. *-

—r

Christian life has changed with the ages.
seen in the person of Christ, it was

formal,

aflame with

and

love

not

speculative,

and enthusiasm.

but
It was

emphatically a lite, ardently, unselfishly de-

joy him. But there is no way to be born voted to the good of the sinful and lost.
of God, except by faith in Christ. All who Since then it has exhibited another spirit.
receive Christ are born to a new life, new To a large extent, it has lost its tenderness,
capabilities, new relations, to fitness for enthusiasm, simplicity and genial warmth,
heaven.
Christ is the door intothe world and has been formal, superstitious and proof love
o one can enter by any other scriptive, dogmatic, complacent and pretenway, Aion
is impossible outside of tious. It has wandered very far from its

this love.

The change is great from the

*¢ first love,” and fallen from its primal glory.

y

+

But there are many signs of return.

The

spirit of the Master is reviving among the
disciples. One evidence of it is the popuference between souls who. have passed larity of ‘men and sermons peculiarly rich
through the door into this spiritual world. with this’ divine life. This is the distinand those who refuse'to enter. The change guishing excellence of Robertson, Spurgon,
is as real and radical as our birth into and Beecher. The people love their sermons,
physical being. Whoever enters this new because there is so much love in them.
world, through Christ, is an heir of God, a They are warm, full of sympathy and gen.member of the divine family, and sure of erous impulse, and this takes hold of the
eternal felicity; and no others:can receive public heart. “Their doctrines attract but
these blessings, because they have not little attention, and make but slight imthe capacity, and are not in the place pression ; but the spirit which sets their utand relations where they are offered.
- terances all aglow, fixes attention and
Yes, preparation is necessary. There is awakens interest.
Robertson's soul could not endure the
an unseen, but real gulf, an impassable
nor

felt

wall,

here, but there

an

inseparable

is-an immense dif-

barrier,

between the

life of sin and the life of love. God has
opened one passage through, and only one.
“I am the door,” “I am the way,” those
who enter in by Christ, have life ; all others
are rejected. This is a solemn fact for
consideration. ‘Dear reader, have you entered into this new life? Are you ready for
a glorious entrance into the everlasting
habitation of the saints? If not; why not?
You do not deny its necessity, or its importance. Do you approve of this long delay?
Have you a right to run such risks; to endanger

your souls;

to refuse the mercy of

it a peculiar type of “developement.
flood-tide of wickedness,
the great

worldliness, in New
tians to

be

peculiarly

York,

The

rush of

forces Chris-

earnest

and

deter-

mined. There is no alternative. If they’
would be Christians at all, and stand
against the hosts of sin, they must be resolute and. vigilant.
The impression is abroad that religion is
morea show here than a reality; more
fashionable than devout. The secular papers have contributed largely to thisidea.
They feel the necessity of being spicy, sensational, sharp, and in a dearth of events
or wit, and industry to work up legitimate

themes, they drive at the churches and the
clergy. - 1t takes less brain and industry
to scandalize those of good character and
repute, than to interest the public by just

cold formality of the

church,

and

he asserted his liberty) In the. great ardor
of the divine life vib, he preached with
surprising power,stirri
the hearts of hearers and readers to unusual thoughts and

aspirations,

He lifted them up to a higher

plane of experience, and opened to them
better conceptions of the Christian life. He
was excited himself by the new visions
which burst into his soul, and so expressed

himself as to excite

others.

The

impulse

was deep, fervent, lasting.

It is not strange, that the reaction

of bis

new-born liberty, and the rush of ardor and

delight, led him to undervalue
and truthful

some just

statements of doctrine,

and

to

venture upon doubtful assertions on points
of dogmatic theology. No evangelical theologian can endorse all that he says of the
divinity of Christ and a vicarious atonement;

and

yet, no reader can follow

him,

without feeling that divinity and atonement do, in fact, pervade his sermons to a
wonderful degree. When he attempts precise statements

of

these

great

doctrines,

he trips ard shows his weakness, but in
developing
the practical, experimental
fruigs of these doctrines, in the use of Christ
and his gospel to save men, he is more

orthodox than many
dogmatic statements.

who

excel

It is this primitive, Christ-like,

That is strong testimony, but it is rendered by competent men, at the end of a
long and laborious investigation, and

it is

him

in

evangeli-

friends

of

Christ,

and

those

who

read,

feel that they come nearer to Christ,
understand

him

better,

because

and

of them.

It is a favorable sign, that several large
editions of these sermons and
letters

have been sold, and thatthe demand

jus-

tifies Harper and Brothers

this

new edition.

in issuing

They will not lose money

by

it, and Christianity will not be injured,

but

essentially aided.

mate which the best sentiments of the. sults of their proselyting
country has put upon Gen. Howard and to be evilthan good.
his

work.

A high-minded

man,

a

and chivalric soldier,’
and a devout and
practical Christian, he shows us that there

——SRORT-LIVED

GLORY.

migh-

Many a person noted

Sarmost. Hungry souls may come to him
and be fed; be is the true bread; eternal

life is the portion of all who partake. His
words are full of life and love, and satisfy
the soul with fatness.

CuAxeEs. We observe numerous pastoral
changes just now occurring. It may be a
better time to change, if change

they must,

in midsummer, than in the spring as is usual.

Vacations in July or August are now

fashionable, and a change can be | effected
then much easier, with less loss to pastor
and people than at the season of spring.

mission committees, without end, all con-

The Pope got a

this

send the gospel to the ends of the earth.
All of these cost time and money, and
rest as a burden upon ministers and church

likely

payof female teachers, who have here-

tofore received only $67,50 per month, and
were obliged pay $40,00 of that for board,
has

been

reduced

a fraction

over’ $7,00,

while the salaries of male teachers,remain.
unchanged. We venture to say
that the
‘tasks imposed on the female teachers
are more trying; that the successful perAfter all, eighty votes were given against formance of their duties requires more tact
the dogma, and not a few members declin- and patience; that the branches which they
ed to vote at all. "The negative votes are required to teach demand as broad and
plagued his head and grieved his heart. thorough education ; that, in fact, they are
If the Council is made up of fallible or worth, in a méjority of cases, every cent as
misguided men, as these antagonistic votes much as the higher salraied male teachers:
indicate, who can be sure that the majority

Then why do they not receive as much ?

was not instigated by evil influences as
well as the minority? And what good will bis
proclamation of infallibility do him, if the
very bishops whose obedience he is to com-

One would

mand

ful demonstrationg,as in SanFrancisco,ladies

in

the name

of

Christ,

dispute his

authority and rebel against bis dicta? And

no sooner does he get the coveted might of
infallibility, than, in the gameof politicians,
he is left to the tender mercies of Victor
Emanuel, whom

he not long ago excommu-

nicated and called a son of perdition! One
day a piece of pagchment makes him the
human

head

of Christendom;

permit of Louis
caprices of a
Poor man!
He
probably be the
verb,

“Pride

the next, a

Napoleon leaves him to the
royal and hated heretic.
is not the first and will not
last illustration of the pro-

goeth before destruction, and

a haughty spirit before a fall.”
We

feel

no promptings to break the tenth commandment in eontemplating the position of our
English cousins.

lt is neither pleasant nor

is unfair. There is no generous manhood ,to
say nothing of the Jack of Christian charity,in
the spirit that enforces such rules. It compares unfavorably with the broader national
| policy that has lately decided to reward a
service according to, its worth. Thisis
1870. It is too late in:the day of Christian
civilization to still keep up distinctions that
class the most refined portion of society
idiots,

Indians

and

criminals!

profess

to

be

neutral,

but

on

the

is comparatively insig-

it is true, but it serves to indicate

the prevalence of old time prejudices that
are so slow in correcting themselves, and
the exercise of a sort of petty iyranny
which our boasted magnanimity is not yet
gai
to forego.
:

next, they supply the French fleet with
provisions and fuel. In the morning they
condemn French duplicity and demand
satisfactory explanations, and at night
they denounce Prussian arrogance and
hint at maRilizing their army. Striving
to please both part'es, they are continnally raked by cross-fires from each.
Napoleon fears the weight of British influence in favor of Prussia, and hints at
the damaging results of sach a course;
while Bismarck questions English faith
in keeping her neutrality promises, and
cruelly asks if she wants another Alabama question... The English masses clamor for declarations in favor of Prussia,
while the English Parliament thinks it
will pursue a safer policy if it gives its
influence for France. But there is a deeper
and stronger current of feeling than either
of these.

The

al self-respect

desire to preserve

nation-

will, in the end, prove a

stronger motive with the English Government than any chance of merely material advancement.
The menacing attitude of Ireland may make it a matter of
policy to refuse assistance to Prussia, and
the fear of losing her commercial suprem-

acy

on the ocean

may suggest the folly

of giving aid to either party;
France encroach a square inch

but let
beyond

an

a

denomination.

greater

if future contingencies exer-

same.

in

church life are things vital to a true suc-

At the

Fifth

at Milton.

Grove, Oakington, Md., on the day when the dogma of infallibility was proclaimed’in
Rome, the following scene took place:
Here a scene occurred which no pen or
tongue. can describe. It was announced
that at about this time the Pope's infallibil-

ity was being promulgated at Rome.

Rev.

W. H. Boole arose and said: ¢‘ Brethren,
in the faith of the Lord Jesus: Christ and
His gospel, and in the midst of His church
here assembled, I put this sixty=acres of
Maryland against all Rome.”
o interest
was intense, while the immense congregation arose tu their feet, and with uplifted hands sang, —
‘“ All hail the
- Let angels

Bring
‘And

.

power of Jesus’ name,
prostrate fall ;

forth the royal diadem,
erdwn Him Lord of all.

Let every kindred—every tribe,
On this terrestrial ball,
To Him all majesty ascribe,

And crown Him

Lord of all.”

Then with long, loud, multitudinous voices

the shout arose—‘‘ We crown Him!
We
crown Him! Hallelujah!”
It did seem that the final day of Coronation had come, and that the hosts above had

broken through the veil,
but to join in placing
brow of Jesus. Never
forget that scene. It
verge of heaven.

not only to listen,
the crown en the
will that assembly
was quite on the

The Religious Press.
More or less of our; exchanges now and
then speak a word which we are glad to

reproduce.

£

The Congregationalist & Recorder deals
ably with the subject of ** Dormant Power
in the Churches.” It says thatthe elements
of this power, frequently lying

latent,

are

consecration, earnestness, prayer, faith and

love. Here is whatit says of the need of
active earnestness:
:
Following and co-working with this,
must be earnestness. Even an entire consecration, in the Sense of one that excludes
eve
contesting
love or
purpose, must

bt
fail of the end ily unless it be
charged with zeal. All the steam which a
boiler is [uakiog may. be eye) throu h
the su

.

upon

its engine,

- -SLEer,

The great blessing of a vaca-

tion is to throw off care, and sleep. One
of the sweetest promises of the Bible is,

‘‘He

giveth

better

than

bis beloved sleep.”
medicine,

better

This is

than

food.

When the brain has beén overworked, the
nerves exhausted, the vital cnergies run
low. It is sleep which restores the wasted

forces, and fits us for werking again. We
have often heard students commended for
robbing themselves of sleep, and crowding the brain at the midnight hour. It
is all wrong.
Brain workers, above all
others,

should

thoroughly.
prematurely,

worry,

constantly on
not

to be sluggish and inefficient.

butif

the

The warmth

of the heart, the glow of love

COs8.,

care,

great influence in shaping thut
it will be English honor just the

definiteness

SCENE.

Meeting, held

fire be dall a
underneath, so
and not less so in view of the quarter from that the pressure is low, there may not be
force enoughto go through the motions,
which it comes. For Unitarians have someand oscillate the piston, and revolve the
times gloried in their breadth, which has
fly-wheel—let alone doing any work with
only been another name for looseness and them. - Rake open the fire. Pile on more
generalities. They have vindicated (and fuel. Wake up the water. And when the
quarreled with ‘the evangelicals”
for their steam-gage rises, and the safety-valve berigidity in teaching dogma, and their gins to be unquiet, then—the entireness of
application being made an earnest entireexaltation of the church organization over ness—the wheels will run merrily, and the
mere society arrangements. It is wellto work to which allis appointed, will begin
let our opponents emphasize the thought to be faithfully wrought. In like manner
any Christian consecration which is espewhich they have not been able to es
6, —
cially brought about by a cold and semi-.
that a definite theology and ns
compulsory view of mere duty, will be apt

gland accepts the term, will become the
controlling motive in whatever course she

and

and

stantial and efficient church organization.
We appreciate this testimony. It is the
outcome of strong conviction begotten by
experience. For that reason it is valuable,

often

takes;

clearness

these to be

teaching Christian truth, anda more sub-

tween the two parties first at war, would
be laid aside.
Present English honor, in
the hearty, independent way in which En-

cise a
course,

It declares

Camp

This

secure, and we are far from envying them
their situation. In exercising their traditional policy of looking out for themselves
first, they incur the displeasure of both '——Two. THINGS WANTED. The Liberal
belligerent powers, and fail of securing Christian devotes a late leader to a statethe approbation of any other. One day ment’ of the two vital wants of the Unitarithey

National

would be treated in a more liberal spirit
than this act indicates. Legislation that

case in California

PosITioN OF ENGLAND.

BE

A THRILLING

naturally suppose that in a city

still countenances distinctionslike the above,

fellowship, is

wholly a creature of imagination.

of female society was marked by such joy-

with

the
do
felt,
and

leadership in a crusade against those who

cast him out of the church

where, until recently, a true woman has
been so rarely found, and where the advent

“| nificant,
——THE

done nothing and attempted nothingof
kind. We bad hoped that he would
much to propagate his views, but he has
called to, what seemsto him, a higher

| better work, and has remained singularly
quiet on the close customs of his Baptist
We pre- brethren. This idea of his ambition for -

~——SAN FrANciscO CuivarLry.
sume the Board of Education in San Francisco is composed of gentlemen; but one
of their recent acts is, to say the least, ungenerous. In revising their school system,
the

from the publication of his book, he hag

:

decree from the Council declaring him infallible. He worked hard for the honor. He
frowned and smiled, flatter¢d and thundered, employed argument and blandishment.

sleep.

them,

sleep enough

Many

noble

from

lack

and. bear

If they

God

and

love to man, needs to be infased into it to
makeit intense and impassioned, before it

can do justice either to itself or to the tasks
which to it have been assigned.
The

Watchman
& Reflector thus

speaks

of

the work which the Baptists have already
done in the south:
;
What has been done?
Enough to encourage all around,

and

to stimulate to do

mére. In the first place, we have all come
to see that God calls blacks as well as
whites
to the ministry, and that He calls
them in all their ignorance, throwing on

others the responsibility of properly

train-

ing them to their work ; and to see farther,

while we must not wholly neglect to educate

of it.

Ministers

their

people

so

can

get

the cool

away from

breezes will fan

a great silence

prevails

all

around, so that they can sleep sweetly,
long and often, they will return refreshed
and strong for battle again.
May~the
good Lord * give his beloved sleep,”

ary preachers and ‘teachers have, the last
year, taught nearly four thousand pupils in
week day schools, that our present chief
work among the freedmen is to educate the
colored preachers. llence, we have established
Wayland Seminary,
in Washington,
D. C.; Colver Institute, in Richmond, Va. ;

Shaw Collegiate Institute,

in Raleigh, N.

C.; Augusta Institute, Augusta, Ga.; Leland University, New Orleans, La.; and
the Normal and Theological Institution,
Nashville, Tenn.

In the second plice, we have started
right in this thing,—seeing before us, not

It has always maintained that the churches
are the legitimate and only proper constit-

——THE CHARGES AGAINST GEN. HOWARD.

It ought

for the last year

als, who have paid a certain sum of money

$38,000 in cash and more than $60,000 in
pledges, or over $100,000 in all. A single
New England Baptist gave $13,000; anoth-

wrong, a reproachto Christ who made

paid at his death; another $10,000, and another, from Georgia, $2,000; another, from

*LIFE LETTERS, LECTURES AND APDRESSES.
By

Frederick

W.

Robertson.

‘volume,

Harper and Brothers, New York.
ROBERTSON’S SERMONS,
volume. Same publishers,

Complete

in

one

Current Topics.
——

Cp

perkaps to be no matter

of sur-

or

two,

to hold

religious

services. The existence of such a body is
now becoming a subject of general information, since advertisments have appeared in
the daily journals for the last two or three
Saturdays, announcing that the re-organized church of Latter-day saints would hold
public services on the Sabbath at their

missioner has been a devoted,

honest and

gland sensibilities are easily shocked, and in

able public servant;” that ‘ his great trust

Gen. ‘Howard, conscious of his own purity, inregular order, and il would not be the
intent on his great work, has never stopped ‘most surprising thing in the world if Bosto think of the appearances which men of ton awoke some future morning to find sev-

——FREE MisstoN SocieTy. We are glad
to see that this Society is resolved to live.
Slavery is dead, but it still has work to do.
uents of missionary societies, and that they
are entirely competent to do this work
which the Master has committed to them.
Other societies are composed of individu-

for their membership, and the churches, as
such, are entirely ignored. This is all
churches for mission work,

and

the

it is also

dangerous to the liberty of the churches.
Their money, and plans, and labors, ought
to be under - their own control, and not be
surrendered to outside organizations, in
which they have no legitimate representa-

tion.

We hope the Free Mission Society

will flourish, and

that

its basis

of church

representation will yet become general.
Ap—

~——THE INDEPENDENT. This paper excites
our admiration for size, contents, appearance, enterprise. It is a wonderful paper.
It says many things which are top radical.
for us radicals, and a great many more

things which give us delight.
toons,

The Car-

for August, are

which it publishes,

the best it has given us, both in design and

workmanship,
immense

We are glad to see that the

outlay. of the publishers is yield-

ing a liberal return.

1

censoriously

insinuating

the work ofa day,

but

the

foundations

of

many generations to be laid; suitable and
ample grounds to be purchased ; substantial

buildings to be erected; endowments to be

raised ; scholarshipsto be founded; and libraries, and apparatus, and all other needed helps to be furnished. In the third
place, purses have been Spenin

more

and

more, to meet the demands made by enlarged views. Year before last we raised only
$5,000

for

this

work;

last

er gave $5,000 besides $50,000

Illinois, $1,000,
tions, donations

year

nearly

in will, to be

and others from all seolarger or smaller,but all

with a cheerfulness and a beartiness which
are « most cheering omen for the future.

The Religious Herald in dealing with
the prayer of faith, makes these very practical suggestions :
:
It is best never to trouble ourselves with a
retended philosophical objection to prayer.

n sunshine and safety our caviler will sug-

gest plausible thing; but in-a storm at. sea
the wisest ad most skeptical will pray as

earnestly

as thé most

simple.

Rowland

Hill says, ‘If we fasten a rope from a boat
to a ship and pull at it, we cannot move the
ship, but will draw the boat to the vessel,
und thus prayer draws us to God.” This is
trae; but this is very little, The very idea
of-prayer is that it does move God. As the
skiff would not be drawn to the ship unless
the rope were attached to the ship, so prayer

cannot produce even this effect upon us, if

~——REV. CraMMOND KENNEDY. Several
Baptist papers have recently referred to this
brother,

;

men have died the masses, and while, in fact, our mission-

their hearts, that they can

get where

and

to rest them

to

——A MormoN CHURCH IN Boston. If
anything could disturb the equilibrium of
the self-complacent Bostonians, why should
it not be the discovery of a Mormon-church
in their very midst? But they consider it
a mere trifling circumstance, and go on
with their business as usual. It has been
known to a few only that about a score of
Mormon sympathizers have been in the
habit of meeting weekly at private houses

order to achieve anything like success
vast population. Then we have number- has been performed wisely, disinterestedly, there must be a mild beginning. They
less societies, Five Points missions, daily economically and most successfully. If know that an immediate glamor for wives
prayer meetings, temperance societies, or- there be anything in the condnct of the af- would be a suicidal act, so they begin with
ganizations to rescue the fallen, save the fairs of the Bureau which ceuld excite a the less objectionable features of their docchildren, convert the Papists, bringin the suspicion, even in the breast of partisan or trine. The weightier matters of the Morhate, it is.owingto the fact that mon law will no doubt succeed each other
strangers, relieve the suffering, and .to personal
nected with the work of evangelizing

are more

brave

prise that two'of the members of the large
Congressional Committee
appointed to
for doing
investigate
the
charges
against
Gen: HowThe fact is, that a large per cent. of evanheroic work, giving money, making sacriard,
should
unite
in
making
a
minority
regelical
Christians
here
are
earnest,
sellfices, bearing burdens, on a large scale,
waste, and destroy it all, by petulance, an- sacrificing workers for the public good. port, virtually endorsing the allegations
brought forward by Fernando Wood.
Of
ger, hasty words, lite, everyday follies, Ministers and people do an amountof hard
the reasons for bringing forward such a reservice,
that
in
most
places
is
never
atand vulgar habits. There are fearful leaks
unrea- port it is not easy to judge confidently; rooms, 544 Washington St. They have
in many deposits
of influence, so that temp'ed and would be pronounced
sonable.
Thousands
of
the
active
mem- without looking over the three thousand and been in the habit of holding public meetings
bard workers get ahead bug
little. The
bers
of
the
churches
work
harder
on
Sun- more pages of collected testimony. But there for the last two months, but the atwaste presses hard upon the“gain.
the majority report, signed by eight mem- tendance has not yet exceeded-the capacity
day
than
on
ony
other
day
in
the
week.
6. Jesus also suggests his ability and
bers, bears the most unqualified testimony of their fifteen by twenty hall. This socieThey
have
Sunday
school
in
the
morning
at
dispositionto feed all hungry souls with
to the ability, integrity, skill and success ty is, however, distinct from the: Mormon
nine
;
public
worship
at
half
past
ten;
Sun~ the bread of life.
day school again at two; mission work at of the eminent man who has stood at the church as directed by Brigham$Young, and
-He was in the worldas a man, poor, de- four or
five; prayer meeting at six; pub- head of the Freedmen’s Bureau. After con- ‘the much-marrying apostles of Salt Lake
pendent; persecuted, despised and rejected
Mormons
lic worship at half past sevén. Then dur- sidering in detail the charges, and finding City are regarded by the Boston
-of men, a most unlikely sourca of infinite ing the week, they
them virtually groundless and frequently as apostates of the extremest order. They
have
visiting,
canvass‘blessings ; but he is able to sayeto the ut- ing; prayer
meetings, teachers’ meetings, wicked, the committee say that ‘ the Com- probably recognize the fact that New Enon attention to little things, as upon

ty deeds.

will be content to proceed slowly, if in the
end they have proceeded successfully; and
even if the leaders have not the shrewdness

in perfect keeping with the general esti- that we here give them credit for, the re-

cal spirit, which makes Mr. Robertson's
sermons attractive and useful. They are where English honor sets its stakes, and
not read for the questionable doctrinal views all questions of chance would be waived
they may here and there contain, but for in an instant, Friendship for either party
their
freshness, life and fervor. They. would be put out of the question. The
are read by the devout, the most ardent mere consideration of justice, even, as be-

views and valuable
information. But
this cheap reputation of the papers has
been gained at the expense of truth. They
have robbed the deserving of a good name,
to save themselves from the odium of dullness.and imbecility.

English

10, 1870.

are charactcrs which politics do not corrupt and which malicious slanders can not
long tarnish.
His énemies may still affect
to doubt ; but he will keep the confidence of
few. ‘the people which. he has never betrayed.

Wall street men, not gnly. spend thousands of money, to reform the vicious, but

dogmatic,

without

Christ; to ruin yourselves by this sinful
procrastination? Do consider the matter
generous, providing a little for others, and" carefully ; question yourself as to duty, best
interest and the privileges of grace. ‘Why
behold the results,— he feeds thousands.
:
We plant, and water, in weakness, but will ye die?”
Ready! Ready for what?
For death?
God giveth the increase. How the boy
Nay, for much more than death ; forrinfinite
opened his eyes when he saw his cakes and
The Christian
fishes multiplying in the Saviour’s hands. glory beyond the grave.
Have none of us seen similar things in the goes home, when he dies, not to a strange
There is a
kingdom of grace?
“ It is not by might, world and. strange people.
“name”
in
his
heart
of
divine
significance,
nor by power, but by my Spirit saith the
Lord ;” and he chooses the weak things to which will make him know the Lord, and
confound the mighty.
Let no one neglect the glorified, and be known of them; hé
duty, or fail to attempt to do good. Chil- shall ¢“ know as he is known.” If the Spirit
dren can do something, and if they do of God is in us, we can enjoy heaven, and
God will surely bring us there.
what they can, Christ can use them.
This
boy with the loaves was the only on€ the
Lord could use to bless the people. The
"Religion in New York.
others had no cakes to multiply. It is not
for us to say how mueh good we shall do.
Christian life is everywhere essentially
We can not tell. [tis our business to be
the
same, though surroundings often give
good, and try to do good; the Lord will

they be carefal for crumbs,

school and prayer meeting.

God

panions. He had ne thought of doing any
great things; he was simply prudent and

take care of results.
5. We are taught economy.
Generously, easily, the little lunch be‘came a sumptuous
feast. Why should

earnest disci-

Hetio oppose him. And they are not fastidi®us and showy in their style of work, as
is supposed. We have religion in silks
and satin slippers. But the thousands who
profess Christ are of a different type.
They make religion a business. If strangers come into their congregations,
they
speak to them. They work in the Sunday

As

from the earnal to the spiritual; the satanic
to the divine. Its full import is not seen

teach

here the Lord has *set brave,

Llessings canbe enjoyed

his

would

tian work done, so much money paid, so
much real struggle of soul ‘1n prayer, thought
and purpose, ‘to save men, as in New
York. Here is satan's stronghold, and

without capacity to receive them. Light
is valueless to the eyeless; melody gives
no pleasure to the deaf; none can enjoy

disciples to observe hospitality; also to
turn no man from their doors to famish;
to provide for the témporal reliefof the degraded, as well as for their moral reform.
He had given the people much wholesome

And he

STAR: AUGUST

of eternity. There was mot
a ray of hope five services on Sunday, and social meetto cheer them. Regrets were on their lips; ings during the week. There are more
“they mourned that they had not prepared proud, heartless, useless professors than
for the hour of death. They were not ready, there oughtto be, but; take it «all in all,

world of selfishness to the world of love;

"cal existence.

dpi
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that

he

attemptedto play the role of leader and

cs. There is probably no city in the less conscious integrity much more cares eral of its daughters the fractional parts of proselyter; when excluded from the Baptist
some lusty ; Mormon’s better half, They church for open communion views. Aside
~world, where there is so much hard Chris- fully regard.”

it be merely
performed for that purpose,
‘
without any faithin its power with
Prayer is the instinctive cry of human

weakness; guilt, misery.

We might give’

our theory as to the manner in which

amswered;

but

as upon many matters of revelation,

the head.

it is

all difficulties upon this, .
are in

If they be removed, others will
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Sh

ment, been compelled to leave the school,
as would enable him to return and complete
the course, with the understanding ‘that he
would, upon graduating, repay the church,
by services as pastor. Recently a lady in
Bhode Island proposed to render assistance
by way of money, clothing, &c., to some

voice

he

And then

burst

us how to pray.”

into

of tears,

a. flood

and begged me to pray for him.

WOLFEBOROUGH Q. M.=~Held its June session

with the Ossipee Church.

Sandwich Q. M, was present, and did us good
services

visit to Rochester, N. Y.,

worthy member of the school, upon the rec-

andsentto

that

paper an interesting sketch of its two leading men,—President Anderson,
cf the
University, énd Fred Douglass. © We quote
from his account of the latter:

whole church, and see what

his

house.

We pass round

the

side

and

approach the front, not facing the street,
but the garden and the town. The
par
lors are dark, cool

and

comfortable.

The

olina

the

white felt is art, not a tribute to the millers

vites the young men to

No, | aid.- For any young

of sprays al
too
e conversation. ran
on current topics, the Chinese, Wendell
Phillips talked-of nomination for minister
or secretary, and his own controversy with
Bishop Campbell on the relations of the
Church and Christiapft,
‘abolition, - He
settled the Chinese problem with one word,
and that a word of the gospel. * Gen,
Hawley'is right. The only word for the
settlement of this and all kindred .ques-

sistance, { except

less

authority,and ourreaders can easily test its accuracy
for themselves.
:

than

that

the

pastor of

GLU-ENE. Only 25 cents, mends up and saves
pieces, for he who saves increases, Try it.

each

Convention

of Indiana

direct

necessity,

amountsfto
this:
He so far presumes on
the simplicity and good nature of our intelligent churches,as to suppose that, practically spurning the help so generously proffered, he shall be just as cordially received
by them, and his labors willbe just as ac-

ceptable as though he availed himself

of

a

It was suggested

better become Secretary, and then he
could send you to England,”—a puff that
only met a merry laugh
from its victim.
e hus been talked of as a member of
Congress from this district. Judge Noah
Davis,

its present

incumbent,

has

ates.

thirty,

thé, attendance

will

of the

afford just

grounds of encouragement. The present
indications are that the term will open with
that number. We hope for thirty. We
ought to have fifty, and might, with proper

become

Attorney of the United States, at New York
city, and the District is open. The Demo- cratic paper proposes him. If he is nominated, independent of party, he will get
elected, for everybody here likes Fred.
Douglass.
He is the tawny lion they are

Now, if we secure two-thirds

efforts on the part of the

friends

of the

The

school by our young men whom God has
called tothe work of the ministry. The
proud to call their own.
It will be an hon- question of a successful Theological School
or to New York and the country, and es-|
pecially to Rochester and its region, if it in New England is now with the young
men.
Letthem have faith in God, in the
makes him its representative.
denomination and in the School, and

Denominational
News and Notes,
Aid for Theological

appealto our

lieve

Students.

be-

our

duty,

A young man

called

at

my

door

week asking for work for six weeks,

til the Theological School

quate means to give young men, whose circumstances require it,such aid as is furnish-

should

last
‘‘un-

open.”

lu-

immediately.

sending their reports

Some,

others like him. We are expecting
men, over forty years old, to join the School
and take the two years, English course.

embarrass-

ment.
oi
The results of a want of smtable
sion for this purpose have- shown
selves in three ways.

and

i]
'provithem-

‘come

for the want

too late

of means, have declined attending school at
all, and have entered the ministry to struggle against the increased embarrassment of
little or no educational preparation for it.
Others have been compelled to leave the
school before completing the course, turn-

for them,

Enosburg

and

It

is

not

it is everything

Aug. 3, 1870.
Revivals,

dure at what they mustknow to be an un‘neccessary disadvantage. Others still have
been compelled to preach or teach so much
during their course of study, that excessive
labor has told disastrously on health in
some cases, and on their progress in study
in all,
We greatly rejoice that at length there is
a prospect of better days in respect of aid.
The Educational Board have resolved to
open the year with an assgrance that the
appropriations to this obfect shall'he largely increased over those of the past, indeed,
nearly if not quite double what they have

Genesee Y. M.

Lawrence

‘the most of the members renewed their covobligations,

a new life.

In

and

March,

resolved

we

Y.M.

were

iy
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M.
Q.ris
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M.
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Washington Q. M.
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Q.M,
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Livingston

end

will

as-

‘There is no object that so readily ocommends itself to the favor of our people as
this, The opportunity only is wanted; the

We learn that the spiritual

There

are

other

above, that there is an

indications

awakened

than

the

interest
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and large
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These are truly scientific and popular works by Dre
Hayes,one of the most learned and popular physicians
of the day.— The Medical and Surgical Journal, July
869.
Pride of SCIENCE OF LIFE, $1,00. PHYSIOLOGY
OF WOMAN AND HER DISEASES, $2.00. In Turkey morocco; full gilt, $5.00. Postage paid.
Either book sent by mail on receipt of price.
Address “‘THE'PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE Or
Dr. HAYES, No. 4 Bulfinch street, Boston.
N.B.—Dr. H. may be consulted in strictest confl
dence on all diseases requiring skill and experience,
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These books
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ten by a responsib e .professional gentleman of emi
nenoe, a8 a source of instruction on vital matters, con‘The imcernin, which lamentable ignorance exists.
portan subjects presented are treated with delicacy,
rescriptions for prevailing

proud

Please send

are of actual merit, and should find a place in every
are not the cheap order of
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ability and

happy
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medical works of Dr. Albert H. Hayes.
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& CO., Broadway, New York:
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Strect, Boston,
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interested in learning more in relation to the Waltham Watch we would suggest that they write usa

_ DR. HAYES is one of the most learned and popular
next sessiom withe ‘physicians of the day, and is entitled to the gratitude
of our race for these invaluable productions. It seem s
P. SmrrH, Clerk.
to be his aim to induce men and women to avoid the
cause of those diseasesto which they are sub, Bot, and
r
ig.
he tells them just how and when to do it.—
hold its next session
ton Chronicle; Farmington, Me,, Sept, 2, 1869.

Will hold its

Yours truly,

HENRY

held its
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anguage. All the NEW DISCOVERIES of the author
whose experience is of an uninterrupted magnitnde—such as probably never before fell to the. lot of any
man—are given in full. No person should be without
these valuable books. They are utterly unlike any
others ever published.

Rev A W Purington, Lisbon, Me.

Books in New York.
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for

that

Watch that ever came to New York”), and the 'Waltham Watch has ran more steadily, evenly and accurately than its foreign competitor.
1 can not conceive that a better Watch can be made

EITHER SEX car require to know, but what is tully
explained, and many matters of the most important
and interesting character are introduced, to which no
allusion even can be found in any other works in our

-

church,

of the

is nothing whatever that the MARRIED OR SINGLE OF

meeting same day at 10 clock, A, M.
E. A. STOCKMAN. Clerk.

Benon®

Book

Express

to be desired.

are, beyond all comparison, the most extra
ordinary works on Physiology ever published. There

next session*

Adams’

say

has given me great satisfaction. It has
time, and I have had to be 0i no expense
or repairs; and during the time it has
once, and that was caused by negl(eting
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These

with the church at Strafford Center, commencing
Tuesday, Aug. 23, at 2 o'clock, P. M. Ministers’

© OCEANA Q.M.

best
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(through

to

I purchased of

months, and during that time it has been running by
the side of a superlative English Watch (which one

Sold by all druggists,

Bulfineh

pleasure

lea ves me

LOGICALLY AND PATHOLOGICALLY, from INFANCY
70 OLD AGE, with elegant ILLUSTRATIVE ENGRAVNGS.

gommencing Sept. 3, at
P. PaiLLIPs, Clerk.

with the Columbia church,
*
10 o'clock, A. M.

York

its

6wb

GOOB:.’—The

MEDICAL

for a

about five

Entitled SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN,AND

the Milan and Stark church at the Stark meeting:
house, the first Saturday and Sunday of Sept. next.
Conference Friday preceding.
JOEL SPOONER, Clerk,
WHITESTOWN

YOU

only, but

nothing

ES of mature years. This is indeed a book for every
man. Price only One Dollar, 285 pages, bound in
cloth, DR. A. H, HAYES, Author.

session with

long before

It has far exceeded my expectations, and

ERRORS OF YOUTH,or the INDISCRETIONS or EXCESS"

J.'L. CiLLEY, Clerk,

M.

DO:

CHONDRIA, aad all other

to ‘present a sketch of a sermon to be subject to
We hope all our ministers will be punctcriticism

Q.
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great

port of the Waltham Watch that1

A Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of
TION.
EXHAUSTED VITALITY,
PREMATURE
DECLINE IN
HYPOMAN, NERVOUS AND PHYSICAL DEBILITY,

HER
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Gentlemen:

(Opposite Revere House,)
100,000 COPIES SOLD THE LAST YEAR,
THE SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF PRESERVA-

. How can our Ministers’ Conference be made
more efficient? by D. Boyd; 2. To what extent is
unity in faith essential to Christian fellowship ? by
Ww. hoe Littlefield. All other ministers are requested

LISBON

you

cleanse the System, purify and

They

Neo. 4

its next session with

ual in attendance.

only

I'LL

PEABODY

The Montville Ministers’ Conference will nreet at
North Vassalboro, Sept. 16, at 9 o'clock, A. M, Assignments :

without further notice from us.

rates,

AND

MANHOOD

evening Rev. ¥'. L. Wiley is expected to preach a
ubsermon, Services to commence at 7 o’clock.

ject, “The

.GENTS—It

blood, restore the appciite, build up
and strengthen the whole body.
EO. €.GOOD-

Sec'y.
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Humors of the Blood and Skin, Jaundice, Dyspepsia,
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arising from Disordered Stomach, Torpid Liver, or

East Charleston, Vt., commencing
On Monday
30, at 1o’clock, P.M.

the church at
Tuesday, Aug.

?

medicine in the world is DR. LANGLEY’S R OOT
AND HERB MEDICINE,—a long tried and stan-

Y.M.
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A. L. GERRISH,
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Pittsfield, Me.

But few of

ful ones is still in God, and they look to him for
The prayers of Christians’ are requests
help.

3rd

Ecclesiastical

Penobsot

All of our own books, and a. genresponse will be prompt and liberal, condition of this Q. M. 1s quite low.
carefully selected
Shall the opportunity be given ? Shall the the churches have regular ministerial labor, and eral assortment of
rs
membe
older
Sunday school books, and Sunday
experiment be tried ? The pastor, in most many have none at all, As the
are
of the churches are removed by death, there
3
instances, some active brother in a few
to | 8C hool maps, cards, and singing books
scarcely any young men who come forward
cases, must decide.
Theological, and miscellaneous
fill their places. However, the hope of the faith- | and
Eparcoms Q. M.
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The calendar for next year is as follows:

New York, have recommended to the 16ge of baptizing 17 more. Among those will be filled
churches to take up quarterly collections baptized was a lady 70 years old, bowed out of press. Price 15 ce nts.
{or the same end. If this plan, thus inaugdown with years. The work still goes on
The Quarterly.
urated, shall be carried out generally, or in Monroe. Some thirty-nine have been
All persons, indebted for the F. B.
£vengo far as those churches are concerned
d this spring in this place, and fifty
baptize
that ars in the habit of contributing regu- have been added to the church. Bro. Da- Quarterly, will please remit to the oflarly for other . benevolent purposes, such.
a licensed preacher, held some meet: fice the amount of their indebtedness
as missions, &o., the desired
suredly be reached.

sure te

organized

ries, who claim improvements such as Dust Exclud-

The only Reliable and Harmless Remedy known
to Science for removing brown discolorations from
the Face. Prepared only by Dr.B. C. PERRY,49
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eeding aid, of wiich
iven hereafter.
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Towa Northern
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Miss

P. M., and on Monday, Wednesday, and Priday at 7.40.
Leave Boston for Dover at 7.30 A. M., 12 M,,3, 5 P. M.
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rm closes. Vacationof eix weeks,
1871. Jan.5. Spring term begins. Mar, 22, Spring
:
term closes. Vacation of one week.

Y. M.
Q. M, (Mich,)

and

8.12 P.M,

Testament Scriptures,
Greek, do., applied to the
New Testament.
2nd YEAR.
Systematic Theology,

Moral

EXCEL ALL OTHERS IN QUALITY, AND AT
THE SAME TIME ARE MUCH LOWER IN
PRICE AND AFTER ALL IT IS

A. Oakes, both o

Summer Arrangement.
August 6, 1870
Trains leave Dover for Portland at 10.10 A. M., 2.40 and
5.45 P.»., and on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at

The three years’ course is thus arranged: 1st YEAR.
Hebrew Language and Literature applied to the Old

held by Rev.
with a protracted meeting,
Qf M. Home
F. Harding, the Ellsworth
MARY
Missionary, which resulted in the out-pouring of God's Holy Spirit. Some twenty or Is now nearly complete, and will be ismore expressed hope in Christ; backslid- sued in about four weeks.
It is adapters were reclnimed ; professors of religion
completed
just
have
that
ed to classes
quickened, the church strengthened. Fourbook reThis
been,
This assurance is based, however,
Jesus.”
teen members have been added by baptism «The story of
in a great measure on increaséd interest
L. Gor.
ceived the prize offered not long since
and letter.
and prompt and general action on the part
by the Printing Establishment, and is
of the churches and benevolent individuals.
LLe, Mu. We are happy to say recommended to pastors, superintendSwaNvi
“The work is already begun. Some three
that the Lord has visited his people in this
or four Y. Meetings at their last sessions apents and teachers as being in every
place once more. Since the fourth of July
this
to
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the
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propriated one fifth of
have heen converted and re- way worthy of their patronage.
last many
object. Nothing could be more just or sen- claimed.” July 17th I baptized one young
they
and
time
any
at
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may be
sible. Others, especially in the state of
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man, and July 31st I had the happy privi‘book
the
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soon
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vis,
ings at Swanville this Spring, with profitGro. DD. GARLAND.
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West ELLsworre, Me. The Lord has
graciously visited the Orland and Dedham
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low, and in a discouraged state. Last fall,
enant
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se
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Wayne
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Butler, of A.
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Henry F. Tilton and Miss Almada
Newport, Me,
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clear and strengthen the veice.
:

Other religious

Mr. Moses

M. Burbank of Frank. in. and Mrs. Lydia Severance
of Lake Village.
i
In Georgiaville, Jure 17. by M, W. Burlingame,

Notices and Appointments,

Seneca

Union (P.Q.) Q. M.

best

residence of Jonathan Phil-

17, by Rev. A. W. Fairbanks,

lect often results in an ineurable Lung

offered, which

Ohio River Y.M.
Little Scioto Q. M.
Marion (Ohio) Y. M.
Marion Q. M.

Welcome to them all.
0. B. C.

for the cause.

en-

ing away, with sad hearts to work and

Lewiston.

to

|

Methodist,

Maine Western Y. M.
Parsonsfield Q. M.
Maine Central Y. M.
Anson Q. M.

Michigan
Genesee

is the

500,000

G. W. Wallace, Mr.

For Great Falls, 10.10 A. M., 2.40, 5.45, 7.40 P. M.
For Alton Bay, 10.10 A. M., 2.40, 5,45,.6.45 P. M.

oy

Unitari-

Wentworth Q. M.

Such men should by twentied;at this blessed
hour,

OW,

important or interesting tous as a p ople:
Ohio Northern Y. M.
New Hampshire Y. M.
Lorain Q. M.
Q. M,
Wolfboro

Penobscot Y. M.

a transparent

eradicates dandruff, and
dressing in the world.

are Free Baptists in sentiment, buf not in torm, are
earnestly requested to send us statistical reports corresponding 10 those in the Register, and any other
information concerning them that they may deem

School at Lewiston! God Aroostook Q. M.
nation a bare competence,’ so that » debt at |. our Theological
bless all who help him and |. Prospect Y. **M.
and
him,
bless
the close of a course of study becomes, in
two Vermont

Maguolia Balm

turning

belonging to the several
Ms.
not sent us their reports for the
have to get out the Register by
clerks will see the necessity of

Q.
The following
Y. Ms. named, have
'If we
next Register.
the 10th of Oct., the

first student to

the

made of.” Welcome to

crative, promises only by the aid of imagi<

are.

The Kathairon prevents the hair from

Q. M. REPORTS.

e had walked that day twenty-eight
miles, baggage in hand, though the thermometer indicated nearly ninety. Glorious pluck ! This is *‘the stuff that men are

ed by other denominations. This aid is indispensable. The ministry, as compared with

most cases, a source of serious

for

, that
bodies, either in the States or British Provinces

a grand success is not far off.

One of the most serious impediments in
the way of the progress of Theological education among us has been the want of ade-

being

I

that God's hand is in this whole

movement; and that if we all do

S—

secular professions, so far from

churches for fands.

in complexion

than they

CHEAPEST!

The | nein Watch Company,

York

This article over:
moth-patehes, ringten years yonnger

ARE THE

and Miss Martha A. Lane, both

In Wakefield, at the

brick, July

Price

as she is charmingin manners.
comes freckles, tan, sallowness,
marks, etc., and makes one look

In Wales the Established Church started with
300 churches, and now has 330. The Dissenters
in 1742 had 105, now probably 3500.

the school, and this will afford a basis of an

New

WALTHAM WATGHES

In San Francisco, Apr. 25, by Rev. J. B. Knight
Mr. George L. Maxfield, of Chichester, N. H. and
Miss Clara S. Bergstrom, of Boston. Mass.

Requires immediate attention,asneg

Episcopal, 14; Second Advent,2; and the Congregational, Independent Methodist, Free Will

in

in

3

Are in Actual Use.

ACOUGH, COLD, ORSORE THROAT

Methodist Episcopal, 15; Roman Catholic, 16;
Universalist, 6; Methodist, 2; Presbyterian, 6;

Polish Jew, German Jew, German
and Swedenborgian, one each.

Woman

Secretary.

BEST AND

28, by Rev.

Barrett J. Grennell
of Starksboro, Vt.

complexion, and Lyon’s Kathairon to make the hair
plentiful, luxuriant, soft and-delicate, have no rivals.

an taking the lead: Congregational Unitarian,
15; Baptist, 18;
22; Congregational Trinitarian,

show

this faith by their presence as students

Prettiest

BAIEN,

Daniel Wentworth, Jr., of Lebanon, Me. and Miss
Abbie M. Ham of Rochester, N. H.
In Lincoln, Vt., July 28, by Rev. J. W. Burgin, Mr.

‘“ Rogreat

photographs.

Magnolia Balm, and is now as pretty

interest in the | Baptist, German Lutheran, German Evangelical,

| School, and a ‘becoming

L. TIERNAN

July 24, by the same, Mr. Rufus W. Putney and Miss
Julia A. Belford, both of Hebron N. H,

All letters of inquiry should be addressedto
J. E, BUTLER, PUBLISHER,

There are 129 church organizations in Boston,
classified as follows, the Congregational

ISAAC ROSENFELD, Jr., Vice-President.

SOMES A, RICHMOND, General Agent.’

y
t)

In Bristol, July 21, by Rev. G. W. Abbot, Mr.
William H. Kendall of New Hampton, N. H. and
Miss Amanda A. Mills of Amherst, Nova Scotia.
July

'

tuibe had
pamphlets may
particulars,
For
tiouel par the oftice of the Aasociation, No. 96.
way, New York, or ofits Agents.
:
GEN. 8, P. HEINTZELMAN, U. 8: A", President.

L

In Gonic,

points,

examina-

$250,000.

Married

Miss K—, well known in our fashionable society
tor her distingue appearance and beautiful complexion, was once a sallow,rough-skinned girl, chagrined
at her red, freckled fuce.
She pitched into Hagan’s

gradu- | of the State.

Thirteen of them are College

that ‘ he had | ed.

Ill,

essential

as medical

AUTHORIZED CAPITAL,

C. 0. LIBBY. Treas?
res LED. Treas,

Dover, N. H.

Biddeford, Maine-

Lol

tails.”

0 elaborate cutp from actual

for -de- | men I have either conversed or correspond- | what better than the increase in the population

skill

admirable

2

v

Quarterly collections, per W H Gifford, Gilman

est care and clearness. It will contain the best map
extant of the countries mentioned in the Testament .
$2,00.

Rev. J.Hyatt Smith,pastor of a Baptist Church
in Brooklyn; has in press a novel to be called the
Open Door, or, Light and Liberty, in which he
will avow himself an open communion Baptist
and present the argument for and against this
He does not propose to leave the dedogma.
nomination nor to war with his brethren, but to
demand liberty to practice his faith as a minister
of the Baptist Church.

the advantages placed in his reach. Let
every young man now prayerfully consider
would that men should do to you, do ye ev-. his duty to God and to the church.—J. ¥.
en so to them.’
If a man is Iving where
he gets but three cents a day, and by movRumors are in circulation to the effect that the
ing a hundred miles can get a dollar, who
The. Theological School.
Catholics of Austria will embrace Protestantism
should
prevent his moving? He should
unless the doctrine of Papal Infallibility is connot be allowed to leave his family longer
The Star of last week well says that the siderably qualified.
than is necessary to raise means for their
In reply to the charge that Congregationalism
transportation.” He rejoiced greatly at the entering ,class of the Theological School
talk even of sending
Mr. Phillips to En- promises to be large. Ihave the names of is dying out in New England, the Congregationgland or of puttin
im in the first chair of | thirty young men who are considering the | alist shows that since 1831 that denomination
the Cabinet.
‘‘ I hope he will go to. En- question of connecting themselves with the has in Massachusetts added to its force 213 new
gland. No one knows the capacity of that school the coming year, most of them next churches and over 42,000 members, thus nearly
great man. He is thought to be only a
doubling its ministry and more than doubling its
With nearly all these young membership in the last 40 years. This is somegreat orator, when he isreally a very great fall term.
with

*

Dea Dennis, Pike,N Y, per G H Ball,
G L McPherson, Hartland, O,*
R Loomis, Vermillion, N Y
*

the

the first volume, while the notes upon “ Acts”.
mans” and ** Hebrews” are prepared with the

was held at Chicago University.
Louisville and Nashville Railroad.

QM,

small
is re-

tion, pre rata payments, and
absolute policies, this Association does not vary from
any of our oldest compa.
nies: but im greater simplicity,. economy and accommodation of payments, it differs materially.

a

has

The agents of the American Bible Society are
putting Bibles in all the passenger trains of the

:

nald,
Mrs B Cheney, 8 Parsonsfield, Me, per F' N Town,
Mrs Louisa Freemnn, Jonesville, Mich, per E L
|
illlips, |
.
Roulette Ch. N Wharton, Pa,
per Dutton Siles,
Genesee Y M, per G H Bail, pe

voted 1ts disapproval of the practice of raising |
money for church purposes by means of fairs,
The manuscript for the second volume of Dr. Butlotteries, tableaux, and private theatricals.
er’s Commentary is now in the hands of the printer,
accept the proposed
and w.1l deubtless be issued during the early au
It is claimed that ministers’ Institutes originatman to refuse as-|ed with Dr. G.S. Bailey, and that the first one tumn. It will embrace all the valuable features of

from

Byer
G:By

J Hodgdor. & wife, Melvin Village, per H, E Fer-

ar Dr. Pierce’s Alt. Ext. or Golden Medical Dis.
covery is not a fancy drink made of po poisonous
chnine whiskey, proof apirits and refuse liquors,
spiced and sweetened to please the taste and lead
topers on to ruin, as are the so-called * Bitters” of
the day. lt is a pure medicinal extract of native
roots and herbs, and is a speedy, safe and sure remedy for all severe, acute and lingering coughs, loss of
appetite, *‘ Liver Complaint” or ‘' Bilibousness,”
and Constipation of the Bowels. Nothing equals it
for purifying the bi>od and curing
Pimples, Blotches
Eruptions, Salt Rheum, Erysipelas, Scroiulous an
all skin diseases. Sold by druggists.

The Cincinnati Methodist Conference has passed resolutions against Mrs.Van Cott’s preaching,
but she still holds to her own resolution to
preach.

Episcopal

n some

such

J Wilson, Lyndock,

Genesee

licy

and
a
payment

registered.

MISSION,

© Donnocker, Salford,

that a package of it, costing

GENERAL,

out an aggregate of about 400 D. Ds.

tions is the Golden Rule, ¢ Whatsoever ye

statesman,

We are assured

Moss Farine cream,
Tae quantity seems almost incredible, but the statement is made on good culinary

recently resolved

The

is

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

An exchange says there are™37 incorporated
colleges in the United States, that annually turn

The denomination, through the society, announces the need, as well as its desire for
an educated ministry, provides for it,and in-

Farine

only twenty-five cents, will produce no less than
sixteen quarts of Hine mange, jelly, custards, or

church was the head of the Sunday School.

|

Moss

a

quired only when a death
occurs in the class and division ‘in which & policy is

8 8, Gilbert's Mills, N Y, for support of W
in India, per Mrs 8 Griffeth,
Amesbury, Mass, per J Baker,
C F Lothrop, Chesterville, Me,
S R Libbey, Chas. 8t, Dover,
Norfolk, Q M, Ont, perG Donnocker,
Mrs H Ramsey, Salford, **
8 Lemon, Jarvis,
od
.“

certainly infinitely preferable to any of the starches,
farinas, gelating, &c., made trom the cereals or from

Clerk.

The Sunday School Convention of South Car-

of

meet

J. CHICK,

The Southern Baptists contributed
six cents per member last year.

approval of the Education society at its
meeting the present week, as we doubt not
it will, substantially, it amounts to this:

of Rochester. # His light linen suit is both
dful. A hatchet in~his hand.
up

come

Should the action of the Board

hall lets the evening air flow through the
house. On the porch we met the patriarch, for he looks very like a Sheikh, with
his white
crown on his brown head.
Douglass has a fine taste for dress. That

P" it was suggested.

will

The
the
God
the

it. There is also a grave responsibility
resting on all our young men, whom God
is calling to the work of the ministry.

A long walk, well shaded, leads you to

:

.

maize.

The Editor of Zion's Herald has paid a ‘ommendation of the Faculty.

:
‘Thus the good leaven is working!
Executive Board now propose to open
way, and to commend the cause to
and the prayers and benefactions of

On the score of economy, the Bea

Next session with the first Effingham Church,

Sept 2—4.

gick-room, find no

difficulty in retaining and digesting the light and
nourishing food of which this article forms the basis.

Rev. J. Erskine from

Troportion)
PRO
RATA

EXPRESS,

FOREIGN

will secure

tor
TWO
THOUSAND
, DOLLARS, (larger sums in

Seth B Prescott, So. 8t George, Me,
J Hall, Vinalhaven, Me.
W H Littlefield, Carvers Harbor, Me.

8

teach

all ordinary preparations for the

ARS

')

Eel
EXZZ338ES

that had then,through pecuniary embarrass-

through Christ, this is the last, the greatest
achievementof the Christian’s warfare upon

earth. O Lord,

ne-

to afford such aid to one of the young men

turn cold to my soul. Believe me, to pray
~ with all your heart and strength, to believe
to your

the

Issues LIFE
Insurance
Policy under an improved
and origimal system,
The
Poyment
of
TEN DOL-

Rev J G Van Valkenburgh, Wayne, Erie Co., Pa.
** J L Cilley, Rockvilley Me,
Thomas Kinney, Milo, Me.
L
John W Maxham, Montpelier, Vt.
H A Eastman, Westford, Conn.
_ Geo. 8 Ricker, N Gray, Me.
A C
Hathaway, Gouldsville, Vt,
R M Miaard, Starksboro, Vt.

- -

Neither do I find the

will listen

deploring

cessity that impelled him to enter the ministry without-educational advantages, . and
stating that he had proposed to his church

;

No, 98 BROADWAY, N.Y,

Books Porwarded.
BY MAIL,
|.

SS

LIFE ASSOCIATION, .

3

Pennsylvania wrote us,

will. Ono; to pray, to pray as God'would
have us; this is what at times makes me
that God

A Welcome Dish at the Table and at
the Couch of the Envalid.
The countless
PROSPECT, Q. M.—Held its last session with | ways in which the SEA M08s FARINE may be utiliz,
the Brooks church. The churches were reported in cookery, the immense number of dishes—some
ed by letter, with one exception, and gq fair del- plain.and simple, others of the most delicate and. deegation.
The business was transacted in harlicious nature—to which it imports not only all that is
Hons, and some reports of revival encouraged
desirable in quality, but a wonderful increase of
Oh ose ox Cor. “u Mes. to to other
other Q. Q. M Ms. as follows : quantity, are among its strongest recommendations.
There is no kind of farinaceous preparations, no
To Montville, Eld. Ford; to Unity, J, wW. Moore;
to Ellsworth, G. D. Garland. Delegates to Y. M: kindof soup or gravy in which it may not be used to
J. W. Moore. G. D. Garland, and Bro. H. Small. advantage; and the blanc mauge,puddings, custards,
Next session with Belfast and
Swanville
creams, jellies, gruels, &c., made from it, are not on,
church, Sept. 23—25.
!
ly unsurpassed, but in our opinion, uiiequalled.
InJ. N. ROBERTSON, Clerk.
valids whose stomachs are so, sensitive as to, reject
3

ated to students East, and the other half to
students. West.
Some twelve months ago, a brother in

“most solemn faith in God as a real object,
"the most arduous’act of the reason or the

vividly

appropri-

IG

MUTUAL GUARANTY

we

thousand dollars, one-half to be

Quarterly Meetings.

et

will a proviso for the payment of some two

and promises answerto
prayer.
That'is an affecting incident which is related by H. N. Coleridge. He is writing of
the profound philosopher and thinker, S. T.
Coleridge, in his last hours, -and he says
that, after speaking of the cruel injustice
‘which some persons had done him, he then
But I have no difficulexpressed himself,

ty in forgiveness.

No. 30 Vesey street N. York.

haa
a

cover, the inspired volume calls us to pray,

by sending orders to Rev. G. H, Ball,

reformation.

Mrs June Robbins—Elizabeth D Reavey—R Sargent—Miss
L Seamans—O 8 Shepard—H C Samos
-W C Slayton—
G W Bavage—E A Stockman—W
Beekins—Z T. Swau—M
H Tarbox—A 'B Taylor—J 8 Young—C Tolman—~J Thomas—J Vall—1 Vail—J Webhster—Mrs O P White—J C
Whitnepeg¥ Williams—B F Zell~L Cobb,

Le

to

cover

commands us to pray; that, from

ed that the Q. M. may be visited by the spirit of

s2 TEES

that he

Enongh that Jesus prayed;

arise.

Some two years ago a
on this subject.
brotherin the state of New York left in his

SALE

FOR

CALVIN HALE,
KE. HURD,
wie

’
:

Cash,

BY

]

Dover, N. H
i"

“
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TE
he came in the name of the Vicar of God,
abd the Sovereign of Spain, to enlighten
the people in thetrue faith, and to claim
their submission to his imperial master.
The simple natives, greatly alarmed at

Put.
Listening Angels.
C—O

their fice-ar

Wr

Blue against the bluer heavens
Stood the mountains, calm and still;
Two white angels, bending earthward,

ever

: terms

Listening leant those silent angels,
And,I, also,
lopged to hear
‘What sweet straih of earthly music
Thus could charm
their ear.

by

.

Then as daylight Slowly vanished,
And the evening shades grew dim,
Solemnly, from distant voices,
ose a vesper hymn.
But the chant was done: and, lingering,
Died upon the evening air;
Yet from the hill the radiant angels
Still were listening there.
Silent came the gathering darkness,
Bringing with it sleep and rest;

nal snow.

Save the little bird was singing
Through the sounds of war and labor
She had warbled all day long,
‘While the angels leant and listened
Only to her song.
But the starry night was coming,
And she ceased her little lay; From the mountain tops the angels
Slowly passed away.
— Adelaide A. Procior.

village.
quarters

this

stupendous

. ¢ Lead

on,”

they

shouted.

¢ You shall see we can do our duty” in

the

¢¢ In this spirit they passed on up the
craggy and precipitous mountains, and
through the dark and intricate gorges,
where a handful of men might have stopped their progress, and where they often
feayed they might arouse an ambushed

It washard and

perilous

work, ,

their paths often lay on the sides

the Children.

awful fissures where

RAMSEY.
—

FIFTH EVENING.
said Henry, “please

* tell us how the Spaniards conquered Peru.”
¢ What did I tell you last evening of the

- extent of this empire ?” replied Mrs. White.
«It extends from two degrees north of
the equator to thirty-seven degrees south,”
said Laura, examining her map, * and
mast have included the territories of the
modern republics of Equador, Peru, Bo-

livia, and Chili.”
¢¢ Very true, my dear,” said the mother,
smiliigy
“Iam glad you have observed
this.” It will save you from confounding
the old Peruvian empire with modern Peru.
Pizarro having explored the coast, and obtained sufficient evidencé of the riches of
the empire, repaired to Spain, and laid the
enterprise before the emperor, Charles the
Fifth. Rumors of the golden land had
preceded him, and Charles was well pleased to hear the story of the adventure.
¢¢ He told of their perils on the unknown
and stormy sea, and of their terrible suffering on the dismal and pestilent coast, and
showed, as the reward of their unconquerable spirit, the gold and silver they had

a

false

of

tose

step

in

have plunged them ‘into depths their eyes
could not fathom ; but all things seem possible to such brave and resolute men, and
so they crossed this barrier and found the
selves in the beautiful and fruitful valley of
Caxamalca, where the Inca and his STiy
lay ‘encamped.
‘¢ In the city of Caxamalea “there was. a
strong stone fortress, connected

buildings,

surrounding

with

a large

low

square,

which had been used for military purposes.
Here the Inca hospitably invited the Spaniards to establish their quarters, and here,
after many friendly messages had passed
between them, he accepted their invitation

% The. Spanish government claimed all
the land discovered by its subjects,” replied
Mrs. White.
¢ But if the Peruvians had crossed the
on

their

balsas,

and

discovered

. Spain, they would have had justas good a
. right to it ;—that is my opinion,” said the

Q

oe

boy, with much earnestness.

¢¢ This isa subject we have
discuss,” said the mother,

no

time

“but I am

his nobles, seated in

a

chair

of

massive

to
well

fairly blazed like the sun!
of the fate that awaited

Little dreaming

them,

they

came

with shouts and songs, and, to the number
of five or six thousand, surrounded the person of their venerated sovereign.
‘“ This was the sixteenth of November,

1532, the memorable day that decided the
fate of the Peruvian empire.
The plan of
the cruel and perfidious Spaniard was perfected, and every circumstance

favored

its

pleased that you should consider the justice of their claims.
Pizarro did not act as
if he was troubled with doubts on the sub-

execution.
He knew that if he could obtain possession of the person of the Inca,
the fate of the nation was in his hands,

ject.

The empire, with all its wealth and

Hastily availing himselfof the slight

assistance offered him by
retuned
to Panama, and
himself with three ships,
band of one hundred and

the emperor, he
having provided
and gathered a
eighty men, in

the early part of January,

1531,

he

sailed

from that port, resolved, with this insignificant force, to attempt the subjugation

of a great empire.

They proceeded to the

island of Puna, in the gulf of Guayaquil, wherethey were joined by a reinforcement of one hundred men, and horses
for the cavalry.

«¢ Here Pizarro learned,

with great joy,

a civil war was raging in the country.
brothers were fighting for the empire,
ia this unnatural strife the assuccess. Leaving the
island, he landed his little army near the
city of Tambez, and after several weeks

spent in reconnoitering the

country,

they

power,

would be like a body without a.head.. The
political system would be in ruins, and
there would be no strength to oppose him.”
‘¢ But could they Sogn without the
Inca, mamma

?” cried

Henry;

¢‘ you

they were a great people, and he was

oné man.”
¢ The Peruvian

state

from our own, that it is.
you to understand it.

was so
very

‘As I

say

only

different

difficult

for

told you,

the

sun was the God of the Peruvians, and they
regagded the Incas as his children whom in
his beneficence he had sent to protect avd
govern them. The Inca was more than a

father, more than a king.

He was the soul

of the body politic, and Pizarro judged correctly that the body without
the soul

is power less, 80 instead

of fighting

and

conquering the nation, he prepared to make
himself its master by one bold stroke.

1aid the foundation of the city of San Mi* The great square of which I told you,
+-want-you to remember that this surrounded by the low stone buildings,
ng thio first European town in South Amer - which had been assigned to the' Spaniards,

fon, and these adventurers intended it as a seemed like a trap which thes unwary Inca
base from which they could move

a

in their

* perilos e
and a home to which
Suey oould fiend the sick and wounded,
* Saying |built his little town, and

ac-

tribu-

flashed

fire at

the old

cry

of

St.Jago and at them,” every Spaniard
sprang into the square, and threw themselves, with the fury of demons, on the
unarmed, unsuspicious crowd. Nobles and
people were trampled under the fierce
charge of cavalry.
The panic-stricken
mass, which found no way of escape,

was

« Oh mamma,”

cried Laura, ‘‘could the

Spaniards be so cruel as to murder ' these
poor people, who had come to make them
a friendly visit?”
“ Yes, my dear, they murdered them,
find with a treachery and ingratitude so
great, that history hardly shows a parallel

leav-

ing fifty mien to garrison it, the daring leader and his little band struck boldly out into
the conntry, prociamng everywhere that

The

Daft Boy's Srmmere

the castle is a poor

they were never cruel to,

lie

always in the same words:
“Na, Na; ill luck falls to me on the day
I mount a car; so I will aye gang on my
nin feet up to the courts of the Lord’s house,
and be talking to Himsel' as I gang.”
One day Yeddie presented himself in his
coarse frock and his hob-nailed shoes before the minister, and making a bow much
like that of a wooden toy when pulled by a
string, he said:

‘Please,

had made for himself, and into
came with all his ‘unarmed

which he
followers.

When the procession halted, the Peruvian
monarch was met,not as he expected,by Pizarro, to thank him for his condescension in
coming, but by a priest, who approached
him with a crucifixin his hand, and haught-

ple

youth,

gently
‘Oh,

and

strove

as possible.

put

to thq
and

table, but who has borne with him,
tgiled patiently for him, because he

ine of

the Lord's

little and

feeble

and

drank

sev-

eral cups of delicious tea—not such meadow hay stuff as we get in the United
States—but the very best China affords.
Then the waiters brought in a great variety of dishes. Somé of the food was sweet
to the taste and good, and of other dishes a

smell satisfied us. We should haye had an
uncomfortable time if we had undertaken

this place more for the daft lad’s sake than

to eat heartily of every dish. To be genteel in China you must only taste and nibble a little of everything brought on by the

our ain?"

waiters.

thus these

That is no light affair at

a great

lowly

sound above but the wind whistling through
the openingin the thatch. She had not gone
up the rickety ladder for years; but anxiety
gave strength to her limbs, and she soon
stood in the poor. garret which had long
sheltered the half-idiot boy. Refore a rude
stool, half-sitting, half- “kneeling, with his

minister, let poor

to

that was too auld and feeble to walk

then ate some sweet cakes

hundred kinds are
women talked of ‘dibner where three
The Chinese drink
Him whom their souls loved, their hearts served for the guests.
a great deal of tea at their dinner parties,
burning within them as they talked.
but do not have wines or liquors. You hear
When the morning
sun rose, Mollie,
unwilling to disturb the weary Yeddie, no popping of champagne corks. The
left her poor pillow to perform his humble guests are able to walk straight, and talk
task. She brought peat from the stack and straight as well, which some people in this
water from the spring.
Sha spread her country are not able to do after dinner.
humble table, and made her parritch; and We think of the Chinese as uncivilized ; but
then, remembering that he went supper- they do not make beasts of themselves by
less to bed, she called him from the foot of getting drunk,and then, in their drunkenthe ladder. There was no reply. She ness commit horrible crimes by beating
called again and agsin, but there was no their wives and children, or ‘shooting their

he refused all kind

offers of farmers and cotters, &

wi’ him to 'bide on the

\lessing home

widow

And

a donkey-cart he would never be heir to the
Glen-Allen,

the

“Surely this strange, héavenly calm can
no’ be of earth, and who shall say that
Himsel’ is not here beside us twa—come to

that if he ever rode over the hills to kirk in
of

- I e’en hope he brocht

was

him, often got a little fun out of his odd
ways.
He believed every word they said to
him; and because he had been told in sport

Earl

Jesys on the Mount.

ones.

God, and was in the habit of whispering and

while

and his big'umbrella on his shoulder. He
finds a place to suit him where customers

the

X_Moses and Elias when they talked with

muttering to himself as he trudged along
the highway, or performed any simple task.
boys,

ries a small sheet-iron furnace on his back,

feclly well which end to tear it from, namely, from the end where the three €ye-holes
are, out of one of which, you know, the
young cocoa-nut tree would burst forth.
And when he has got to the eye-holes, he
hammers through one of them with the
point of his heavy claw. So far, so good ;

are plenty, sets up his umbrella, lightsa
smouldering"
peat charcoal
fire in his furnace, and in a few
below, ‘with her «lbows on her knees, re- minutes the piece of fish, chicken or dog,
| lating in loud whispers to a neighboring mixed with rice, is warming and steaming
cronc the stories of the boys who had in the pan. He takes-his bowls and chop- but how is our friend to get his meat out?
preceded Yeddie from the service, and sticks from a basket, and in a few minutes He can not put his claw in. He has no,
also his own strange words and appear- is ready to serve the hungry crowd. Fora proboscis, like a butterfly, to put in and
ance.
cent you can get a bowl full of nice, hot suck with. He is as far off from his dinner as the fox was when the stork offered
°
”
“And besides. all this,” she said in a dog stew!
We arenot to think that all. Chiramen him a feast in a long-necked jar. What
hoarse whisper, ‘he refused to taste his
supper, a thing that he has never done be- live on puppies, cats and kittens; it is on- then will he do? He turns himself round ;
fore." More than that, he often ate his own ly the poorest people Who are obliged to he puts in a pair of his hind pincers, which
portion and mine too, and then cried for live on such food. You would not be able are very thin, and with them scoops out the
more—such a fearfu’ appetite he had! But to obtain much beef in China; but in the meat of the cocoa-nut, and so puts his dinto-night, when he cam’ in faint wi’ the provision shops are excellent hams—also, ner into his mouth with his hind feet. And
long road he had come, he cried, ‘Na meat ducks, geese, chickens and
fish; and in even the cocoa-nut husk he does not waste;
markets you can always for he lives in deep burrows, which he
for me, granny; I ha’ had a feast which I the vegetable
will feel within me while I live. I supped. find a supply of potatoes, beans, peas, and makes like a rabbit, and liking to sleep soft
with the Lord Jesus, and noo’l must e’en likely you will find all of those in the bowl inspite
of his hard shell, he lines them with
a quantity of cocoa-nut fiber, picked out
gang up to the loft, and sleep wi’ Him.'” of stew which the peddlers sell.
“Noo, Molly,” replied granny's guest,
To eat after the. common manner you clean and fine, just as if he were going to
“‘doesna’ that remind ye o’ the words o’ our must hold the bowl to your lips and poke make a cocoa-nut matting of it. Aud being
Lord Himsel’, when he tell'd them that the food into your mouth; but if you a clean crab, as I hope you are a clean litbid Him eat, ‘I ha’ meat thatye know not would be genteel, you must pick up the bits tle boy, he goes down to the sea every
of?
Who'll dare to say the blessed hand of meat, the beans and the kernels of rice night to have his bath and moisten his gills;
that fed the mulgitude when they were set with the chopsticks, and carry them stead- and so lives happy all his’ days, and gets so
upon the grass,Ybasna’ been this day feed- ily to your mguth, and then drink the fat in his old age that he carries about in
‘ing the soul o’ poor Yeddie as he sat broth. If you want some fun you can have his body nearly a quartof pure oil.” — Child's
at His table? Ah, Molly! we canna tell it without going to China in search of it, but Paper.
noo but this daft laddie will be greater in in your own home, eating dinner with chopthe Kingdom of Heaven than the Earl sticks. Try it.
The Land of Disorder.
If we were to go into the house of a
himsel’—puir body—that looks very little
noo as if he'd be able to crowd in at the wealthy Chinaman, and wery invited to
*“ Johnny,” said his mother, ‘“do come
dinner, we should be three or four hours at
pearly gate!”
back
and put up your books.”
“And, oh, Janet! if ye could ha’ tn the the table, and have at least three hundred
“John,”
cried his sister, ‘here are your
face of your puir lad us he eam’ into the different dishes containing food placed be- shoes that I found on the stairs.”
cot! It shone just like the light, and at fore us! Idined one day with a manda“Jack,” said his father, “I am sorry to
first—even afore he spoke a word—I thoucht rin—or rather we had only a lunch—and
say that you are very careless hoy.”
he was carrying a candle ia his hand! 1 there were so many dishes, and such a va“When will you ever learn,” added his
believe in my soul good neebor, that Yed- riety of food that I lost all reckoninf of the
grandmother,
‘that you should have a
number.
First
we
had
roasted
pumpkin
die was in. great company, to-day, and
place for everything and everything in its
seeds,
then
drank
some
cherry
cordial;
that the same shining was on him as was
| place ?"

There was a half-witted lad, called Yedd of who was supported by his parish in
highlands of Scotland. He passed his
:
time in wandering from house to house.
Ile was silent and peaceable, and won the
pity of all kind hearts, for he had little power to converse with his fellow-men, though
he seemed often in loving communion with

The

place to my loft this

bonny nicht!” And then his voice grew
softer and softer until it died away.
Granny sit over

this insult. * «I will be no man’s vassel,’ he
cried, ‘andas to my faith, I will not
change it.’ The priest returned and ‘reported his answer to Pizarro, who was
concealed in the fortress with his followers.
A gun was fired, and with

all goold and precious stones! The hall 6’

Yeddie eat supper on the coming day wi’
the
Lord Jesus.”
to visit them. The hospitality and confi-The good man was preparing for the
dencg of the Peruvian monarch was rewarded by one of the most atrocious acts of sacramental season, which came half yearly
in that sparsely settled region, and was
perfidy on the record of history.
‘¢ Atabhuallpa came to this visit with a celebrated by several churches together,
great erowd of unarmed followers, wearing when the concourse of people made it nectheir gayest apparel, and richest orna- essary to hold the servicesin the open air.
ments.
He was borne on the shoulders of He was too busy to be disturbed by the sim-

gold, in a palanquin lined with the richly
colored plumes of tropical birds, and studded with glittering plates of gold and silver. He wore a magnificent collar of emeralds, and on his forehead the crimson
collected, which he represented was as a fringe which was the badge of royalty.
dropto the ocean, when compared with His garments of fine wool were gorgeously
with gold
and
precious
the treasures ofthe land.
His royal audi- embroidered
tor was moved to -fears by his narrative, stones.”
* Oh, mamma,” cried Laura, ‘he must
and gave him his gracious permission to
have
looked magnificent. I did not know
conquer and take possession of the counthe Indians had anything so splendid.”
try he had discovered.”
¢¢ It was no doubt a grand sight, for one
« But what right had Charles the Fifth to
of
the conquerors informs us that the royal
give away the empire of Peru?” cried Henretinue, as they entered the great square,
ry.
a
;

ocean

he

ram-

cause of God and our King.’

foe.

mamma,”

Across

for His own.’

+ @he Suilp Circle,

« Now,

every
with

that

swept by thedrtillery and -musketry, and
blinded by the sulphurous smoke which
wrapped them like a cloud.”

the

part, through a labyrinth of dangerous
passes they must go. Here the Peruvians
might have destroyed them with the greatest ease if they had been disposed to do so;
but no danger deterred their daring leader.
‘ Come on,’ he cried to his men.
‘Take
heart, like good soldiers, for God will fight

In her leafy nest.

i

which

should

furthermore

the Incas, having achieved a great victory,
and made his brother a prisoner, now lay
with an army of fifty thousand men in the for their crime. Tbe Peruvians, with a
lofty region beyond tire western Cordilleras. | touching fidelity, crowded around their bePizarro proceeded.
‘directly to meet him. loved ruler, and covered his sacred person
He did not goas an open enemy, but rather with theinown defenseless bodies. They
as an ambassador from his master, the em- had nothing but their numbers to oppose
peror of Spain, and in this character the the ‘Spanish arms, and the
dead were
.| unsuspecting Inca permitted him to ap- soon piled4n heaps around the So litter.
proach.
The conflict, or rather the massacre, was of
¢¢ The Spaniards had crossed the low re- shor
Gration. The whole time, it is said;
gion which lies along the const, and reach- dig/not exceed half an hour, but five or six
ed the mighty Andes, which rose before thousand Indians lay dead or dying in the
them, their skirts dark with evergreen for- great square, and the Inca was a prisoner
ests, and their crests glittering with eter- in thé hands of the Spaniards.”

Listening as before.

G.

by

¢¢ Atahuallpa, one of the rival brothers
‘who had beep contending for the throne of

And the toil of day was o’er,
Still the angels leant in silence,

—OE

aqueducte,

along their route, at the expense of the
government they were preparing to overthrow.

When the sunset came in glory,

V.

and

Incas had buiit ia almost
Thus they were provided

Then I hearda fainter clamor;
Forge and wheel were clashing near,
And the reapers in the meadow
Singing loud and clear.

BY

canals,

modations in the caravansaries

Soon had faded from the hill;
, While the angels, calm and earnest,
‘Leant and listened still.

7

of

in-

a vast

which they wateréd their fields and gardens; and the invaders marched through a
paradise of plenty, findin® ample accom-

But the dine had ceased; the echo

¥

and

and

ty, and

*‘ The eyes of the Indian

fled

chose to dictate,

Christiani-

tary of the Sovereign of Spain.

what-

inthat region, but the industrious

Solemnly a mighty army

Evenings With

to

genious Peruvians had. constructed
net-work

"

they

either

submitted

the

errors of his faith, and embrace

knowledge himself'the’ vassal and

the Spaniards were too wise to arouse their
anger by offering them any violence at this
time.
« The countr y through which they passed was fruitful and fair. * Rain seldom falls

.Lednt upon the hill ;

Passe in order

md their horses,

+ at their appro yo

ily demanded that he should renounce

head

resting

on his folded arms, she found

Yeddie. She laid her hand upon bis head,
it was cold.
The heavy iron crown had been lifted
from his bréw, and, while she was sleeping,
had been replaced with the crown of the
ransomed. Yeddie had caught ‘a glimpse
of Jesus, and could not live apart from
Him. As he had supped, so had he slept
with Him.— Christian Era.

him. off as

But Yeddie pleaded:

minister! if ye but kenned how I love

him, ye wud let me go where He's to sit at
table!”
This so touched his heart that permission
was given for Yeddie to take his seat with
the rest, and the requisite ‘‘token” was
given him.
And although he had many
miles to trudge over hill and moor, he was
on the ground long before those who lived
near and drove good horses.
As the services proceeded, tears flowed
from the eyes of the poor “innocent,”and at
the name of Jesus he would shake his head

Chopsticks.
—

best

friends.—* Carlelon” Wp Agiienlturist.

How an Island is Made.
There was a small pond in the pasture
which the. boys liked very much, to say
nothing of the cows,

who

often,

in

a hot

day stood knee deep in it,cooling themselves.
Arthur wished there was an island in the
pond for Kin) to build a house on, and live

like Robinson Crusoe.
*If'we only had some

coral

insects te

build us one,” said Lily.
‘Yes,

indeed,” cried Willie, ‘‘that would

be just the thing. Can’t father import
some?”
:
“Could he?” That was the question in the
little group.
“But it would take them a great while,
said Arthur; *‘they are awful slow workers.

Ee

book, that was

never in

its place,

like all

the rest of Johnny's belongings.
“Hillo!
where are you going?" asked
Johnny, a little afraid and a good deal
more astonished. “Why, the fact is,” returned

the

“that I am

spelling-book,

confidentially,

so tired of the fuss that

every-

bo dy. makes about you and me, that I am
going to the Land of Disorder, where everybody and everything is hit or miss, and nobody need be pestered out of their life about
order and systems.”
“I declare! that must be the very place
for me,” answered John. “I will go along
t00.” So he and the spelling-book set out

together for the Land of Disorder,
certainly no one could ever have

though
supposed

that John would be on good terms with his
spelling-book ; and they walked till they
saw the grass growing roots up.
“This must be the place,” said the spelling-book. “Look at that grass, and look
at that oak tree. Ha! Ha! Ha!”
“What are you laughing at?” asked the
oak-tree.
“Why, at you,” said the spelling- book.
“You look so funny with some of your
branches where your roots should be and
some of your roots on top, and your acorns

sticking on your bark, and your leaves
growing across each other.”
I don’t see anything ‘in that” replied the
oak. ‘In this land we dont come up according to rule and measure, .as in your
stupid country, but just as it suits us, which
is much the. best way.”
Johnny said nothing, but he thought that
if coming up any how made an oak look
like that, it was not the best way.

young folks of the Why, it takes them ages to build an island.”
get on at dinner if
“That is because they have to build up
They went on, however; and as Johnny
eat boiled rice with from the deep sea,” said Lily: ‘‘Here the
was getting hungry, they stepped in ata
spoon, or a knife and water is not deep at all.”
pe tg
baker shop to buy some ginger-nuts.
a fork! I should like to see you attempt
‘I should like to know just how. islands
“Ginger-nuts !" said the baker, searching
it, my young friends. Butin imagination do come,” said Willie.
around ; ‘““why, yes, I have some gingerI hear you all asking this Question, * What
“I will tell: you, Willie, or rather Mp. nuts, but dear me!”—tumbling over a great
are chopsticks?” Well, they are small Kingsley shall, ‘who knows more
about it heap of bread and biscuit —*I can’t find
mournfully, ‘and whisper, ‘But I dinna see
sticks a little longer than a pen holder and than I do. How does the coral rise out of |-t
jua
now.”
Him.”
about as large. Those used by poor peo- water and turn into hard stone? The coral
At length however, after partaking of the
ple in China are made of bamboo, while polypus can not build above high-water
bread and the cup, he raised bis head, wiped
the wealthy people use those manufac- mark ; but the surf which beats upon them
away the traces of his tears, and looking in
4, repeated the baker;
“0!
tured from ebony or ivory, or of silver piles up the broken pieces, just as a seathe minister's face, he nodded and smiled.
{ hat would be too much trouble!”
and gold. They hold them very adroitly be- béach is piled up, and hammers them toThen he covered his face with his hands,
So Johnny went out in disgust, and askbetween the first and third fingers of the gether with that great water-hammer,
and buried it between his knees, and reed where he could find another baker shop.
right
hand,—separated
by
the
second
finwhich is hgavier and stronger than any one
mained in that posture till the parting bless“Don’t know, Iam sure,” said the man
§iw. And then, as is the fashion of whom he asked. ‘Weare always moving was given, and the people began to ger and steadied by the thumb. If you you ever
scatter.
He then rose, and, with a face wish to gratify your curiosity in the matter, of lime, the whole mass sets and becomes
ing here, but yesterday there was one on
lighted with joy and yet marked with sol- just whittle out two sticks, ten inches long hard, as you may see mortar set; and so the cornerQ* Main Street.”
and as large as a pen-holder, and the next you have
emnity, he followed the rest.
a low island a few feet above the
So Johnny and the spelling-book walked
One and another from his own parish time you have boiled rice for dinner see sea. Then sea-birds come to it, and rest along, looking .at the signs on the street
how you will get on; or you may pick up and build:
and seeds are floated to it from corners, but tney could make nothing of
spoke to him, but he made noreply uatil
kernels of wheat for practice.
far lands, and among them almost always them, for none of the letters came in orpressed by some of the boys. Then he said :
The Chinese handle them just as easily is the cocoa-nut, which loves to gow
“Ah, lads! dinna bid Yeddie talk to-day!
by der.
He's seen the face of the Lord Jesus among as we do our knives and forks. They the sea shore; and so groves of cocoa grow
“I don’t like such a country,” said Johnhis ain ones. He got a smile fro’ His e’e would laugh to see eur maneuvering with up on the lonely isle. Then, perhaps, trees ny. ‘Letus tale the boat and go home.”
and a word fro’ His tongue; and he’s feared the sticks, but we should have the fun on and bushes are drifted there by the trade
Accordingly they asked where the “boat
to speak lest he lose memory. o't; for its our side if they were to sit down to our winds; and entangled in their roots are the landed.
dinner table; they would make awkward seeds of other plants, and eggs of insects’;
“Don’t know,” said everybody.
*‘Somebut a bad memory he has at best .Ah, lads,
lads! I ha’ seen Him this day that I never work of it. * Don’t they use knives?” Not and so afew flowers and a few butterflies times in one place, sometimes in anseed before! I ha’ seen wi’ these dull eyes to eat with. In preparing their food they and’ beetles set up for themselves on the other.”
“Then we will take the cars,” said the
yon lovely Man! Dinna ye speak, but just whip a knife from their pocket and use it new land. And then a bird or two, caught
for cutting up a chicken or a puppy.
“A in a storm and blown away to sea, find spelling-book.
leave poor Yeddie in His company.”
Idon't wonder you stare to hear shelter inthe cocoa grove ; and so aliitlenew
But nobody knew anything about the cars.
The boys looked on in wonder, and one puppy!”
‘Indeed they only run now and then,”
whispered to another, ‘‘Sure he’s no longer it. It is well for your pet, who looks up world is set up, in which, you know, there
into your face, licks your hand and wags are no four-footed beasts, nor snakes, nor they said; “for sometimes the engineer
daft.
The senses ha' come into his head,
and he looks and speaks like a ’wise sane his tail when you epeak to him, that his lizards, nor frogs, nor any animal that can couldn't remember where he leit his engine, and then the cavs weve scattered
master livedon this side of the globe, in- not cross the sea.
one.”
:
‘‘And on some of these islands they may about all over town, and as there was no
When Yeddie reached the poor cot he stead of on the other side, for he would
called home, he hardly dared to speak to not be permitted tq enjoy long life in bark- live 80 long as to change their very forms, time table when trains did run, they were
ing at the hens, in showing his teeth and in order to suit the places they have to live sure to run into each other, and it was
“granny” who sheltered bim, lest he might,
as he said, ‘lose the bonny face.” He left putting on airs, but he would come to an in. There is the famous cocoa-nut crab, not often that anybody traveled in the
his ‘‘parritch and treacle”—ocatmeal pud- inglorious end in a stew-pan! A China- for instance, which learned men call ber- Land of Disorder, because, &s nobody
where
anything: was,
they
ding and molasses—untasted ; and after man, though, might think it glorious. You gus letro, A great crab he is, who, instead knew
.
smiling on and pat:ing the faded cheek of would seesome strange things were you to of crawling like our crabs, walks on the couldn't.”
“0 dear me ! I wish I was home,” said
feet, espe- tips of his toes, a foot above the ground ;
the old woman,
to show her that he was | visit the land beneath your
not out of humor, he climbed the ladder cially in the eating line. Eating-houses and because he has often nothing to eat but Johnny, And with these words, there he
to the loft where his pallet of straw was, and hotels in the great cities are more nu- cocoa-nuts,cocoa-nuts he has learned to eat, was back on the bank, kicking his feet
to getanother look and another word ‘fro’ merous than they are in New York or and after a fashion that it would puzzle again as before.— Western Soldier's Friend.
yon lovely Man.” And his voice was heard Philadelphia. They have traveling eating- you to imitate. Sailors say he climbs up
below, in low tones, ‘‘Ah; Lord! it's just establishments. The peddler of puppy stew the tree, but that is not true. What he does
The violet rons low and covers itself
poor me that hag béen sae long seeking ye ; "walks through the street with a broad, is this: when he finds a fallen ¢ocoa-nut he with its own tears, and of all the flowers
and now we'll bide together and never part shallow basin filled with the food already begins tearing away the thick husk or fiber ylelds tho sweetst fragrance, Such is humore. Oh! ay; but this is a bonny loft, cooked, on the top of his head. Ie car- with his strong claws; and he knows per- mility.
d

ry

i

I wonder how the
United States would
they were to try to
chopsticks instead of a

Johnny did not dare to answer; but he
was so angry that he went out and sat ona
bank, and kicked his feet as hard as he
could.
“I wish,” he said, “that I could go to
some place where. such a thing as a place
for everything had never been heard of.”
Just then what should he see walking up
the road but-his old -dog-eared spelling-
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* LITERARY MISCELLANY,

will you take it to her for me ?”

begged

Too Neat by Half.
——

was,

speed by a single horse, It would be
‘very inconsistent to visit this sleepiest of

all living places by any other means than
this sleepiest sort of travel, which seems

but

him.

pleasure;

for

Arcadian,

spirit

the

air

the

peace; the out-look upon the world,

within,

=

in stable, church, and house, on the sideen plot. By dint of a
walk, and the
few coppers I obtained access to house aftbut no

time!

m, I was assured, the
, too, before dinner
smell

no

of dirt,

s

come

enue.—Lippincott’'s

of his household accompany

derstood.

are

dragoons,

and

which

may

be

in the

of

ing Post.

when Webster, Clay,

ers came

in.

which they
and silence
second part
Jenny Lind
This took
debate and

3
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C. H, JACKSON.

R.: Budlong,

| ence of twelve years, and that in some
of the best offices in the largest cities “of the country.

a

BRADFORD ACADEMY

building is unsurpas

Sermon by the writer.

CELIA A., wife of Joseph

a

|

for its purposes.

Esq.,

: Bradiord, July20.

died in Providence, R. [., May 28th,in the Tlst
year of her sige. Sister Budlong became a disciple of our Saviour and was baptized at the
age of 14, uniting with the General Baptist
church in Warwick, R. I., under the pastorate
of Elder Manchester.
Having removed to Providence, and for several years worshiping with
the Roger Willigms
church, in 1833 she united
with it, and to ft she adhered through every vicissitude, till a voice from heaven called her to
be with Jesus.
She was one of the sixteen in
fhe Covenant meeting, Nov. 1841, that pledged

WEST

ACADEMY.

HE FALL TERM of Lebanon Academy will
commence on, Tuesday, Aug. 3), and continue
eleven weeks under the following instructors: G. H.
Pearson, A. B., Principal; Mi-s
M, H. Fernald, Preceptrese, and

teacher

of Instrumental

Music;

their roots, | , °C
» in
guag
moral ; it becomes accurate if the speaker

below, but in no case with a scratch on the
Even
side, or a flicker of dust on the top.

the kitchen floors seem freshly varnished,

““y rs.

tH
|
desire to be intelligible;
anda
.
:

or

pleasant, |
sit down upon one in Turkish style, or dine powerfal, if he basof earnestness;
rythm and order. |
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| Church Member's Book,
HE FALL TERM of this institution will open
do
do
do
x

if he

and made to look as if no trace of smoke
I have
ever rested on their colored bricks.

mark more deeply, ‘for instance,
Language, I said, is
Saice of one of them.
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Saviour. Just £ mony
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bons, as the book says; the hay was stored but it is destructive of the principles it has
outof the way under the roof. Here, evi- usurped. So longas no words are uttered
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DEA. CRAM has been called away by death,
His disease was
we mourn his loss.
and
cancer in the stomach, the presence of which was
unknown to his friends until the very last. Were
it all of life to live, and all of death to die, why
should we find this desire for immortality imMan
lanted in the mind of all classes of men?
Pr ever been governed by this ruling passion,
and has ever been forming plans for a future
And we feel that Bro. Cram has
existence.
been preparing these many years for the eternal
life. He has been a member of the church for
several years, and for the last four years has
been Deacon of the 'Puabridge East Hill church.
Here he labored for the upbuilding of the church,
and in his death we feel that one of our best laHis loss is deeply felt, but we
borers has fallen.
can hardly mourn for one whose death was so
He is missed in the neighborhood,
triumphant.
missed as a townsman, and greatly missed in the
.I hope we shallall be prepared to meet
church.
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Wendell Phillips, in an address in Music
Hall, Boston, once said :—
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«] know a soldier in the Army of the
Potomac, who was picked up in the streets
of Philadelphia, one year ago, a complete
wreck—a confirmed inebriate—but who
was, by the love of a sister of charity of..a
Boston home, placed once more on ‘Hig
feet.
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paspoverty, restlessness, crime of great cities; sions ; and your whole methodof reading
1t is just as distinct from the rest of Hol- will thus be quickened, for, being sure
land as from the perpetual change of Amer- that your author really meant what he said,
ican life. Pompeii is not more unlike Italy you will be much more careful to ascertain
of to-day than this Dutch Sleepy Hollow is what it is that he means.
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The afternoon drive of the Pope is about
the only relaxation he ever allows himself,
He rises quite early, and at this deason of

second,

trunipet-calls to action.

is inspiration because it is not only vocal
but vital; and you can only learn to speak
as these men spoke, by becoming what
these men were.

The Pope’s Private Life.
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fore—observe the necessary reflected action—that any tongue should be a noble
one, of which the words are not so many
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Nothing was further from the thoughts
or intentions of the emperor Nicholas, the
father of the present Emperor,

visers, or of the

or of his ad-

nobles of Russia,

than the

act consummated by the present Emperor—

simple Italian breakfast of coffee and bread, the universal emancipation of the serfs.
and at half-past eight is ready for the Car- When a boy-of nine years, Alexander, sitdinal Secretary of State, who comes to him ting one morning at the breakfast-table
at that hour. Before that time, his first with the Eniperor and Empress, his govletters are brought to him. The Pope does erness standing near, was observed to be
else to look over his leaning his head upon his hand, and apnot allow somebody

in deep thought, His mother
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she lived after the death of the father, was, together with his equally attentive companion,
manifesting deep interest in reference to her recovery, she meekly requested that they should
cease their anxiety ; for, at all events, it conld be
but a short time beforeshe must die, and that
she preferred then to ‘ depart and be with
A few days after, she resigned her
Christ.”
spirit to Him who gave it. In this providence,
they highly respected

The resonance of caves and of rocky enclosures is well known. Bunsen notices the
thunder-like sound produced when one of
the steam jets of Iceland breaks out near
.
the mouth of a cavern.
Most travelers in Switzerland have noticed the deafening sound produced by the fall
of the Reuss at the Devil's Bridge. The
noise of the fallis raised by resonance to

The sound heard

whena hollow shell is placed close to the
ear, is a case of resonance. Children think
they hear in it the sound of the sea. The
noise is really due to the reinforcement of
the feeble gounds with which even the stillest air is pervaded.
By using tubes of different lengths, the
variations of the resonance with the length
of the tube may be noticed. The channel
of the ear itself is also a resomant cayity.
and
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ANDERSON, L. L. D., Boston,
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FOR YOUNG LADIES.
The next year of this institution will commence on
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course,

in New York, Boston, and Philadelphia.
. The Pressman has had an experi-
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For further particulars address the Principal,
:
REV. G.S. BRADLEY, Prin,
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Advantages :— Retired location, yet easy of access ;
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Isaac DUNHAM, ESQ., dled in West Stephentown, N. Y., July 14, aged 82.years and 4
months,
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Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
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Ithappened that on thatday sever-

al members of the Cabinet and Senate
dining with Mr, Bodisco, the Russian
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so late, that the concert was nearly
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A new Steam Job Printing Press
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Morning Star Office. This Press is tHe
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Address
H. M. WILLARD, A. M., President,

REED’S FERRY, N. H., on Nashua & Concord R. R.
Rev, 8.N., HOWELL, PRINCIPAL.
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a mark of her respect, and with a view to
eclat, sent Polite invitations to the President, Mr.
Fillmore, the members of the

way of the

from

®bituaries.

Jenny Lind gave a concert at Washington during the session of Congress, and as

and other

shyness proceeds

Aug. 17, ’70.

With the addition to their excellent corps of teach-

ers;-tneir new buildings, which have just been dedicated, and are furnished with every convenience of
a first-class residence; their extremelylow rgtes of
board. and tuition; they anticipate an’ overflowing

the time.— Good Words. :’

BR

it is their

to stop the carriages

All our

Begins its FALL TERM, WEDNESDAY,

a fear that we are not understood . by those
by whom we happen to be surrounded at

Magazine.

Webster and Jenny Lind.

extraordinary need of a good bath. The
Pope's ‘return to the Vatican is followed by
his instant appearance in the chapel, where
he recites the Matins and Lauds of the next
day. “His correspondence then again receives his attention, and affairs which have
not been concluded during the day. Then
comes a frugal supper, and
quite late he
retires to his own apartments.—N. Y. Even-

The grand peculiarity of these thousand
Dutch folks is marvelous cleanliness,—
cleanliness without and within ; cleanliness

er house, one o
poor house; it

Next

ed for some time with our coachman. He
was a most ordinary peasant, with a rather

a de-

sire to be let alone.

intel-

then the afternoon

cortege. There are two Postilions always.
One of these walked beside our carriage on
the day we last met the Pope, and convers-

Every one of the cottages seemed

it,

around

vehicles

but there was not a man to be seen

summer-house

They

business

“and mild & May ought to be in that part of
abroad.

Four

and

and the others in the one that follows it.
Both carriages are drawn by four, and often
by six horses.
The battesirada precede

heels,—not even feline concerts are known.
The day of my visit was perfectly clear,

a

services,

him,one in the carriage in which he drives,

moves

brick-paved lanes,—not an unhound yelps at the stranger's

Europe;

seated in an armchair.

drive.

the

breaks

Sabbath stillness,—not an animal
over the
civilized

immediately sent fora man of eminent piety

and. honesty, as well as of a strong

a souvenir

religions

strange

soul for the
a sound

On his accession to the throne, Alexander

‘‘Iuis your mother,” replied the Pope ;

The New London, N. H., Institution

know that He alone understands us perfeetly. And the passion for being’ nnderstood
descends into our contact with society.
There also we desire to be supremely un-

:

his thoughts a ‘plans
of me from Rome?" | lect, and intrusted
to him. These two, in the recesses of the
The visitor was much affected, and doubtlass ‘bore away a delightful impression of palace, with God's eye upon them, and with
an earnest desire within them to carry-out
Pius IX.
’
ver, the Pope
Pp | in the e best
best manner possible
the. great
plan
After the Audiences[ are ovér;
i
p
operaof emancipation,devised and put into
thence at half- | tion
to his chapel’Thisand meal
80S again
| past
that vast scheme, the result of which
two to dinner.
(since we
has been the freedom of all the serfs of
are telling ‘‘all about it") coiisists of a soup,
Russia. The consummation of this generthe inevitable Zesso or boiled beef, a roast,
ous scheme cost the Emperor, the loss of
vegetables, and a’ dessert. After dinner,
twenty millions of dollars of annual revthe master of the Vatican takes a little rest,

boat affair as in the days of ‘ Auld Lang
in very tolerable
_ Syne,” but worked

where not

the Pope to tell him who the lady

bring her

Only six miles from Amsterdam, in the
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lies the greatest butter and cheese factory
on in the
she; amount of populati
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this
.
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community,

his subjects.

“do you not think she would like to have you
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to prepare body amd

termination to confer this great boon upon’

Of course

the officer was only too happy to do so, and
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News Summary.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Six ocean steamships of the
Hamburg and Bremen lines, and 400 stevedores, are now idle at the

docks.

3

The public debt was reduced last ‘month

over

seventeen millionsof dollars,
Some

workmen

in

:

tearing

Jay County, Indiana,

down

found

in gold

in

and

gilver.

The Hoosac Tunnel’s central shaft, begun
eral years ago, has just

reached

the

Minor, where
amounts,

sev-

grade, and

tunneling has begun each way therefrom.
The first formal application for a charter for

a

bank to issue gold-notes has been received by
the‘Comptroller of the Currency from Boston.

it has fallen in extraordinary
g
STs

longitude was given.
pEuer of grave doubt.

Her

safe arrival here is a

General Schenck was nominated for reelection
to Co gress, Thursday, by the republicans of his
distri®t, notwithstanding his positive declina© tion.
The Georgia Senate has passed’ a resolution
against holding any State election this fall. The
matter has yet Lo be considered by the House.

The agent of the Executive Committee to arrange for a convention to consider the question
of removing the capital has decided to call

Cincinnati, October5.
The workmen of San

Frane

it at

threaten

to

present a candidate for Govemnor of California.
The most prominent man mentioned is Philip A.
Roach.
;
J
The President has recognized Joseph Ovarzabaly a Bucelli consul for Nicaragua at Boston,
Jeff Davis was pleased to say the other day at
Chattanooga:
‘In view of the past, no man can
blame me for my determination to let those who

have power dictate how the country shall be governed.”
:
Among the 170,000 inhabitants of San Francisco, about 40,000, or nearly

mans.

a quarter,

There are 26 German

are

Ger-

breweries, which

annually produce 110,000 barrels of German
beer.
Reports from the South regarding the cotton
crop continue favorable.
The estimate at the
opening of the season at Savannah was that half
a million bales weuld pass: through that port.
Returns to the close of July show the receipts of
four hundred and eighty-four thousand bales,
leaving thirty days of the commercial year yet to
expire.
.
The

Mississippisteamer Silver Spray exploded

her boiler at midnight,

Sunday,

about30 miles

above Memphis.
The boat was burned to the
water’s edge. Itis not definately known how
many lives were lost, but probably nearly thirty.

Gen. Franz, Sigel was run over on Broadway
New York, lately, by a carriage, and two of his
ribs were broken.
His physicians declare that he

will be

well in two weeks.

caused

by

fast

driving,

The accident

and

the

was

driver

was

promptly arrested.
A telegram from Fort Fetterman
Indian runner, just in, reports

says that an

that

the

Sioux,

Lheyennes and Arapahoes are encamped

in the

vicinity of Rosebud and Tongue river,

A man

afraid of his horses, has 1500 lodges of Sioux
with him.

They all profess to be peaceable, and

say that they have no war parties

out.

There

are no Indians near the Big Horn.
Pretty much every one has given up the hope
that any arrangement ean be made for carrying
our mails on German steamers while the war
lasts, and there is nothing in any of the talk of an
American line that leads to a belief in its establishment at present. .All our foreign mails will
therefore go forward regularly by the English
steamers.
Some persons think these may in
future put up the rates on us, but the Postmaster-General says he-will not submitto this,
but employ our naval vessels if necessary.
wr

FOREIGN.

Ge
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The great battle imminent for a week or ten
days past has been fought.
The Prussians are
victorious. Napoleon’s army has been forced to
retreat, and it appears that on Saturday the Prussians advanced along the whole line. The Crown

To

Prince on the left engaged

General

McMahon,

A

commanding the French right wing near Wissemburg, and after an obstinate battle completely routed his forces, capturing many prison-

a

ers, guns, standards, and six Mitrailleuses.

Me-

Te

Mahon retreated, the conquering army following
close and driving him ouf.of Haguenan, where he
had made his headquarters.

ES es SE Ra

ents have been finally expelled from both lines.

rE

The Danish press is favorable to France.

Forty thousand women are
door laborers in England.

Seven new journals have
since the war began.

been started

It is understood that all the

The King of Italy has

war

in Paris

correspond-

employed

as

out-

written to the Pope that

he will protect Rome.
—_

A movement is on foot in Liverpool to organize
measures for the defense of that port.

A dispatch from Paris says
is paid
that..

for

substitutes,

and

that £300
they

are

sterling
scarce

at

England is freely exporting horses to Germany
which are immediately forwarded to the seat of
war.
re
The Morning Standard, referring to the
bama question, hopes that in the present
England’s neutrality will be less ambiguous.

Alawar

It is said that. Mdlle. Nilsson is paid £25,000
sterling for a six months’ contract to sing in the

United States. She is to receive
on starting for America.
Garibaldi

has issued

£5000 as a gift

an address,

in which

he

urges all Italians to refuse to support the ambitious whims of the ‘‘Second of December” man.
A new revolving cannon has been tried at
Valence, and 1s said

to

be

a great

success,

correspondent describes it as a terribly
tive weapon at 5000 yards.
-. Captain General

De Rodas

A

destruc-

has applied to the

Spanish government for reenforcements in Cuba
to the number of 14,000.

and will not take the command of the South Ger-

man army as reported.

{

Fhe French government

,

has explained to th

cabinet at Madrid
that the camps which recently
have been formed near the Spanish frontier, were
simply places of rendezvous and training for the
garde mobile.
:

“The Prussian troops ini the field suffer from
deficiency
of camp

equipments.

They

have no

shelter tents, and large bodies of men are com.

Paragraphs. .
Vt.,

of $50,000, and ordered $8,000 worth of books,
and intends to présent the whole to the town for
public use.
At Sandy Hook, a few days since, a large Newfoundland dog, belonging to the keepers of the
lighthouse, saw a shark rolling lazily along the
ocean near the beach, and: swimming out he
caught his dorsal fin in his tegth, and despite the
efforts of the shark to get a grip at the dogs
the

him

Ee

HE!

Gn

:
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nourished, or

in

by disease,

an attack.

nugber

of victimsof sun.

in summer from" the effects of heat; even while

sitting quietly in the shade.
Among laborers
and soldiers the intemperate are the subjects of

sunstroke.

The aged and infirm are liable to be

prostrated by the heat during the rise of the temperature of the blood, excited by the heat of the
external air. Feeble children, also, often sink
from pure exhaustion, due to the impression of
heat.

The channel in the Hudson river between Albany and Troy has been deepened so that vessels
drawing eight feet and a half of water can pass
through.
It is expected that this will enable
the Troy line of steamers to reach Troy regularly without changing freight and passengers at
Albany.
:

The .premonitory symptoms are heat, dizzi-

ness, great thirst, suffusion of tie eyes, followed
by fainting or insensibility, like an attack of -apoplexy.
As sunstroke depends upon several conditions

of varying intensity, so its attack may

Put cut nails into the tire, when there are barely coals enough to heat them i redness, let them
remain until the fire has gone but, and they will
be as tough as copper wire.

be slight

or great, according to these conditions. /In some
cases it is but a transient fainting, or perhaps only a feeling of slight depression, lasting for several days, while in the severer forms, death follows quickly,as though there had been a veritable
coup de soleil, or stroke of the sun. °
In the management of this disease, prevention
is eminently important.
It is an affection which
can always be prevented by proper precautions,
and the preventive measures can be practiced by
everyone.
One prime
object
must
be “to
keep cool, and above all to keep the head, the
seat of the great nervous centers, cool. It will
not do to cool the extremeties simply, for thus.
the blood is driven in upon the brain and lungs,
and fatal mischief may thus be created.
The
whole body should be kept in as nearly the normal temperature as possible.
This may be done
by dressing in light and loose clothing, which allows the cooling process of prespiration to go bn
unchecked.
The Chinese fan their shaven heads,
and so, if we create a current of air i bund us,
we reduce temperature.
We should avoid all
stimulating draughts which excite the circulation, and for the same reason very active exerThe feeble and excise ‘becomes dangerous.
hausted should be placed in airy rooms, and be
The laborer should rest during
gently fanned.
the heat of the day, drink cooling fluids, and
when at work frequently bathe the head, neck

When the Handy Opera House in Cincinnati
was taken for a public library building there
were three busts in the free stone facade, representing Tragedy, Comedy and Humor,—figures
appropriate enough for a theater, but out of place
on a library building. Accordingly a * seulpist”
was engaged to transform these busts, which he
has done, making Tragedy a bust of Franklin,
carving a face of Milton from the roguish features
of Comedy, and metamorphosing the fat cheeks
of Humor into the liniaments of Shakespeare.

of Harmony,

Ohio, who
has not spoken to her
husband
in twenty-one years. Inthe year 1849 he contradicted ber harshly in the presence of company,
and she threatened that if he didn’t behave better
toward her she never would speak to him again.
He retorted that he wished she wouldn’t, and
she has not since then spoken to him.
They have
continued to live together peacefully, and during
the long silence have had. several children.
Evyerything goes on at their house as usual with-far-

mers. The husband is attentive ,and does his con-

his wife through one of his children.
he will ask a child at the table,
mother have some more meat?”
time, ‘Is your mother going to

!
town with me to-day?” The family is wealthy, | and hands in cool water.
When the attack comes on, the sufferer should
and belongs to the better class of farmers,
be taken to a shade, a mustard plaster should be
Atmospheric brakes are now in operation on applied, and over his bare head, neck and chest,

several of the Pittsburg, Fort Wayne and Chicago railway ears. Trains on which this brake is
used can be stopped almost in an instant.

One of William Penn’s spoons, with his name,
engraved upon it, was found receutly by workmen who were digging a cellar at Reedsville, Pa.
The number ot Chinese in this country at the
end of 1869 is estimated at 90,000, among whom
were but 5,000 women and 2,000 children.
Since
immigration began in 1848, 138,000 have come to
the United States, of whom 38,000 have returned
to China, and about 10,000 have died.
Of the
number at present in the country, about one-half
are in California, 25.000 in other Pacific states
and territories, while fully 15,000 have crossed

the Rocky Mountains.
The reason American

merchants

can not pur-

chase foreign-built ships is only because the act
of Congress of 1792 forbids it. There is no other
hindrance.
No foreign-built vessel can be transferred to our flag, as the law stands, unless she
has been shipwrecked and repaired here so as to
amount to a substantial reconstruction; or, has
been lawfully captured in war and condemned
as a prize; or, has become forfeited and sold for a
breach of the revenue laws.
Some of
that stones
and think
the seller.
by the fish

the newspapers make fun of the fact
are found in the stomachs of fresh fish,
they are placed there intentionally by
They are placed there intentiorally
itself, not by the seller; and in most

fish will be found more or less gravel or large
stones, The Georges’s fishermen always find
them in cod and halibut in the spring, and it is a
commpn expression to say a fish is well ballasted
to leave the banks.
;
The barrel of the needle gun, used by the
Prussians, is three feet long, rifled with four
grooves,and weighs from 10 to 11 Ibs. The Chas-

sepot rifle, so called from the inventor, M.

Chas-

sepot,is an improvement upon the needle gun, or

is claimed

to be.

All the French

infantry

and

chasseurs are armed with it. Its only use in war
was in the single engagement around Rome, when*

the revolution attacked that city, It is claimed
that it was proved to be the best arm ever used.
The needle gun was a great success in the brief
war between Prussia and Austria in 1866,
In
the skirmish of Sunday, the Prussians claim that
their needle gun proved to be superior to the
Chassepot rifle.
On 20th ult., at seven o'clock in the morning, a
singular phenomenon was observed at Meppen.
The disk of the sun was surrounded by a circle
of dark vapor, at the edge of which appeared
three brilliant parhelions, with a fainter one

below.

From

a

couple of

these

issued

two

splendid bows spanning the horizon, while a per-

fect circle, composed

of all possible colors, was

visible opposite the sun, towards the zenith;
fragments of rainbows

time to be

and

were at the same

TBwards eight o’clock the phe-

nomenon disappeared. It was likewise observed
in Osnabruck and Lipgen.
It is announced by several German journals
thut Dr. Oscar Liebrick, to whom protagon and

cold water-should be dashed.
can fafely be done without

This is all that
medical advice.—

Hearth and Home,
Ld

The

Crops

in Europe.

———
|

The Scottish American has been looking over
its latest foreign exchanges with a view to ar-

‘rive at a fair estimate as to what

food supply of 1870-71 is likely to be. It says:
First in importance France must be considered,
for, and which is an unusual circumstance, she

is even thus early in the market as a buyer, and
rather eagerto purchase.
The assigned cause,
and to a great extent the true one, is that
the crops—especially of wheat—have not recovered so far as was hoped from the cold and wet
which have been frequent this year over many
extensive districts. It may be that these obstacles to abundant harvests are exaggerated,and that
political causes may be at work to induce the
purchase of large quantities of grain. But the
fact remains that France is importing instead of
exporting bread-stuffs, and must be omitted
therefore from the list of food resources for other
nations.
There have been many conflicting

statements as to Great Britain,

The weather has

been unsettled, and the season was late and cold.
There is, however, a confident expectation that

-the wheat crop will “be, if not over-abundant, a
fair average.
Oats and barley are not yet considered safe, but reasonable hopes are expressed
‘in respect to them.
The prices have however
advanced, as also of wheat.
Of course this latter is one result of the fact that France cin not
this year be looked to for supplies, but on the
contrary will need assistance from other countries.. The accounts from Germany are on the
whole not encouraging.
The rye crops—and
that is a very important portion of the German
food supply—are generally deficient, while the
wheat harvests are reported as below the average. Hungary, on the other hand, shows very
favorably, as also do, though perhaps in a slightly less degree, Russia, Bessarabia and Poland.
In short, the summarized condition of European
breadstuffs may be deseribed as bad in France,
somewhat better in Germany, and good ia tbe
other grain producing regions.
And therefore,
though no approach to famine need be apprehended, prices will be higher, and the demands for
imports from the United States are sure to be
considerable.
The yield of hay in Great Britain
is very light, only about an eighth. of the usual
average of the first crop, which will prove a
great source of embarrassment to graziers,

Packing and. Marketing.
Butter should be packed solid, leaving no interstices for air, and should completely fill the
firkin, tub or pail, as thé case
may be, leaving a

flat surfi®®’
"It i8 conimion hE
a cloth over
the top and a layer of salt on the cloth. Some
salt, making

a brine.

The cover should then fit tightly, leaving

Every person should be guided

by circumstances in his choice of styles for putting up butter, always heing careful to give it a
neat and attractive appearance,
If living at a

the now well-known chloral are due, has discov-

distance

market-place buy for New York, he should

ride

of

mthyline

(wthylidenchlorid)

has

been

given. This substance, which has been repeated.
ly applied with perfect success in the clinical
hospital of Dr. Langenbeck at Berlin, is said to
be more rapid and

agreeable

in its

effects

than

no

room for air between it and the butter. - Some
butter also goes into the market in the form of
rolls, some pineapple, and other fancy forms for

the table, ete.

from market,

‘and the dealers

at his
pack

in firking or tubs, sojthat the butter can safely be
kept through the season, and the whole lot disposed of at once inthe fall. If at a convenient

distance from New. York, fresh tubs or pails may
be sent in at intervals, all through the season, or

the whole kept through,as he chooses, Or if in
the vicihity of any city, good chances offer in the
way of supplying

hotels,

restaurants,

etc.,

the

butter should be put up in a style to suit the cus-

tomers.

Bome,

who

stamp upon it.”

:

The

Markets.

are humdreds

of miles

away, make shipments of butter to-New York on
their own account, instead of selling it to buyers

{MR OBL GID INTEREST
FIRST MOR

:

BOSTON WHOLSALE PRICES.

TCACE

~~ For the week ending, Aug. 3, 1870.

CANDLES,

with. that

SINKING FUND LAND GRANT BONDS.

MOLASSES:

Cannel.......1700 20 00
Pictole.eces..0 00 @ 6 50
Anthracite,.. 7 50 @ 8 00
COFFEE.

If you would attain to a goodly

fame, then, as abutter-maker, and reap a rich reward for your pains, attend carefully to the minutest details in making, and never sell any but

a7

RBiOersssennsaseri Gor: 31

good butter, put up in neat packages; never allow your ‘ trade-mark” to lose its yalue.—Am.
Ag.
eg
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% 85 00 Boar

PROVISIONS,

7 00 |

of New York,
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y—the only ones at w

.

50 @33
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ON.
other,And

|1e88
It has taken the First Premium af the
State expense,
Agricultural
Fairs of. New(York, Vigginia
“BROCKPORT,

h

it’ has”

N. Y.,

A

and

been
10,

J. D. WEST— Sir: 1 worked my Ne. & Union

ex-

1809.

Mill, (now the Empire Mill,) with two horses. atGrist
160

©58, 18

Clear......32

:

Corn and Feed Mill1 Company

nt everywhere.
And Sold by Agents
Thi

28 @.. 2

aptha...... eee

[linois and Ohio,

| revolutions, and I think I ground about
| corn per hour. 1 then ground corn and
and it ground that somewhat faster. 1
| goticfiod with it.
Yours &ec.,
B. A

50

Pickled..... +es+ @:+

choiceextra, 8 b0 @ 9 00 |Hogs, dressed 00
Mich. and Indiana
PRODUCE.
choice extra. s 00 a 8 50 ARDlo dried B..4
Medium do...7 00 @.7 50 | do sliced. ..'8
Millewakee—
__|_Jdo,aew¥bbl3 00
Com.to chee 6 25 @ 6 75 | Butter,¥ B,
Choice do....0 00 @ 000 | Vermont......30

Southern,sup

y

“MONROE,

13 bushels of
oats mixed,
am perfectly
PALMER.”
May
10, 1869.

N.Y.,

. .. @..

++ | all that

@..

you represent it,

It will grind with

ease 6 to

00 | 3 bushels of corn per hour. It also makes excellent .
Graham flour. I considerita boen to farmers, and
@ 8 | it will be indispensable when once tested, There is
@ 1
but one opinion—it is a success.
@ 6 LO
JOHN B. BOREMAN, Regent Ky. University,
NICHOLASVILLE, KY., Feb. 18, 1860,
@.. 32|
H. C. SANDUSKY & Co.:—The (Empire) Mill

.. | Beans,
# bush, 5

bought of

you gives

perfect satisfaction.

I grind 7
extras....... 650 @ 700 (Smalland
ex, 1 75 @ 00 | or 8 bushels per hour;‘in fact, it is just the thing for
choice Balt. 9 00 @10 75 |
W ....2 35 @ 2 37 | farmers and feeders. Nose should be withotit
one.
Brandywine 8S 00 @ 0 00

| Blue Pod...1 25 @
Rye Flour....6 50 @ 6 00 |Cranberries,
bul 00g
Corn Meal....5 75 @ 6 00 | Cape....
000 @
FRUIT,
Cheese, ¥ B,
Almonds—
Factory ....12% @

SoRt Shel

4-5!

estorn......15 @

SXITAS,
Af.Pea

Figs co!

2 00
0 (0
000
2h
13%

18AAC BARKLEY,”
Send for Circular,
D
T, General Agent,
19197
40 Cortlandt St,
New York.

A
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wesrens30 @

1+. »[3 fog
Nuts.
. 240 @ 0.00
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bush,

163 | 1p, perry BRUSSELS CARPETS—130 rolls closing

90 @

(Potatoes, ¥ bu
Jacksons

150

.

out under value at our new warehouse, 76, 78,50 an:

82 Friend street.

5

auglo—4t,

mons ich 1 6 lomo whi 0 30 81 5 a, CANETSL 5, 2ol Dundee, urd wide, hry and
Bunch—
EgE.s1erzssens23 @os 24 | TAFI—NeW England Carpet Co.
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.
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Cask. .. §. ..
¥ box.. @ . ..
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SEED,
|Clover,Northern,16@..
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115 8 1 17 [Rec Top.¥bag,3 50 @ 4 00 | 52 Friend
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e
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000 00
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Piano

@ 30%
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Annual

:

WOOL.

Price, $3,75.
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Japans. ........70 @ 1 39

Onk......o€eveee u o .e 3

To bring exhausted land into a good state of |
8, ¥ih, 90 @.1
Dry
Hide ...... @-.
fertility is one of the easiest proceedings in the
In
rough...
2 @:..
world, for if there is no heavy or any manure to
LU
ER.
be had within a reasonable distance, it is only to Clear Pine.. 25 00 65
oarse
do...20
@21
obtain a light, concentrated kind, and grow turn- Ship stock...21-0000 @22
ips to be eaten, and the dung and urine will Spruce...... 15 00 @17
cause any crop to grow after, among which clo- Oak, ¥ ton ....... @::
bds!3 0C @15
ver can be sown, and that can be disposed of in Hemlock
do.
plank..... + @.
the same way as the turnips, or in any way cir- Cc do.
}oist...... + @:0
lapboards 50 00 @55
cumstances may demand.
Having once re-estabdo. Spruce 15 00 @25
lished fertility, the rotation must be brought to Shingles, pine .2 50 @ 6
docedar........ Q..
come around often enough to keep up richness,
Lats, ine...1 75 @ 2
and endeavor to increase the depth - of good soil,
0.
Spruce..... @..
as well.
Where there is good natural grass
Sex
tks.
4
land, like the Kentucky blue grass

.

Its great popularity’ still continues.
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auglo-4t.

warehouse, 76, 78, 8) and 82 Friend street—New Fng.
land Carpet Co.
auglo-4t.

Rio Brae
26 ge 5 Fair (044 re! 0%
estern
od
.
oworleans. coves
comes dry during the filling time, the silk and
d0, Wet... .10% @-+ 12 [POFtIA
veersDAers
tassels both become dry and dead. In this con- Goat Skins,
,
Refined
Madras.
FTN
i,
[] B
Prustiodss.. cl
dition, it should become seasonable, the silk re-|
atnas..... . 47 @ 52K
ow
«ee d00
vives and renews its growth, but the tassel does |
I
.
Coffee crush.. 11

¢

Carpet Co.

the cargo auction sales for

new

Anata ter...18%
18% @. @.- 10] Noa
08
«10
2. < 01x
Green Salt....15%
@.. 15 | NosJsto 20.12
@ 14 | Foremost
BA
, dry...27 @.. 28 [Cuba Muscovado—
3

0. re

A

x
+ @.. 91
ALL WOOL INGRAIN CARPETS. —Allour cut stock
@ 0) | closing out from 62 cents per yard np, at our new

Straw,100®s..1 40 @ 1 50
HIDES AND SKINS,
[Havana.

silk is unable to fil] the office for which it was deThe pollen from ‘the replanted corn is
signed.
then ready to supply the silk, and the filling is
completed.” He says nearly all the abortive ears,
80 common in corn crops, are caused by want of
polien, and that he has known ears to double
their size in this second filling.— Exchange.

finest qualiies.

pew warehouse, 6, 78, 80 and 82
land Factory Co.
augl0-4t,

sale to the trade of at

prices,at our

8 10x | street.

East, &North 17 00 @ 25 00
Country Hay,
¥ 100 lbs ..0 00 @ 1 50 [p

Then, for want of pollen the new

the

ngland

CANTON MaTTINGS fro

4 %

a
Middimgs,,
3500 57 00

the crop is planted, a hill about every fifteenth
row each way.” He says: “If the weather be-

Of

FLOOR OIL CLoTaS.—Our entire stock closing out
at low pricesat

81s
c sx

B88-x ruses
- va, ve...

Shorts ¥iou

ARPETS

Westand South. @.. .. | small invoice for sale at $10 per roll, containing
40
HerdsGass.. 0 00 @ 9 00 | yards, by the New England Carpet Co. 76, 78,
80 and

prs ta gd

Southernyell

who has for many years been making experiments with corn, has discovercd an importance
and value in replanted corn, which is quite novel, and worthy of publication.
We have always
thought replanted corn was of little consequence,
but this gentleman says, * it is of so much consequence, he replants whether it is needed or not
—or rather, he plants two or three weeks after

ot

@

or

‘tomy entire satisfaction. I run it about 100
com.extras..; 25 @ 6 75 | Lard keg,B....... @.. .: | revolutions,
and ground
5 to 6 bushels
medium do..7 00 @ 7 50 | Lard, b l. B. 17% @ 8% | of corn per hour. Yours, handsomely
&6.,
TOs. H. BATE.”
choice do....7 75 @ 8 50 | Hams smoked..21 @...2% | ~ «The Union Grist and Feed
(now Empire) Mill is"

Corn.

Land.

:

:

e

6.5.60

50

Koresona. [11

BOXG.+»xev 6.40 S21 00
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©

Renovating

Emrsne

ThoLe extra & £0 810 00 | Mess, best.3) 50 31 00 | «jy, 1, Wrer—Sir: I have used my Noi3 Rmpire
Westra sup..5 80 @ : 90 | Prime .... 25 00 26 50 | Mil)

An intelligent and reliable neighbor of ours,

not recover.
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estern...18 00 @19 M
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Family ....24 00 625 00
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|Pork,
St.Louis, sup.. .. @.. .. {Extra
Clear.32: 50 @84 03
extra brand
6 50

unout
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ing than it is without.
It is not easy to give di.
rections in swimming; the best way is to follow
the instructions of some older friend, or of your
parents.
Try and be a good, straight-ahead
swimmer, before you attempt any of the many
fancy tricks.
Learn to swim first, then to float,
and then to tread water; these are the most useful; afterward yon may add as many extra styles
a8 you choose.—Ameiican Agriculturist. -

Discovery with

@. »
g ,

Bll. eveeesd

how much more difficult it is to swim with cleth-

A New

No.20 WALL

LONSUUP
IIY G1 414|PUY.sev
siveerid
8+ Bl injury,
upiile caneIt works
mmraon
o tr power eyo
agus
8u indy 4 a al 00
ha
A
with less
than any

re-

move higelothing ; and it is not well to wait
til such’
event happens before you find

enRed¥cwt.2

vaipetings—

swim to have an older person by,until they learn.
In trying to swim, always let your progress be
towards shore, Wade off until the water is up
to your breast, and then try to swim to the shore,
taking it calmly and not
making too hard work
of it. Of course, the attempt should be made
where the water gradually deepens, where the
bottom is safe, and where there is no strong current.
These are things that boys should not
trust to their own judgment about.
When you
have learned to swim
without clothes, or at
most, bathing drawers, put on a pair of old pantaloons and try to swim with them.
It will be
found difficult at first, but it can be done: then
try a shirt and vest, and, finally, shoes. But few
persons learn to swim in clothing, and it is the
most important thing about it. When one goes

no time

02

RCo.

Bankers and Financial Agents of the Company,

.....2 25 @
Mous.deLaines 16 § . 17 FrenchYeilo
wa 00 @ 3 X | ©

of the place in

has

«

Denimsssensll
\ghams......16

which to learn,and it is best for those who ¢an not

overboard by accident, he

Besonases

RB.

SALE AT NINETY,

WHITE, MORRIS & CO.,

Cottonades.....18 @-. 38 |Vormillion .....22 @ 1 10

But, as a

matter of security against accidents, itis very desirable that everyone should be able to swim, or
at least, to keep their heads above water.
There
is one proper time for young people to leatn to
swim, and that is—when your parents will copa
sent to it, The judgment of older people shoul)

be taken in'regardto the safety

Linseed.
« 00 : @.. 00
American.... 35 4
Crude 8;
Do.
Refined do.... 75 @.0 80

Shitting Stripes 13 @. 28 anBrownAm.1X0..9
1C.

Wisconsin
FOR

gal..1 45 @ 1 50

Good Urdinary 17% @.. 18 | Lard, Western—
Mid.togd mid ..22 @ 23
Extra......1 25 @ 1.30
Low Middling 19%@.. 20 | No, l.ve....l 00 e110
DOMESTICS,
Neatsfoot¥gall 10 g@ 1 60
Sheetings and Shirtings—
P
8.
. Heavy
4-4...13 @ 14 '|Lead,Red Am..10 @ 10x
Medinm 4-4...12 @ 12%
Am.dry, pure « @ 10
Drills,brown....13 @ 15
Ground,pure 11% @ 12
Print Cloths.. 65 @ 6%
NO: leseseeaneld @ 14
Cotton Flanne.s 13 @ 28
|Zinc, ground in 6il—
Cotton Jeans.10% @ 15
NOo.l.eveesie.
13 @ 14
Printsssseesies +9 @ 12} Paris Whites....3 @. 8%

Every boy and girl should know how to swim.
It is generally thought to be an accomplishment
more proper for boys than for girls; but there
is quite as much need that girls, too, should
know how." Itds great sport, and the boys should

not have

West

PortRic0......45 @.. 65

Olive,¥

;

_ OF THE

Ordinary........15@.. 16 |Sperm.,.....1 60 @ i 65

Learning to Swim.

OLIVER

Sale;

25,000.

:

;

DITSON & CO., Boston,

OXeveveon47
ns @

LH.

.. | Medium......47 @ . 48

a XN

York.

CH, DITBON.& JO, New

80 | Coarse....... 30.47

:

Sent post-paid on receipt of price.

Yor

Mich,,N.Y. & Vermont, —

00
XUr8
cooesenddd @ + 46
00 | Fine.....
39.44
00 | Medium
3@.4H

00 | Coarse..... Li0Q.
..

8

Other Western—

00 |
«. |

Fine and X...43 @ . 45
Medium...... 430.44

oo | COMMON.....538
00 |Pulled, extra...35
00 | Superfine....35
50 (Californig......18
Canada ..ovenes 00
25 pStombing a5
«.
[Buenos
+2
+ GapoGoodiiops
Unwashed
..15

@ . dibs
@ . 45
@ . 50
@ . 87 (~
@-. 00
0. 1
’
@ +
2 | Thig old and well known remedy, has acquired
4 . 5 a world-wide renown for the cure of sudden colds,
region, or any !
@.. 17 | coughs, &c., weak stomach, general debility, nursing
other good natural grasses, it is wise to continue
sore mouth, cankered mouth or throat, liver comthe best portions in permanent pasture and mowplaint, dyspepsia, or indigestion, cramp and pain in
NEW YORK WHOLESALE PRICES.
ing; for be it known, the mixed natural grasses,
the stomach, bowel complaint, painters’ colie, Asi.
when managed properly, make hay equal to any
atic cholera, diarrhea and dysentery, It has lost
For the week ending, Aug. 3, 1870.
none of its good name by repeated trials, .but conon the face of the globe. There are three-fourths
APPLES.
MAPLE SUGAR, 3
tinues to becupy a prominent position in every fam.
@12 00
of the farmers in America who have no idea of
8 00 §10 00
ily medicine chest.
:
what a meadow is in England; the term is never Green Winter
BARLEY,
Sold by all Druggists.
1m32,
applied to aught but old, permanent, natural State.& Can... 00 @ 0 80
\
BEANS
grass fields, which lie low enough to be often
MArTow......2 25.@ 2 37 White
mowed without injury to the-sward.
Ex Medium..2 00 ® 2 75
Exhausted
BEEF
meadow land is rapidly. renovated
‘by good ExMess #bbH5
00 18 00
grazing, and there is no naturally good grass,| C ountry do..16 00 @18 00
which by bad management has been reduced and
BUTTER.
Orange CoB 34 @ . 8 rime... ...26 00
run out, but may be brought back, without any Sta
Xprimelt 8 - 30 Hams,salted 17 00
plowing, by good grazing with a variety of stock. West ordin
240.
Hams smok’d17 00
‘ CHEESE,
We guarantee to purchasers of our property
"POTATOES,
—Practical Farmer.
from
12 to 15 per cent. per annum; that is,at the expiratio
Mercers....
175 @ 2
| of one, two or three years, we pay back the principaln
Peach Blows. J Wel

FIFTEEN PER CENT.
- GUARANTEED.

Now Ready.

The Commentary on the Gospels by

Rev. John J. Butler, D. D.,is now
ready- for delivery to our customers.

Fifteen

hundred

copies of. this the

first volume, have already been sold.
This number is nearly half of all that
have been printed. This simple announcement is sufficient to show that

hands.

Price

$2,00.

Yellow....... 11691
EGGS.

AT

REDUCED

PRICES !—a

jew

lots

Jugt received will be disposed of at the following low
p¥ices;
:
75 Pieces Extra Superfine,

...vvu.... $1,25

per yard

A small lot Three-Plys very low.
106 Rolls Oil Clothe sesseriirssinsnss 46to be
60 Pieces Ingrain.....ovees earns 85¢ to $1,156 *¢
All wool Stair Carpeting.eveeeiivensnsns 46 to 75¢*
JOHN J, PEASLEY & CO.,

47 Washington 8t., Boston,
SuMMER CARPETINGS —Canton, Japan and Cal
cutta Mattinge—the finest qualities and the bes
styles. Hotels, Beach houses, &¢., furnished with
these goods

at

a

slight advance

prices,

on

Western,inbgs 105g 1 10
"SEEDS,

00 @ .
FEATHERS,

LiveGeese# 1b 85 @ .

FLOUR
OUR,
Ex Stat¥bar .5 85 ¢

cargo

auction

Dealers are invited to inspect our stock.
JOHN J. PEASLEY
& CO,,
47 Washington
8t., Boston,
4131,

State sup..... 5 40 e
Ex Southern..6 50 ¢
Ohio & West..5 00 []
Canada...... 0 (0 yd
HOPS,

PrimeCakes. ...13%

Barrels........

0.

@
e

Ohio

wd

sees oe

WESTERN GUN

179 smithfeld St, PITTSBURGH, Pa,
No B, Army Gune,
Revolvers, &c., hn
traded

GRAHAM, PERRY & (0,

00

ROOM 8, MAJOR

45

CATTLE

Chicago, Illinois.

8, 1870,

BEEF—Extra
$18,00 to $14,00: first quality $13,25 to
$13,560; 2d quali
$11,00 to $12,00; 3d quality § 7,60to
$10,705, er cwt., on total weight of hide, farrow, and
dress
beef.

WORKING OXEN—$150 to $275 per pair, or aceord

ing to their value as

f.

or without calves, as may
and ordmary, $30 to #50.

PERMISSION.

Pa.; C. 0. Libby, Dover, N. H,

Handy Steers, $80 to $125

‘Miron COWS—#30to $ 60; extra good,
with

BY

Hon. J. Y. Scammon, Chicago; 2d National Bank,
Chicago; Nash, Spaulding & Co., Boston; Harding,
Grey
Dewey Boston; 1st National Bank of Geae-:
seo, I11.; A Corbin & Co., bankers, New York
B.
8. Wolcott, President Hanover Insurance Co., city;
N. Y.;
1st National Bank, Richmond, Ind.; Perry & Co.,
Albany, N,Y.; D. 8. Heffron, Utica, N. Yui Batons
National Bank, Erie, Pa.; James Calder, Harrisburg,

MARKET,
Aug

BLOCK,

. Corner LaSalle and Madieon Streets,

80.49
18
‘00

Unwashed.
J6 @
Sheep Pelts..0 00 @

REFER

BRIGHTON

to the

spgusibility for half the profits,

New ew Y. York Mbiy R45 @ 52)

oe
@

if the pur.

of money

We invest on joint account, that is, in purchasing
property for others, we take half the pecuniary re.

12 @.. 13

WHEAT,
White,¥ bush 0 00'@

then prefers that amount

We place Monet upon loan on, two and three fold
Real Estate securities, at 9 and 10 per cent. per
an| num, the interest payable semi-annually,

@ 14
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$65 to $85:

be agreen; i

TNA: IMPROVED

"SEWING

STorEs—Yearling $14 to $25; two year 01d, $26 to

MACHINES

88; three years old, $40 to $
Are of different Sizes—Strong, High Speeded Eas
FAT HOoG8—10% to 11¢,
to operate, adapted to the Success; 1 use of all Kinds i
* | ofthread on every kind of goods or leather; Simple
SHOTES—Wholesale, 00 to 00¢; retall 00 to C0o¢
in construction; and as everypart liable to wear is
Hipes—Brighton 7to 7c;
Country lots, 63% to Te abjustable, its consequence durability
is unequalled; !
and

TALLOW= 7to 7}, Country lots 6 to 630}

PeLT8—with wool$1,60
$1,560 toto $2,
trip
$2,00 each; i country
country
1 lots

most

LIAMS

by the best Judges are ncknowledged to be. the
practical Sewing Machines extant. H.8. WILGeneral Agent for New England, 24 TEMPLE

PLACE, Boston.
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CALF SKINS—16al7c.
GOLD

AND BTOCKS.

Aug. 38,1870,
difleS, Shot Guns, Revolvers, &c.,at re.
duced prices, warranted and sent bh egprest C. American Golde geyepes cm ossinerssnassonrsonse 2K
0. D., to be examined before paid daid for,” Liberal
terms to the Trade, Agents or elubs. Write for a U, 8. Five-Twention, 1667....cc00vervircesseensa
i109

rice catalogue, address GREAT
ORKS,

and 12 or 15 per cent, interest per annum,

chaser

property he has purchased, we, of course, takin
the
property upon paying the money.
The time A rate
per cent. agreed
upon at the time of sale in each case,

14 @ 00
Flax per bu,. 0 00 @ 0 00
TALLOW,

Postage,

extra 24 cents.” Special terms given
to agents who sell 100 or more. Orders=are solicited.
CARPETINGS

Live Turkeys®h¥008..
Live Chickens...26@.. 30
DressedTurkeysi6 @ . 30
do Chickens. 26 @ . 28
RYE

White West'rnl 05 @ 1

others think the work a good one and
that they appreciate it. At this rate of 9
Kegs:....... 00
sale this whole Edition will soon be off TTierces.......
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think it better to wet the

of inferior butter ever went to market

the European

ered a new anodyne,to which

the name of chlo-

is really

Moulds. .s.....12 @.. 15 Cuba, Clayed..3¢ @. 37
Sperm.........086 @.. 38
do sweet....00 @. 00
herited from his father, and that “not a pound | Adaman tine....20 @.. 28 do Muscovado3s @.. 42
AL
COAL.
Cientu
ened @ 47

so that

will be most appagent, and if *avoided,

By far the larger

tial aid for the armies in the field.

There is a Scotch family at Oshkosh who claim
a line of Scotch ancestry running back to Robert
Bruce, the gallant knight who defeated the Enlish at Bannockburn.
They claim that their descent can be attésted by the English and Scotch
records.

butter

for less than a dollar per pound), uses a stamp in-

or enfeebled,

stroke are the intempergté
; they are predisposed
by an induced depression of the nervous system,
too poor nutrition, and by .super-heated blood
by the use of stimulants.
They often fall dead

Baron Gerolt, the Prussian minister at Washington, has received, since the declaration of War
in Europe, over two thousand letters from citizens of the United States, congratulating him on
the position of Prussia, and oftering him substan-

versing with
For instance,
“ Will your
Or at another

weakened

system is depressed

will save ‘the personfrom

high and dry on the beach.

in: the town

nervous

this one

to the Shore TIT Tred him

There is a woman

to over-heated

the effect of the sudden elevation of the temperature of the volume of blood may prove most
disastrous. This result is produced, not by overstimulation,but by actual depression,
for this is the
recognized effect of over-heated blood upon the
nervous system. Whatever other and more subtle causes may be operating upon the individual,

has nearly completed a library building at a cost

latter drew

due

temperature of the body may be very much increased, without dangerous or even injurious results, But if the individual is fatigued or poorly

Fairbanks, of St. Johnsbury,

system,

The term over-heated must be taken

a relative and not literal sense; for if the nervous system is in good condition and the functions of the body otherwise well performed, the

left

chloroform. The chief merit, however, claimed
to sleep on the ground without protection for it is that it may be administered without interfering with the free and natural breathing of
The Spanish Cabinet is busy discussing certain the patient—an advantage which it possesses over
of the United States government in con- most other anwsthetics, As the effect of the new
Wha
outrages npon American eitizens in body is stated to be very transient, the dose must
be repeated in a lengthened operation,
-

Co the nclomeney
of te weather.

blood.

the

several

The Crown Prince Frederick William remains
in Prussia in command of the Prussian troops,

tion of the nervous

-more harm than the Cubans. Spanish gunboats
are closely watching the coast for the steamer

Mr. Horace

The tiny craft * City of Ragusa,” was spoken
July 13 by an arrival in London. No latitude or

1 their

price. Some few have a stamp of their own, and
labor assiduously to establish a value for it, as a
trade-mark. It is said that the best butter-mak-

Though not strictly corrcet, sumstroke may,
for practical purposes, be defined to be an affec-

Havana correspondence gives details of more
executions, skirmishes and confiscations. Fighting still goes on in the mountains, but the yellow
fever and cholera are doing the Spanish army

at his own

at home, in which cas

10, ABO,

er in the vicinity of Philadelphia (who never sells

He is now in England.

Sun Salvaldor, which it is reported recently
«New York with arms, ammunition and men.

AUGUST

superior, they will not’be long in making a reputation, and will soon be able to secure a high

‘Facts about Sunstroke.

will soon appear before a Parliamentary comruittee in London to explain the workings of the

It now appears that General Sheridan has gone

to Europe for his own pleasure and
expense,

to Russia, Egypt and Asia

Professor Henry, of the Smithsonian Institute,
Institute.

a house

$!270

has all gone

STAR:

Rural ad Domestic,

The rain which has been‘wanting in England
and France as well as in the United States, this
summer,
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TO GET PATENTS

|

FULLY EXPLAINED in a Pamphlet of 108 pages
ust issued by MUNN CO. 31 Pur Row,New
York,
NT
FREE.
MUNN & CO,,Editors ofthe Scientific
Ameriean, the best mechanical paper
in the world,(20 YEARS EXPERIENCE),

PATENTS—have
10teowll

taken

More

Patents, and

amined
More Inventions, than
other agency. Send sketch an
tion for prs 4B
NO CHARGE,

ex-
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